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Published every day (Sundays excepted,) by the

PORTLAND

€0.,

PUBLISHING

MARINE INSURANCE.

At 1O0
Terms.
er# Seven

Exchange St., Portland.
To mail subscrib
a Year.
Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.

Freights and
Cargoes.
BOSTON MARINE INSURANCE CO.

MAIXE~STATE

THE

Account Current for the

PRESS

is published
every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

$2.60

insured, $01,310,501 00
Premiums Received, $1,008,944 03
INCOME.
Premiums earned and terminated...
$970,089 70
Interest and other items,.
101,338 09

of Advertising: One inch of space, the
of column, constitutes a “square.”
$l.r><* per square.daily first week; 75 cents per

Kates

m

ength

Week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; conticu
ing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
llAlf square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
<me w eek, $ \ .00; 50 cents per week after.
Special. Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sali>,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
■d the State), for $1.00 per square for first* insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subsequent
insertion.
Address all communications to

$1,071,428
CONTRA.
Premiums,

insurance, taxes, rebates, and all other expenditures,
Net gain for the year.

Capital.
Net

1881

ANNUAL DRILL AND BAIL
—

OF

HALL,

IILHT

Feh. 24th.

ARTILLERY.

TK KF.TS—Sb gle admission 50 Cts.; per couple
$1.00. Reserved seats 75 cts.—tor sale at Bart
Jett’s Drug Store.

course

of

BE

7*1.

WISE,

101,444.13

$7,407,181.35

year of 1055.
H. S. STEPHENS,
Vice Pres.

HENRY

ieijvmtiiiw
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IN ISTEW

Entertaining,

CONGRESS STREET Itt.

E. CHURCH.

Admission—for the Course, 75 cents, Single, 15
cents, organ concert at 7 Va. Lecture at 7 %.
Tickets for sale at A. Lemont’s,corner of Congress
and Atlantic Streets, at Rev. J. N. Marsh’s, 317
Congress Street, at Wilbur & Bow ie’s, 4G1 Congress
Street and at the door.
Monday, Feb. 21st—Rev. A. B. Ivendig, Boston.
Subject—“The Model Man.’*
Monday, Feb. 28th—Rev. D. W. LeLacheur, Biddeford.
Dishonesty.”
Monday. March 7th—Rev. W. W. Baldwin, Kiftery

Weber,

a

on

ject—“The Times We Live In.”
Wt-dnesday. March 23d—Rev. James McWhinnie,
Portland, Subject—“Researches in Mesopo amia.”
Monday, March 28th—Rev. Thomas Tyrie, Gord3t*

cheap. Organs sold
instalments of 25 cents per day.

BLOCK,
PORTLAND.

Aline of RICHARDSON & ROBINS’ celebrated Canned PEACHES,
PEARS, HONED and CURRIED ‘ HICKEN, CANNED
TURKEY, TONGUE, HAM, OYSTERS, ROLLED OX
TONGUE, PLUM PUDDtNG ETC., ETC.

Crosse & Blackwell’s English Pickled and
Assorted Condiments.
Lea & Perrin’s Sauces, E. T. Cowdrey & Co.’s Canned Goods,
P. it C. Sardines. Portland Packing Co.’s Corn, Billets, Mushrooms,
Peas and Pates, Burnham & Morrill’s Corn,
Keen’s Euglish Mustard, Huckins’ Canned Soups.
Legano & Poiero Maccaroni, Walter Baker’s Chocolate and Cocoas,
Day & Marlin’s Blacking, Burnett’s and Twitcbell & Cbauiplin’s Extracts,
Frye’s Cocoa Goods, Colgate’s Toilet Soaps.
These Goods are too well known to need any special recommendation from ns.

last Grand Ball of
season, at

11 A L

BOOTS,
SHOES,

L,

Fe!?. 28th.

Monday Evening,

1U EHBEKN

FRO.H

BAND

FRANK CUKT1V. Proprietor

and

\YTe have

a

largo stock

MONDAY,-FEB.

of Popular Brands of Patent, St. Louis, and
Michigan FALL GROUND FLOUR
and will sell them as low as auy advertised list in Portland.

YYTe are receiving every week shipments of
Butter, in 5 and 10 lb. packages. Also small
tubs of lowa Creamery, besides our usu il supply of Vermont and
Dairy Butter. \\*e are well stocked with
Maine, Y ermont and New York Fa *tory Cheese, Eng. Crown, Young America. Pine ipple. Eidam, Neufchatel, etc. Our past impartial representation of these goods we think warrants our statement that we

FancyJersey

are

Headquarters

for Butter and Clieese.

large and varied stock of goods, wel|
and to parties buying in job lots we are
prepared to make very low
prices for cash.

a

1 hanking our many friends for their past liberal
patronage, we hope by our removal into more spaci -us
and convenient quarters to be better ab«e to serve
you and the public generally. We shall study as heret°i<»re to make Cfuulity and a fair repreaeutation of
aim. We earnestly
goods our highest
•
J
solicit your patronage.

All orders

28th.

if. worm co.
COR. UNION

AND EUROPEAN SPECIALTY TROUPE,
on

Under

STREET,

Falmouth

Hotel.

sale THIS TUESDAY, Feb. 22d.

dtd

GILBERT’S
MkJm

instruction in dancTueaday creuTerms forJ
February
the course of twelve lessons: Gents, $5; Ladies, S3
List of dances to be taught Waltz. Polka, Bohemian Polka, Raquet Neivport, Galop, Waltz or
Glide Lancers, National Guard and Lancers QuadLast term f n

Vi^raing

commences

rille and the German.
Assemblies every Thursday

GRASSSEEDS
Timothy,
Red Top,
N. N. Y. Clover,
Western Clover,
Alsike Clover,

febl8 dtf

evening.

Notice.
1 would like to call the attention
of the Trade to the fact that I am
NOT about to close up my business as has been reported.
On the
contrary I shall keep a larger and
better stoek than ever before of
Laces, Embroideries, Handkerchiefs, and Fancy Goods, embracing all the Novelties of the season.
As heretofore I shall be found at
m\ old stand, No. 9G Cross St.
JOHN F. 11 AND.

have this

ARRIVAL.

feb22

Kendall & Whitney,

A'D

INIVERNAL

posseting
Washing

all

CLEAMhI K.
the

good

qualities

NOW

of other
in
Preparations, which
time invariably eat the clothes,
it is
perfectly
harmless to the most delicate fabric.
For Housecleaning purposes it far surpasses every other \ reparation. it removes Crease-spots, Pitch, Tar or
Dirt ol any kind, from Cloths, Carpels, Furniture
etc., with wonderful ease. Try it.
Edward
Beware of buying a spurious article.
Batson, the only traveling Agent for Portlaud.

15
14

of nil

19*

FOSE NT

GEO. S. HEAT & CO,

Decker Bros’
Alt*

’-=t-clas8

■

PIANOS ANiORGANS.

Sainuei Thurston,
{ Free ht. Block,

PORTLAND.

f*ep29

dt(

PORTLAND I?1F.

AT

codtf

for

Art Nrcdle

N. '112.

ever

Fair,1877.

l« fir*t-rln«*.
Llanncd

COMPANY SEIJhCT. impora J iiti »ns to our former plans.
Extra inducements without extra charge.
Early registration desirable. Send for circular giving full part culars.
E. TOUKJEE, Music Hall, Boston., Mass.
fel>22
eod2w
•i<
ta«.i

Lamson
Artist Photographer,

Opposite Falmouth ilotel,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,

.nutuai

AHUUAI .UYYUiig
|
-1
Fishing Insurance Co., will be held at tb«
office of W. s. Jordan A Co., TUESDAY, March 1,
at 2 Hi o’clock P. M.
Bus ness,—Election of officers etc.

|

B3T I p One Flf ahl Only.

»«p21

in

Rooms,

Congress St.

FAIRWEATHER

octlG

Fortlanci, 1880.
State Fair, 1879.

The mo«t

E.

Worli,

eodtf

dtf

c ii arl.es Itic ii,
GENERAL
BROKER,
22

Exchange Street.
Lumber and
General Merchandise
bought and sold on commission.
Lash advances made on approved property.
Stocks and lionds dealt in.

__janl 1 eodtf
FINE ASSORTMENT
of

Objects

of Art in

POTTERY, PORCELAINS &C.

$1.25 TO 75

CTS.
ALSO ONE LOT, FORMER
PRICE 45 CTS., NOW 25 CTS.
GREAT REDUCTION IN ALL

KINDS OF DRY GOODS. WE
DON’T ALLOW ANYBODY TO
UNDERSELL US.

Just Opened.

febl

TARNS.
EYERYBODY KNOWS that we make
a specialty of Yarns and carry a large
stock of them. There seems to us no
good reason why the prices—already
near cost—should be broken.
Still we
will not be undersold, and shall offer
our Yarns at the following prices:
German Iron,
Peckham, all colors,

35c
30c
16c

“

Coventry.
Indigo Blue Mixed, 3 and 4-ply,
the best mixed yarns made, at

from 3 to 10c per skein less
than former prices.
The Best Pure Wool Bail Yarn, •
11c
Cotton Ball Yarns, colored and
white, (Mor.e & Kelley’s), the
best made, at
-6c
In this sale we shall include 1st quality Germantown “Midnight” at 20c per
skein. Of the above we have everything
that is usually wanted. Call.

Respectfully,

A. B. BUTLER
317 middle

Street,
eodtf

feblS

Philadelphia,

New

York and

Boston.

SPRING
with a flexible brim.
will tit the head same as

Style Hats

A
a

Stift Hat that

Soft Hat.

Hats in all

colors, made up Soft and Light

Weight.

We have the
and Old men.

Spring Style Silk Hats

for

Young

TRUNKS
We have a line of all kinds of
Also Traveling Bags.

Trunks

at

Low

Prices.

To Close.
We have a few Fine Buffalo Robe.* and some
Good Wolf Robe* left which we are almost givAlso
ing away, as we don’t care to pack them.
Gloves and Heavy Caps.
Jgp^N. B. —We run our own Express and Deliver
our goods to all parts of the City, Free.

at issue we have no
opinexpress, except that it appears to
us to have no merit.
Dr. Sanger has been
expelled from the Penobscot association for

ion

that

“gigantic crime of crimes,” consulting
an irregular
practitioner, and for divers
other offenses. It is a rule in
Bangor that
men who differ about the size of
pills shall
hold

intercourse

no

CYRUS F.

5.9£y

DAVIS,

CONGRESS

To the Electors of the
lauil;

Street.

City

of

ciety iu June. That body will go into conclave, appoint an “official reporter” whose
duty it will be to omit all that is interesting
in the proceedings and report all that is uninteresting, and probably censure or expel
the erring one or ones.
There is however one charge against Dr.
Sanger of which we purpose to speak. He
is arraigned for advertising his business. It
is medical etiquette, or ethics as
they call it,
in Bangor as well as some other places, that
doctors shall not advertise their business,
but may advertise their quarrels. When

what

What

reasons

was once

rtl* CA1XO

a

in each of said Wards.
The imlls on snch day of election to remain
until four o’clock in the
afternoon, when they

be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in

open
shall

onen session
at the Common Council Room in
City Building
from nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoou
from two to live o’clock in the afternoon
of ihe lour secular days next
preceding snch day of
election, for the purpose of receiving evidence of
the qualification of voters whose names have not
been entered on the lists ot qualified
voters, in and
for the several Ward-, and for
correcting said lists.
Per order.
H. I. ROBINSON,

and’
on’each

City Clerk.

Relief Society.

rilliE Stated meeting for Februaiy will be held
X at Reception Hall, FRIDAY EVENING
next, 2fith inst., at 7Va o'clock.
The Directors meet at the same place half an
hour earlier.
Per order
M. N. RICH, Sec’y.

can be advanced now.
rule based on expediency

Atllrtf »AA<1 IIAn.iJ

__

like affectation. Why should not the medical practitioner publish his business card as
lawyers and other professional men do?
When a lawyer makes a fine argument or a
minister delivers an interesting sermon, the

public prints comment and approve, and no
one objects to the mention.
It is deemed
but proper recognition of a good thing well
done. If a surgeon successfully performs a
difficult operation or a physician carries a
patient safely through a dangerous disease,
why are not the skill and discretion and
assiduity displayed proper to mention and to
praise? Are not medical men too fastidious
in these matters? And have they good reafor their fastidiousness? So honorable
to whose skill and care and
kindheartedness all of us owe so much,
ought not to object to the mention of its
good deeds; for these deeds are encourageson
a

profession,

ment to the

acquirement of knowledge and
charity. We who recognize
of doctors would like to speak

the exercise of

the virtues

praise out of the fullness of our hearts.
It is not to be desired that doctors should
hang

around

newspaper offices like

some

members of other

professions, and beg, like
fifth-rate exhibitors at country fairs, for
“honorable mention.”
us that their successes

But it does

seem

to

proper to chroniicle, and that there is nothing derogatory to
themselves or offensive to tbeir patients in
are

the publication of their business cards.

two

of

their results

likely to
political
great gold

the

wealth,

centres of

and the erection of
civilization and industhe
manifold
activities

hardly

can

be

estimated;

only are these new silver fields of hitherto
unequalled extent and richness, but the deposits of coal and iron apoear to be second
in variety and value only to those of Pennsylvania; while a temperate climate and
facility of access favor all forms of indus
try and insures rapidity of development.
Pkof. Baird tells

only

an

interviewer that the

retributive

remedy we can apply to
cheating us on the fish question

Canada for
is to refuse to admit Canadian fish to our
markets free of duty after the expiration of
the

treaty in 1885,

WWI1UU1UUO

AAA

KUV

retaliation by the

A

A A/A AAA

VI

bUC

AVi UOIV/11

Vi

fishermen from waters within the three
mile limit, will not, he thinks, be a serious
matter. Our fishing craft seldom go within
the three-mile limit, except to get bait, and
the use of the gill net, now authorized by
the fish commission and becoming general,
makes bait unnecessary. Besides schools of
mackerel are now found in greater numbers
off our own coast than in the gulf of St.
Lawrence.
our

The Argus is greatly pleased at the assault of a defender and member of one railroad corporation made upon other railroad
corporations before a legislative committee
at Augusta the other day: and gleefully
quotes his remarks. The Argus is easily
tickled. Two years ago it was greatly pleased
because stockholders in National banks and
sharers in their dividends “concurred” in
supporting its attack up- :i the National
banking system.

Basset, the Senate Doorkeepcharge the register of seats of
Senators, says that Senator Mahone,
through a friend, selected his seat on the
Republican side, it being the- end seat on
the third row, at the left of the Vice President’s desk. General Miller, the new Senator from California, will sit at his left, and
next to him Senator Hale of Maine. In
front of General Mahone will sit General
narrison, of Indiaua, and at his left is General Burnside’s seat.

journals

and other

journals

that are eager to give the Democrats a lift,
pretend to be greatly concerned because Mr.

Blaine has not resigned the Senatorship.
Their pretence of anxiety is not likely to
provoke a great popular tumult. People

to Warrants from tbe Mayor and
PURSUANT
Aldermen of the City of'Portland, the duly

Monday, the Seventh day of March next,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoou,
to give in their votes for Mayor of the
City, one Alderman, three Common Councilmen, a Warden and
Clerk and two City Constables; also in Wards
Two,
Five, Six add Seven, for one Superintending School
Committee

How-

eack.

eodtf

Port-

qualified Electors of said citv are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward
Rooms, on

with

ever, we do not purpose to dwell upon
this branch of the controversy. The whole
subject will be brought before the State So-

er, who has in

eodtf

A

Arrived..

Car Load

of Choice

Canadian Horses
FOR

Shipped by D. II, Craig, from London, Ont., ranging in weight from 1000 lbs. to 1400 lbs.
Those
who require

Carriage,

Draft

or

good Road Horses,

Cannot fail to be suited. Call and

see

them at

TARBOX’S STABLE,
Pearl Street, Oppsite Market.

feb21

8.

tT

d3t

TAYLOR’S SYSTEM
—

OK

DRESS MAKING !
Children’s work

a

specialty. Prices

Appleton’. Block,
apildtf

opp.

very

low.

5111 t'ougrrn 81.

HUS. A. l.OKING.

territory have
persuade the members of
still in North Carolina to joiu
they coimt on receiving consider-

The Cherokees in the Indian
sent an

embassy

their tribe

SALE.

that these papers are

always
pretending to worry themselves and trying
to worry their readers about something.
have learned

Just

never cease to warn

the South

that the North is prepared to rush on it and
gobble up the Stales and their rights. They
fire the Southern heart

by showing how

cru-

will be tax-ridden if General
Grant is pu on the retired list of the
army!
—‘‘Grant, the national pauper.” While do-

iug

all these
if told

nets

and others, who feed them on sentiment aud

refuse them justice.

They

are

hindrances

justice,

to

peace and progress, and they contend for the glorious privilege of
keeping

advantages.

to

Mr. Isaac

COE,

proclamation of imaginary

They

the South fifty years behind sections of the
American Union that have far less natural

and yet the development and utilization of
these discoveries have hardly begun. NTot

irom

make earnest
causes.

The list of dead and
gor papers yet.
wounded lias not been ma<ie un. Of the

discoveries of 1S48 in California. The vastness of the effects already produced in the

Hats

contest,

things, they get as mad as horthey are not in favor of cordial
relations between the sections.
They declare they are opposed to the irrepressible
conflict, while hey sustain Randall, Cox

importance

Style

the contest would end. The extremists are
not satisfied at this, for the
simple reason
that it leaves them no means of
controlling
the masses. They continue the
and

They always manage to make things
lively in Bangor. When the editors are not
fighting each other the doctors are. The
editors pelt each other with paragraphs, but
the doctors frequently hurl three columns
of type at their opponents. Dr.
Sanger discharged a piece of that bore at the Penobscot Medical
Society the other day, aud the
echoes of the report are ringing In the Ban-

The mineral discoveries of the past

SPRING

PRICE 3 CENTS.

Democratic Vicksburg Herald: Some
Southern leaders would have the people believe the irrepressible conflict still goes oh.
When the cause was removed those who
wished to build up their fortunes thought

elly the people

years iu western Colorado appear
rival in the material, if not in the

197 Middle Street.

Citizens’ Mutual

com

preserve

A Question of Etiquette.

see

THE
F. A. ROSS & CO. HATTER

feb22 dtd

publica-

this rule was established there may have
been good reasons for it. It is difficult to

STATE OF MAINE.

—

to

Secretary.

Plating

to Order.

OIITLI5E EMBROIDERY

M.

1st. PREMIUM

dtf

GEO. W.BICH,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

feblt)

KENMIVflTOi\ OK

907 1-2

enjoyable,
economical and successful excursion tours
IlOl'KTH
the OL D WORLD. All travel anil

feb22dlw

Pianos,

Dress Reform

&S0N, Importers,

V. .tnuu

FRENCH PLAID DRESS GOODS
REDUCED FROM

All material.

PACKAGES,

V.

Street,

BROADWAY SILK HAT

STYLES.

Kreat variety.

TOURJEE’S TOURS.

1«...

Congress

Gold and Silver

Style

NOVSLTIEN IN

kintlM, in Ike

NKANO.Y.

509

febl4dtf

BEAUTIFUL

BARRELS.

—

1

AW &

SPRING

CENTKAI, WHAKF.

LIQUORS

dec31___

Rubber Frames.

Gold, Steel, Celluloid

once.

—FOU SALE BY—

R. STANLEY

as a

•

CALL and SEE

return or

for

not used.

are

Democratic

IMPORTED

ORIGINAL

is admitted
partner in the firm
HB.of IIILL
\V. & C. R. M1LL1KEN, to date from

February 4th.

STAMPING.
HOGSHEADS,
TIERCES,
STAMPED^ GOODS.

1(33

eod3m

WINES &

EX BRIG "LORNE,”

LANDING,
at

MAINE COAEINE COMPANY,
Proprietors, Portland.
H.H. KICKER & Co., Selling Agt’s. for the State.
17*1 Fere Wired,
Portland, Jle.
jau22

dtf

Cieiifiiegos Molasses,

THE UNEQUALLED WASHING PREPARATION
While

MAINE.

PORTLAND.

N E W CROP

COALINE.

in

day formed

Partnership Notice.

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

dtf

very Fine Assortment

name

who are alone authorized to collect
the claims and demands of the old firm.
F. C ROLLINS.
w. m. Whitten.
Feb.
1881.
febl8dtf
Portland,
17,

White Clover.

necessarily
good faith.

not

guaranty of
undertake to

as a

all
try, with
which these imply

&RUMEKY,

Millet,
Hungarian,

indispensable,

raunications that

new

TITHE co-partnership of ROLLINS & WH'TTEN
is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
*
All
demands against them will be settled by ROLLINS

In Jnunary we bought a stock
of Ladies' Ready Made Underwear, which we supposed would
last us through the Spring. Iu
less than ten days many styles
were sold ont, thereby
disappointing many ladies who had
examined and intended purchasing. Duplicate orders were immediately given and we are now
receiving the goods.
All who contemplate making
or
purchasing these goods,
should examine our stock at

anonymous letters aud communiand address of the writer are in

name

creation of new

a co-partnership under
of ROLLINS & RUMKRY, to
carry on the Coffee and Spice business, at tbe old
stand of Rollins & Whitteu, 25'i Fore Street.
F. C. ROLLINS,
S. D. RU11ERY.
Portland, Feb. 17, 1881.

WE the ttrm

Orchard Grass,
Blue Grass,

Also Flower aud Vegetable Seeds. For
sale at the Lowest Market Price, by

febO

A
and

Co-partnerslun Notice.

KICK ROBERTS’

Kew Uimipty Duinpty

SPECTACLES,

and personal attention.
L. MILLETT.
FRED W. THOMPSON.

NEW

steamboat and hotel

with

COPARTNERSHIP.

Ladies’ and Gents’ Roots made
to order at reasonable prices.

The Original and Only

be desired in Solid and Plate

can

Lowest Prices.

by mail and telephone will receive prompt

represented.

Manager.

Everything that

Mm anil Worn

FLOUR.

ill all the leading styles, at prices
as low as can be found in the city.
All goods guaranteed to be as

PORTLAND” THEATKE”

SILVERWARE,

TEAS.

AMO§

RUBBERS.

will furnish their latest and best music, and there
will he a programme of twenty dances.
Refreshments will be served in Reception Hall.
Ticke t* 7 A c«». To be obtained of the Committee and at the door. Clothing checked free.
dtd
feb22

Fine Line in Plain and Roman Gold.

Our Formosa, Foochow and Amoy Oolongs, Eng. Breakfasts, Japans, etc., are selected with
great care
from stocks of some of the largest importers. We feelj safe in
saying than we sell as fine Teas jis are sold
by any dtaler, YVith a range of grades and prices to suit all purchasers. We call special attention to our
exceptionally tine Formosas at 50 and 75c.

bought,

the

BRACELETS.

A very

The

cannot

Chains,

and Oval Bands, Plain,

feblD

dtf

feb22

Guard

Onyx, Intaglio,
Cameo, Garnet, Amethyst, Turquoise, Pearl and
Diamond Rings.

at

We have

give their

r^^Seats
feb22

have and shall

Butter and Cheese.

UNION ROWING ASSOCIATION

NEW

we

as

THE

C a AXD LEB’N

which

railway,

general question

Kranicli & Bach and Wheelock

t I. FURBUSH & SON,

GRANDBALL

BEST

one

COFFEES.

FARRINGTON

ME VEX

Vicinity,

the large amount of coffee recently placed on the market, we have been enabled
careful
attention to this particular line of o tr business, to secure some of the best marks of liM rfolinbyand Pa<inng Java, Old Mocha and Rio. Our coffees are ground by steam mills iu our store, *ud we hioic they
cannot be excelled in quality.

Nu»

ham. Subject—“Mistakes.**
fcb 19

*

goods

and

Neck

Smith American

Pianos equally

Saw Yard. Subject—“Man as a Possibility.”
Monday. March 14th—Rev. J. R. Day, Nashua,

CITY

flue

Drops,

but

We

Chains and Lockets, Onyx Drops, Pins, Ac.

Flat

Owing to

ORGAN.

Subject—“Polite

Will

our

t-ar

cases

tion

RINGS.

at

Buys

Ali

managers
will confer a favor upon us by
demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our
journal.

all

^ck is very full and complete, all the New
and Desirable Patterns, In
Sets, Lace Pins, Cuff

HOTEL.
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lectures on “London” in
Plvmontb church, commencing Monday evening
Fee. 28. These lectures have been prepared since
hi* return from England, and are his best work
Each lecture will be fully illustrated by the aid ol
calcium light and lantern.
Course tickets $1.00
For sale by Loriug, Short & Harmon, It. B. Swift,
J. E. Sturgis and F. H. Colby. Evening tickets 35c!
Subjects—
1 —Scenes of Early English History.
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to

There are
about 800 Cherokees in western North Carolina, who own SO,000 acres of laud and have
$40,000 held in trust by the government.
able accessions from this source.

Governor Bi-ackburn of Kentucky reissued one hundred and fifty pardons
in one day, and followed it up the next day

cently

by seudiug out one hundred and forty more.
They were of persons convicted of “regulating,” which is a Kentucky survival of ku-

kluxism.__
Ex-Mayor Cooper is spoken of as the
Democratic candidate for Congress in place
of Fernando Wood, deceased. So is John

Kelly.

The Tennessee Legislators

they

can

think

that

suppress riots

by a resolve, and the
Arkansas Senate attempts to make a dictionary of itself by declaring that the name
of

the State shall
kansaw.”

be

pronounced

“Ar-

Fhe dreadful day, so feared
by Governor
riaisied and Senator Hoar, is close at hand.
Let us hope we shall be granted a safe delivery from the danger which these men see
in the presence of our militia men at Washington on the Fourth of March.
It is

generally believed that General Garfield has built his Cabinet, and that the
workmanship is good.
Good

manners are

decaying in Washingto the Post of that city.

ton, according

that our Isord travelled that road. Don’t
writfglu
of that with the foolish two-wine
theory,
device is threadbare. If
you nuau by moderate
the
immoderate drinking of the liquor saunuking
loon or the jovial
party then you are right. Moot
teetotalers have no iuea of moderate
drinking other
n
The phrase immediately suggeets to
them two fools
sipping
liquor on a treat But 1
“e moderate
drinking lor just tuch
as our
Lord practiced. To say that leads todrinking
drunkenness
is “atrocious.”
out

fwt

Now this is not quite ingenuous. It is true
and yet not true. Dr.
Crosby could have well
afforded to
clearly make the distinction which
is herein clearly involved. The "immoderate
drinking” ol which bespeaks does often begin
iu the very* moderate drioking which he describes. It is useless to deny or obscure that
fact.
Just such drinking as our Lord practiced," does not often (nor perhaps generally)
lead on to immoderate driuking.
Why acd
how it does is not now the
question The fact
is certain. It isn't "atrocious" to affirm it
but it is simply silly to deny it.
The logic of many temperance men would
therefore convict Jesus Christ of being (what
some
ca'led him) a "wine-bibber,—a
rummy!" Their logic is atrocious. It is equally
atrocious when auplied to others han Jesus
Christ. Because some meu abuse
liberty and
so degrade
and
ruin
themselves, theref"re all men
who instead
of totally abstaining, use their libertv without abusing it,
are sinful—that is the reductio ad absurdurnl
So far Dr. Cr eby’s position is
iuipreguableBut the solemn fact is that here and now, for
some reason there are multitudes of men who
cannot or will not practice even what Dr.
Crosby defines as moderate drinking, without
serious danger of drifting into immoderate
diinking. The moderate drinking, while moderate, may uot be sinful but it is dangerous to
rnauy. To how many, to whom, iu any community, cannot bo known except by the very
experiment that proves disastrous to that unknown number.
Let the discussion go on: We champion no
man: no hobby, no
issue or theory. We applaud the truth as it comes out of discussion
more and more
clearly. And by that truth we
stand.
■

The Aspiring Poet.
How the Law Reporter Fixed His Verses.

(Peck's Suu ]
"Would you be kind enough to direct me
to the editor?" asked a grave and veuerable
gentleman, with a kindly face and pleasant
smile.
"He's out," responded the law
reporter*
“Is there anything I can do?”
“I am Dr. Holmes," responded the

gentle-

man.

[Hartlbrd Coarant.]

The Temperance Discussion.

giving some account, not long since, of
Wendell Phillips’s masterly reply to Dr. Howaid Crosby’s famous Boston temperance address, the Courant took care to say that it had
no desire or intention of
joining the harsh and
In

uvimvuu

uuitijr

mat is uiituo

against

divine from New York, who

nent

tne

was

emi-

rather

to be

praised for saying many things that
needed saying, and which few Christian men
have the courage to say publicly. We recognize the

honesty, ability, and the value of Dr.
Crosby’s lecture—honoring still moie his fearless and indefatigable labors in New York
in the cause of temperance. No man in
the country had a better right to sneak freely
and to be heard patiently.
It is a singular fact, now, that of all his
critics no one has treated him with more personal respect than Wendell Phillips, whose

city,

criticism is

most
searching and effective
While clergymen in Boston and New York
bark and howl at their brother, like mad

dogs,
uttering meanwhile little that is other than exasperating, Mr. Phillips is gentlemanly enough
to distinguish between the lecturer and the
lecture, and confines his powers to the work of
answering the latter without vituperating the
former.

But it should

be remembered that
lias not had the theological advantages of such ineu as Drs. Miner and Cuyler.
Mr.

Phillips

That Mr. Phillips has made the ablest
plea
for the doctrine of total abstinence that has
under our notice, does not prove that his
argument is everywhere invulnerable. That
Dr. Crosby has made an exceedingly able and
fearless attack on that doctrine, as the method
of procedure iu promoting the cause of tern
come

perance, does not by any means prove that his
argumeut is entirely perfect. We reaffirm,—
that Dr. Crosby’s positions, viewed iu the light
of Mr. Phillips’s brilliant criticism, need re-

viewing. and some more cautious and guarded
definition. Just here we reach the point which
is o: chief importance. The temperauce
question is up lor discussion,
throughout the
world, as it has not been lor twenty-live years
past.
Our readers probably have little idea of the
strength or volume which this reform movement has
recently acquired in Great Britain.
of the ablest men in that kingdom are
in it. and in the discussion of its principles. So here at home. The matter is pass
iug out of the hands of professional “temperauce” orators. It is up for discussion, and not
merely for harangue and everlasting, uue idarable gush and poppycock. Let Dr. Crosby
and all like sincere believers utter their convictions. Let the reviewers like Phillips come
upon that threshing floor with all their force
of flails ancl fans to thresh and winnow as they
will;—all the little dogs that are so minded,
barking meauwhile in some safe-distant circle.
Thus, finally,—small thanks to the barking
which nowhere ever helped anything or anybody much—we are iu the way of getting ai
the truth, of getting rid of much solemn old
nonsense, and of having the whole matter so
sifted and sorted as to furnish us with some
good basis of agreement or disagreement for
the great work of rescuing men from the power and danger of intemperance.
It is only fair that we should notice a reply
which Dr. Crosby has made to Dr. Cuyler,
though the reply was quite unnecessary. The
:une

engaged

aftt.nn

millin' fftP.t, that, th« lAntlirordnaa

nnt airraa

with Joseph Cook!—may be passed over as not
Dr. Crosby
quite conclusive iu the case.
points out that his critics “confound total abstinence (which be says is a good thing) with
the total abstinence system (which is a very
wicked

thing.)”

Some of

the

you quote (e. a., Mr. Frelinghuysen) despise the system as much as I do, as I
have known from personal intimacy with them. The
denounces all who drink wine and holds
them up to a reproach which it never extends to the
drunkard. The system travesties Scripture. The
system destroy fundamental differences, and so
perverts the human reason and conscience.
men

system

And let this distinction bo duly regarded
and weighed, for it furnishes a margin for all
who would work by persuasion and counsel to
induce men to abstain, while it leaves a margin also for some broader practice that may be
It
temperate while not quite abstemious.
leaves some margin for iiberty, and an open
for
in
different stages and
question
persons
conditions of life to settle advisedly and conscientiously. It is well that Dr. Crosby has been
pushed to make such a distinction, and to
make it clearly,—though not with any superaman calmness.
He puts in some sharp
words about, the falsification of Scripture in
the interests of false doctrine which are wholesome enough, but it is too early in
the world’s
history to ask that temperance lecturers or
©veu theologians should always quote and use
the Bible in a fair and honest fashion. When
that day arrives the temperance question will
have been some time ago settled.
With regard to Dr. Cuyler’s allusion to the
failure of Dr. Crosby’s promise to shut up the
groggeries of New York city, the reply is deservedly caustic, for it is a crying sin and shame
that his labors have had so little
support from

“temperance”

men:—

You make merry over my failure. Let mo toll
you that for nine days in December, 1877, they were
all shut up, as the direct result of our work, when
Mayor Ely and the excise commissioners stepped in,
and the latter, by giving a false license to every illegal place, put the whole matter back where it was.
We then fought the excise commissioners for this
outrage, and a jury acquitted them. Now, let me
ask you if your great teetotal society, with its hundreds of thousands of dollars, ever shut up a singlo
liquor shop in New York city? Your comparison is
an unfortunate one.
Your society is a great one for
speeches and ttery assaults ou moderate men. but I
have yet to see that it has done anything to shut up
the groggeries.
With regard to the “pledge,” it seems to us
that Dr. Crosby's attempt to escape from Mr.
Phillips’s criticism ou that point by differentiating it from a contract or a covenant, is a
piece of what Carlyle calls “attorney-logic”—
as futile as
ingenious. The real point of offence and of interest in Dr. Crosby’s lecture
—the bright particular moon at which all the
dogs bark and bowl also—:s his declaration
that “moderate drinking leads to drunkenness
is an atrocious dogma.” This is the position in
particular that, in our judgment, Dr. Crosby is
compelled by Mr. Phillips’s argument, and by
manifold innumerable facts to review and restate.
If he meaus that it is an “atrocious dogma”
to affirm that everywhere and invariably moderate drinking leads to drunkenness, then he is

To inako that affirmation is au atrocious insult to multitudes.
But oil the other hand it is an indisputable
and lauiontable fact that in a great multitude
of cases moderate drinking has led and is leading directly to druukenuess. No fact is plainer
than this.
How else than by previous stages
of moderate driuking do men ever arrive at
the point of tippling and drunkeuueass? Hence
a real danger in moderate driuking, not to all
men, perhaps, but certainly to some men; to
just how many or what proportion is not certain as yet. Dr. Crosby did not guard his
statement; did not even ca'mly state ii. It
must be revised and qualified.
In his letter to
Dr. Cuyler he says:
It is atrocious, for it implies that every moderate
drinker is ou the road to druukenuess, *lt implies

unquestionably right.

“Where’s your office, doctor?
about the

diphtheria?

I can do
it?" and the

Come to see
well a* the
law reporter

as

editor. What is
braced himself.
“Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes,"
replied the
gentleman, his handsome face beaming with

trood nature. “I have a little r....... r
like to submit. Shall I leave it with you?”
The law reporter took it and read it aloud.
“You call it a ‘Winter Day on the Prairie,'” said he, “h’m; yes.”
blinding glare, a silver sky,
A sea or snow, with frozen
spray;
The foaming billows swelling nigh,
Updashed against the icy day.
White-laden northern whirlwinds blow
Across the pale sea’s heavy breast.
A

Aud fill the creamy ebb and flow
With stormy terror and unrest.

birds fly athwart the main
Like rudderless, bewildered ships;

The storm

The stranded winds breathe sobs of
pain
And frosty froth from pallid
lips.
The seething milky waves, in swift,
Harsh struggles with the fate that
binds,
Break into frozen rift, and drift
Against the wrecked and straining winds.
A

sea of loneliness and
death,
Whose waves are ghosts, whose vales
graves,
Whose perspiration is the breath

are

That lurks in northern winter caves;
A snowy gloom, whose icy shade
Lies white beneath the
spray-tipped crest,
Whose silver sombreness is laid
A glaring pall across his breast.

“Just so, just so,” continued the law repor“Did you want this published as it is?”
“I had thought something of giving it publicity,” replied the doctor.
“You’ll have to get the advertising clerk to
register it, then,” retorted the law reporter.
“1 wouldn’t take the
responsibility of sending
it in as it stands now.”
“What seems to be the matter with it?” inquired the doctor.
„‘I don’t think it is natural. Now, here; you
take a snowstorm on the prairie aud make it a
sea. Then you freeze it all up and make it
dash around. You’ve either got to thaw it out
or quit dashing it.
We may be able to alter it
so it will do if you’ll leave it.”
‘What alterations would you suggest?”
asked the dector.
“I’d fix that first verse so as to be in accordance with the facta; make it ‘sequential,’ as
we say iu law.
Instead of having the blindiug, and the silver, aud the foamimg billows,
and the white-laden winds, aud the creamy
ebb, aud all that rot, I’d put it this way:
ter.

In

township thirty, range twenty-nine,

Described iu 'he deed as prairie land,
It sometimes snows in the winter time,
As we are g:veu lo understand.
This a l'.-ged snow falls on a level,
It’s said, some several feel or more,
And when the w«nd blows like the devil,
It drifts from where it was before.
“Iu that way,” continued the law reporter,
“you get the facts before the public without
committing the paper to anything. Under

your poem any mau who would prove that you
were talking about his land could bring a libel
suit, aud the measure of damages would be
what he could have sold it for if you hadn’t
written it up as a sea.”
“Will the other verses do?” asked the doctor.

“I’m afraid not,” replied the law reporter.
“This business about the storm bird without a
rudder, and stranded winds and milky waves
don’t prove anything. They wouldn’t be admitted in evidence anywhere. I suppose yon
want to express desolation, but the testimony
isu’t good. Why don’t you say
In the place aforesaid when the sad winds blow,
The tenants thereof don’t go about.
And such birds as find they can stand the snow
Look as though they’d had their tails palled
out.
And when the said
o

For
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tuv

snow

saiu

and said winds

iauii

uuuo

u

are

gone,

icnu)

though

you can’t farm much when the wluter'a on,
The property don't fall a cent an acre.

“There you get your desolation, and your
birds, like rudderless ships, and at the same

time you throw in a clause which lets you out
of the libel by showing that the snow don’t
affect the value of the ground. The wav you
had it you would have bronght all the Western
settlements down on ns. Been a poet

long?”
“I—I—that is, I begin to think not,” gasped
the unhappy doctor. “But can’t you do something with the last verse?”
“We might leave that out altogether, or we
might substitute something for it. The last
verse is a contradiction of
terms.
It’s a non
sequitur, as we Bay in law, n id coaid have no
status in coart in the event u! an action.
You
can’t say snowy gloom or white shade, and
as for a glaring
I
pall presame you mean the
white velvet ones they use for infants. I
couldn't pass that in, bat I might change it
for you. How would this do?—
It is rumored that while the Bnow
Is on the land before described
It looks os thongh one couldn't sow
Seed to advantage, though this Is denied.
Some people hold that it empties the pouch
lo buy land in the winter in the North;
For this unsupported statement we cannot
But give the story for what it is worth.

vouch,

“This, you see, gives all sides of the question,
without making the paper responsible for anything. I call that a superior article of poetry,”
continued the law reporter, reading the three
stanzas over in an admiring tone of voice.
"But there isn’t any poetry in it,” stammered the doctor.
“What is the reason there Isn’t?” demanded
tho law reporter indignantly. “Don’t it tell
everything you did, and don’t It rhyme iu
some places? Don’t it get ont all the facts,
and don't it let the people know what’s going
on?”
"Of course it does,” chimed in the police reporter. “That is what I call a good item of
puetry. I think you might add, startling developments may be expected, and that the police have got a clew to tho perpetrator.”
“That isn’t necessary,” replied the law reporter loftily. “We poets always leave something to the reader’s imagination."
“I believe I'll go,” murmured the doctor.
“All right, sir. Come around any time
when you’re got some poetry you want fixed
up,” and the law reporter bowed the visitor
out.

[Boston Advertiser.]
in Medciine.

Clairvoyance

It appears by the laws of Maine any person
certificate of good moral character
from the authorities at his place of residence
may recover compensation for services of a
medical uatnre with the certainty attending a

having a

suit brought by the most skilful physician. The
certificate may come from the quack's friends a
matter of a moment, but in court, as determin-

ing tho right to sue and recover, that bit of
paper has equal merit with the parchment given by the first medical school iu the country.
The Maine reports record a decision, which
overruled the decision of a lower court, to the
effect that a clairvoyant, who expressly disclaimed any medical or surgical knowledge,
was entitled to recover for
'medical services,”
because she has visiled and examined the sick
The certificate of good
person and prescribed.
moral character was produced when the ease
was tried, and the woman, whose unscientific
and strange pertormauces iu the sick room
may Oe the tit subject of ridi 'ule, goes out of
court witn tbe amount of her charges secured
to her by the decision of the highest tribuual.
There is no question that the statute was lair-

THURSDAY MORNING, FEB. 24.
)y represented in the opinion of the court, but
wist 'unfit h— thought of
a
law which opens
wide tie door to the operations of
any who
think they can in ike a living more easily by
dealing with disease, than by going out to service, or by driving a truck or a peddler’s cart?
If so be morality is certified to, it matters not
that the man or woman cannot read, write, see,
bear,or be able to do any of the things that a doctor ought to do. The most impudent impostor,
his certificate secured, may put out his sign and
practise upon the fear or shame of those weak
enough to employ him, charge heavily for bis
undesirable services, and, the law says, pay in
full or he may make you discharge the debt to
him. and the court costs beside.
If any quack finds the atmosphere of another State oppressive, if the statutes fail to shield
him at the expense of those who are his victims
let him take courage. Maine offers him a shelter.
Her statute provides for his well being.
He need bring no knowledge, no outfit, no pill
or notion.
If there be with him the certificate
required, the la" ranks him with the wise and
noble of a profession which deserves the high
repute it has attained.
The subject is well
worthy of attention at Augusta.

Congress Tuesday.
Tuesday a bill was passed reon bank
deposits. A joiut

In the Senate
moving the tax

reso'ution was passed appropriating 530,000 for
the erection of a moiiuineut to mark the birth
place of George Washington, and the legislative appropriation bill was debated at considerable length and passed.
The House agreed
to the coiilereuce report on the pension appropriation bill, and considered the sundry civil
appropriation hill. The resignation of ConMassachusetts was angressman Field of
nounced.
_
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War 1 itr r, Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington I>. C.,
Feb. 24, 2 A. M. I
For New England,
cnider clear or partly cloudy weather, northrising barometer.
westerly winds and
Cautionary <ff-shoie signals continue at
Wood’s Hole, Boslou, Section 8, Portland and
Section 7.

BY i.UG RAIMI.
MASSACHUSETTS.
Important Law Suit.
Feb. 23.—In the CJ. S.

An

Huston,

District
begun in the

Oouri this morning a hearing was
of Job T. Wilson and J. C. Blaisdell, two
of the directors, and endorsers of the paper of
the bankrupt and defunct Sagamore Mills
corporation of Fall River, who petition the
court to be reimbursed for what they have
been obliged to pay.
The case will be watched wi'h interest because it will involve the
righufof various investments ia other corporations in Fall River to the extent of several
m.uious.

case

NEW

Fighting the Telegraph Consolidation.
New York, Feb. 23 —Robert Sewall, as attorney for Wm. S. Williams in the suit, brought
by him against the Western Union Tel. Co.
and Union Trnst Co., to restrain the purchase
and consolidation of the telegraph companies
by the first named defendant, anplied today to
Judge Sedgwick in the Supreme Court for an

examination of the Western Union directors
before trial. The judge heard arguments pro
and con bat reserved his decision.
The World’s Fair.
At a meeting of the United States International Exhibition Commissioners today the
President said it was impossible for him to
give much personal attention to the enterprise
for some mouths as lie was about to leave the
city. He was much surprised to see so
little interest taken and recommended another
effort be made to secure Central Park for the
site of the fair.

WASHI.\GTON.
Twelve Banks Surrender Their Circulation.
Washington, Feb. 23.—The amount of legal
tenders received by the treasury to-day from
national banks for retiring circulation amounted to $2,800,000, being the deposits of twelve
banks.
Stanley Matthews’ Nomination Again

Postponed.
The Senate judiciary committee to si ay again
postponed action on the Supreme Court and

Circuit Court nominations of Messrs. Matthews and Billings, and also on the New York
Dominations for U. S. Marshal and District

Attorney,

XLVITH CONGRESS-2d Session
SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 23

Mr Cole, from the Committee on ludian Afreport* d favorably without amendment
th** House bill for ascertainment of the amount
due the Choctaw uation. Calendared.
Mr. Kirkwood, from the minority of the
special committee on the subject, reported a
bill for the relief of the Poucas. Tabled tem-

fairs,

porarily.

Mr. Butler addressed the Senate upon bis
proi»o8ed amendment to the river and harbor
bill for the survey and examination of routes
for the Blue Ridge caual iu the interest of
water transportation to Charleston.
Mr. Conk ling, from the Judiciary Committee, reported favorably without amendment
_*i..

_.

al.

boundary lines between the States of New
York and Connecticut, calendared.
Several hours of the morning session were
occupied by the calendar. The following bills

were passed:—To extend the time for
filing of
claims for horses and equipments lost by
officers and soldiers of the United States
(amended by extending the time for two years
and thereafter barring all such claims whether
by civilians or soldiers); to graduate the price
and dispose of the residue of broken strips of
lands in Kansas; concerning the boundaries
between New York and Connecticut.
The fortification appropriation bill was taken
np and passed.
The bill for a new Congressional library was
also passed.
During the debate on the latter bill Vice
President-elect Artlier appeared on the floor
and was introduced to several Senators by Mr.
Conkliug. Meanwhile Senator Blaine made
his appearance after a protracted absence on
account of illness and was congratulated
by
the Democratic and Republican Senators on
his convalescence. Later he was engaged in
conversation with Gen. Arthur. Adjourned.

HOUSE.
The House met at 10 o’clock in continuance
of Tuesday's s-ssiou and went into committee
of the whole on the sundry civil appropriation
bill.
Mr. King moved to strike out the clause prohibiting more than 525,000 of the balance of
the appropriations previously made to prevent
the spread of yellow fever and other epidemics
to be used tor that purpose duriug the
coming
fiscal year.
Peudiug action on the amendment the committee rose.
Mr Cobb from the appropriation committee
reported back the District of Columbia appropriation bill with Seuate amendments recommending concurrence in some and non concurrence ill others. Agreed to and at 11 the session
of Tuesday ended and Wednesday's commen-

ced.

Mr Blackburn from

the

committee

on

ap-

propriations reported back the post office appriatiou bill with Seuate amendments recommending non-concurrence in some; report
agreed to.
Mr. Cox called up the unfinished
business,
being the apportionment bill.
Mr. Conger raised the question of consideration in favor of the sundry civil
appropriation
ine

tvepuoilcans with

two

exceptions
relused t'l vote and the vole standing yeas 123
nays5 in favor of taking up the apportionment
hill the point of

one or

quorum was raised.
the Republicans were
Kr_»e
to have had a conference last
night, but that
it had been necessarily postponed, therefore
they were not in condition tu proceed with the
apportionment bill at present. The Republicans would meet at 4 oO, and it would then
be
determined whether this business should go
Mr.

on

uo

slated

oa:u«
er.

Swan

Expelled by

IN

Unani-

Vote.

mous

ITEMS

a

AP-

SECOND

THE

PROPRIATION BILL.

Report Against

Repeal

of

the

Sheriff Act.

THE GOVERNOR’S NOMINATIONS LAID
ON THE TABLE.

[Special Despatch

to the

Press.1
Augusta, Feb. 23.
When the report ot the special committee
expelling Thomas B. Swan from the House
was
presented yesterday, Mr. Talbot, the Fusion member from East Machias, counselled
the House not to take hasty action, but act in
that its record would stand approved by those who come after us. He seemed
very anxious that a sale precedent, as he said,
should be established for the purification of
the House. He asked for delay in order that
he might consult authorities and precedents.
mauner

a

so

Tlie House, in its magnamiuity, granted the
time and assigned the matter for to-day, but
before it did Mr. King, Republican, of Cau-

ton, Could

forego the opportunity to remind the gentleman from East Machias that
this investigation of Swan, when started, was
thrust upon the House in hot haste, and that
he (Mr. Talbot) was so anxious to purge the
not

House at that time that he could not willingly
wait for the expiration of the morning hour.
It now seemed to him (Mr. King) unkind in
the

House to

member who had so distinguished a standing as, perhaps, to be ranked
by the gentleman from East Macbias among
important statesmen of the State, who has
been looked ui>on as worthy to preside over the
House, and not allow his friend from East Maa

chias the privilege of a short time in which to
deliberate on this matter, especially if he had
come to the conclusion that he was hasty and
mistaken when he said he was ready and prepared, if the charges proved to be true, to expel the accused from the House.

To-day

the resolve expelling Swan received
a unanimous passage, 130 members
voting in
favor. Messrs. Keegan, of Van Buren, and
Lang, of Palmyra, both Fusionists, at their reexcused from voting, the latter request
marking to the House, when he asked to be
excused, that he did not know of any reason
why he should vote to hang a dead man^
After the resolve passed the Clerk was directed
were

YORK.

14kill

Which was refused a |ia;sa.;e m the Senate,
hack from tlie House non-aoucurred in,
and it was tabled ou mol ion of Senatoi Walk-

AUGUSTA.

that

or not.

Mr. Cox—I suppose that after that no dilatory motions will be made.
Mr. Frye—I do uot say that.
Mr. Cox—I wili yield to the gentleman from
Maine in bis suggestion and will trust to his
hooor to put the bill through.
Messrs. Frye and Conger stated they had
not heard the last remark of the
gentleman
and would not therefore consider
any agreement made with Mr. Cox.
The House again went into committee of
Uie whole on the
sundry civil appropriation.
The pending amendment offered
by Mr. King
of Louisiana to the clause relative to the
national board of health was rejected.
After a spiiiied debate and some show of
i.ig between Messrs. Bl.mkburu and Bragg
the clause appropri ting *20,000 to
purchase
th«i private papers of the late Confederate
generals, Bragg aud Polk, was stricken out
aud the House took a recess until
evening
when the District of Columbia business was
considered.
Senator Carpenter Dying:.
Milwaukee. F**b. 23.— V private dispatch
direct from ^Senator Car(>eiiter’s b* dsiile to a
relative is, “Situation very
critical; must die
soon.
The announcement creates great excitement in political circles.
The question as
to the succession is already agitated.
Angus
Cameron, C. C. Wash hum, Horace Rublee, E
W. Keyes and Judge C. E. Dyer are
prominently mentioned.

Washington, Feb. 23 Senator Carpenter’s
condition at midnight is reported by his
physicians as hopeless
It is thought lie may possibly live fur days, yet death is expected
—

the town of Minot that the
seat of its representative was vacant with a
view that the vacancy may be filled.!
The resolve appropriating $4000 for the Industrial School for Girls at Hallowell for 1881,
and $4000 for the year 1882, was read and as.
signed for Wednesday next.
to

notify

at once

Yesterday morning

Mr. Benner, from the
State Binding and Printing,
presented an ord< r regarding what might be
termed a reconsideration of the action of the
committee in signing contracts with Sprague
& Son for the printing, and Smith & Reed for
the binding. This order was based on the
statement that the committee had not had
such necessary details before them for a proper
understanding of the several proposals offered
for said work for 1881-2. This order was an
Committee

on

entire surprise to the chairman and other
members of the Committee on Printing and

BindiDg.
The bill reported relating to incorporation of
the Maine Pedagogical Society mentions the
names of A. W. Burr, H. L. Chapman. E. W.

Hall, A. E. Chase, R. Woodbury, C. C.
Rounds, M. C. Fernald and L. G. Jordan as
the corporators. The object of this society is
to promote the interests of education, and is to
be allowed to hold property to an amount not
exceeding §10,000.
The bill relating to railroad crossings was reported in a now draft yesterday morning. It
provides that if the county commissioners decide that a flagman is better for a crossing
than a gate they may order one to be stationed
there upou application instead of gates.
The bill relating to a bouuty on dog fish, on
which legislation was reported to be inexpedient, provided for a bounty of one cent for
every dog fish taken and brought to parties appointed by the assessors. The tail of every
fish was to be cut off and a certificate given to
the party bringing it, which certificate or a
copy should be transmitted to the State Treasurer in December, and
the Legislature should

appropriate the proper amount of money to
pay said bounty. On reading this bill Mr.
Rowell, of Hallowed, asked if this was a mock
session or not, and' Mr. Talbot, of East Machias, wished to assign it for April 1st.
The Committee ou Railroads have reported
the bill for a narrow gauge road from Farmington to the Kennebec in a new draft. The
name of the road now is to be the Kennebec
Central Railroad. The corporators mentioned
are Joseph
R. Bodwell, James W. North, H.
K. Morrill, E. C. Allen, P. G. Bradstreet,
Joseph H. Mauley, Hiram Fuller, Orville D.
Baker, John T. Richards, J. S. Berry and
Wm. Harvey, and the terminus is limited between the north line of Green street in the
city of Augusta aud the south line of the city
of Gardiner. The time for the completion of
the road is also limited to the end of the year
1885.
The committee on insurance gave a hearthis afternoon on the order requirinsurance companies in case of loss
to pay the full amount of policies. Pren-

ing
ing

Loring

tiss

and H. B. Cleaves of Portland
to the order, and Senator Clark in favor.
The committee reported

appeared in opposition

unauimously legislation inexpedient.
win

icpuiim

mvur ui

a

They

taxing iureigu IDsame rates as borne

uui

companies the
com panies.
The second appropriation bill is in process of
preparation.
Among the larger items are
surance

these:
State Beneficiary .$38,000
Trustees I u-aue Hospital.
1,000
KeiM>rt of Judical decisions.
4,800
Subordina e officers of State Prison.
6,300
Solders’ Pensions
23,000

Military Purposes

Furniture and r-pahs.
Pay roll of Council.
Agricultural eocieiles
Board ot Agriculture.
Pay roll of Valuation Commission (balance
Salary of Pension Agent. •••_
Binding and stitching ...

Printing

6,000

4,000
4,000

8,800
1,100
2,630
1,000
4,600
18,o00

Tlie committee on apportionment of Senators and Representatives held a meeting this

evening

adjust districts for Representativi s
to the Legislature.
The Temperance Committee gave a hearing
to R. W. Dunn of Waterville and Joshua Nye
in favor of prohibiting the sale and manuf acture of liquors.
Laid over.
The committee
will report ought not to pass on bill to repeal
to

the sheriff enforcement act, and leave to withdraw on the petition to repeal the liquor legislation of last winter. A minority report will
be presented. T. R. Simonton appeared in
favor of putting the principle of prohibition
into the organic law of the State. Laid over.
At the meeting of the Governor and Council to-day several minor appointments were
confirmed. The following nominations by the
Governor were laid upon the table by mutual
consent, and will not probably be acted
upon for a week:—Everett Smith, Portland,
Commissioner of Fish and

Game, vice E. M.
Stillwell,
expired. E. M. Stillwell, Bangor, Commissioner of Fish and Game,
vice
Henry O. Stanley. Edward Cushing,Camden*
term

Inspector

of Prisons and Jails, vice Joseph
W. Porter removed.
Spencer Rogers, Port-

land, luBpector of Prisons and Jails, vice
Henry S. Osgood removed. D. R. Hastings,
Fryeburg, Reporter of Decisions, vice J. W.
Spaulding removed. M. V. B. Chase, Trustee
of Iusaue Hospital vice Joseph H. Manley.
A partial hearing was given by the Council
to R. W. Lord of Kennebuuk who presented
the case of Charles C. Coolbreth for pardon*
Coolbreth was given a three years’ sentence for
burglary and has served over two years of his
term.

A hearing

also given T. W. Simonton
of Camden, who appeared for a pardou for
Peter Deane, was sentenced to the State
prison for six years for robbery, and who has
served four years and a half of his sentence.
was

hourly.
John

I.

Mitchell

Elected

Senator

In

SIXTIETH LEGISLATURE.

Pennsylvania.

Harrisburg.

Fell. 23 —The 35th ballot for
S«M».it<*r today resulted as follows:
John I.
Mhoiif.il 150, Wallace 02,
MacVeagh 1, BrewsM M.tchell is
lawyer aud has twice been
elected to Cougress. He was nominated last
night by a committee made up equally from
both factions.

Tuesday’s Proceedings.
(Siieeial Dispafnii to the Press.)
SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 22.
Bill to amend chap. 235, laws of 1880, relating to tbs report of the Board of Agriculture,

The amendments made in the House to the
bill to incorporate tho Eclectic Medical Col
lege of Maine were concurred In and the hill
was passed to be engrossed.
Seuate concurred with the House in passing
the resolve in favor of Almira Cobb of Leo.
Bill to amend item 8, sec. 54, chap. 11, of
the school laws, was- reconsidered and recommitted
Resolve in favor of Fort Kent, which came
back from the House passed to be engrossed
was tabled.
Resolve expressing sympathy for the people
of Ireland was amended by substituting the
resolve presented by the minority.
Orders were presented to ameiid tiie law so
that when any person, prosecuted iu behalf of
the State, shall appeal from the judgment of
a trial justice, the complainant
and not the
county shall bo liable for all costs of appeal;
to amend chap. 58, sec. 10, R S., so as to embrace societies formed from towns in two or
more counties; to give the Fish Commissioners
enlarged powers so that they shall have full
control *f the waters, for fishing purposes, running from Damariscolta pond into the fish
stream in Nobleboro and Newcastle.
Tlie order looking to an investigation of the
Orphan Military Asylum at Bath was takeu
from the table and indefinitely postponed.
The vote by which the Senate passed the
bill to amend sec. 1, chap. 178, laws of 1870,
relating to the issue of bonds i" aid of the
Kuok & Lincoln railroad, was reconsidered
and the hill recommitted to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
T ie Senate took up tho bill relating to the
report of the Board of Agriculture and adhered to its former vote indefinitely postponing it.
Bills were reported appropriating money to
aid in constructing a road from the forks of
the Kennebec to the Shirley Mills.
The bill

subsequently recommitted; granting a
bounty ou bears; increasing the tolls of the
Mahamakauta Dam Co.; resolve to print the
was

school laws.
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition
of H. H. Weed for right to navigate Winnecook Lake; of the widow of Asa Jenkins for
increase of pension.
The special assignment, bill providing f ir
the speedy detection of crime, was considered.
On motion of Senator Mortlaud the bill was

indefinitely postponed.
Bill relating to the Maine
was

takeu from the table and

grossed.

Central Institute
passed to be en-

Bill to amend sec. 15G, chap. 225, laws of
1880 limiting the appropriation to $16,000 for
the use of the militia, to be expended nhder
the direction of the Governor, was takeu from
the table ou motion of Senator Dingley, and
discussed by Senators Lord, Mortland, Fornald, Pareher, Dingley, Berry and Walker,
HUU

UOO^UVU

Bills

iu*

TV

OUUDOUaji

UK

IU.

presented to annul chap. 83, laws
of 1872, relating to granting new trials; and
additional to chap. 71, R. S., concerning sale
of real estate by license of Court.
were

PASSED TO

BE

ENGROSSED.

An act for the protection of fish iu Barrel’s
Mill Pond in the town of York; an act in relation to. the salmon and alewive fishery m
Medomak river in the town of Waldoboro; an
act to repeal chap, 145, of the public laws of
1879 relating to insurance; resolve in favor of
Maine Industrial School for Girls; resolve iu
favor of Emery Brewer; an act to amend sec.
6, chap. 63, of the revised statutes relating to
the jurisdiction of probate courts; an act establishing the salary of the judicial courts for
the county of York; an act to incorporate the
Monson Village Corporpration; an act to
amend the charter of the Wassataquoik Dam
Co., as amended by act approved Feb. 20, 1879;
resolve in favor of Almira E. Cobb; an act to
establish the Eclectic Medical College of
Maine, as amended by the House.

Augusta, Feb. 23.
Bills reported:
To protect fish in Great
Watchic pond in Standish; relating to practice
iu the Supreme Court. Provides that affidavits
may be made at any lime before the entry of
the action or before filing the same. Resolve
appropriating $2500 for the Agricultural College for 1881 and 551,000 for 1882; to extend
charter of Lake Megantic railroad.
Adverse reports were made on petition of
Otis Hayford et als of Oxlord county for aid in
building a road from Byron to Lake Mooselacmaguntic, (subsequently recommitted;)

on

bill to empower married women to convey
their property without joinder of their husbands; ou order relating to legislation con
cerning railroad connections; ou order repealing chap. 74, R. S and chap. 89, laws of 1876,
relating to assigments for benefit of creditors.
House order looking to an increase of the
salary of county attorney for York county was
taken from the table and referred in concurrence.

inquiry
chap. 144,

Order of

peace; concerning pauper settlements; repealing chap. 190, public laws of 1877.
Bills were reported to abolish continuance
fees in certain Supreme and Superior courts iu
which the clerks are salaried officers; to incorporate the Maine Pedagogical Society; for
an annual term of tlie S. .1. Court at Caribou:
to amend sec. 18, chap. 180, Public Laws of
1874 relating to railroad earnings; to incorporto inate the Palmer & Machiasport it. R.;
corporate the Kennebec Central R. R-J (from
to
the
Farmington to Augusta); in relation
taking of salmon in Deering’s river; to authorize James A. Creighton to plant oysters in
George’s river.
Legislation inexpedient was reported ou bill
relating to bounty on dog fish (assigned for
April fool day.)
Leave to withdraw was reported on petition

of Philander N. Knowles for exclusive right to
take trout iu the Daniel McKenzie mill pond
in AddisOL for ten years.
Resolve was reported in favor John M. Thur-

lough.
to

Ought to pass was reported
bribery at elections.
Bills

were

reported

presented to see
of 1870, relating to
the formation of insurance companies requires
amendment to make it more effective.
Order requiring all committees to report
finally by Feb. 20th.
The President announced the following committee on valuation:
Senators Dingley, Hill
and Taber.
was

laws

to

forbid

on

bill

the

relatiug

taking

of

herring within certain limits in Millbridge and Naragaugus bay; to prevent fishing
in Pleasant pond; to protect fish in Sabbath
Day pond; to amend chap. 147 of the private
laws of 1879, relating to the takiug of fish in
Wilson pond tributaries.
Order was presented to reconsider the award

spawn

of

printing contracts.

Bill regulating the salary of clerks in the
State’s office was tabled, pending
its passage to be be e igrossed.
House refused to concur with the Senate in
postponing the investigation of the Bath Military Asylum, and the charges were referred to
the Military Committee.
The order expelling Swan was passed
Keeimously, 130 members voting in favor.
their own request were
gan aud Lang at
excused
from
The
clerk
voting.
was instructed to notify the Minot authorities

Secretary of

rtf tliu

nmmnrn

ttinn

Bill relating to the Bangor Boom Company;
to incorporate the Flood Pond Stream Dam
Company; giving the city authorities of Portland power to send for persons and papers in
certain cases; resolve in favor of the State
library; in favor of Thomas Lovely of Mapleton plantation; bill providing a
training school
in Madawaska; to amend sec. 62, chap. 82, R.
3., relating to the powers of audit, rs; to increase the tolls of the Nalnimkauta Dam Company; bill relating to Normal schools; bill additional relating to parishes; bill relating to
costs in actions of dower; to extend the charter of tile Lake Megautic railroad (under a
suspension of the rules.)
Pending their passage to be engrossed the
following bills were tabled: Relating to
punishment for bribery and corruption at
elections; resolve for abatement of tax for 1880
on
St. Croix Railroad; bill increasing the
salary of the insurance commissioner to $1200
and requiring him to give bonds.
Bill relating to savings batiks which reduces
the rate of interest to 4 per cent, and raises
the reserve to 10 per cent, was, pending ils
passage to be engrossed, discussed at length
and specially assigned for Friday.
The special assignment which was the bill to
limit the appropriation for the use of the
militia to $10,000 was called for by Senator
Mortlaud.
Senator Dingley favored its passage; Senator Hill opposed it and proposed au
amendment reducing the sum to $10,000. Without further actiou the Senate adjourned and
the bill and amendment will come up to-morrow as unfinished business.
HOUSE.

Tuesday’s Proceedings.
Augusta, Feb. 22.
A communication (see third page) was re-

ceived from the
Valuation Commission and
ordered printed.
A bill was presented authorizing the Cobb
Lime Co to subscribe for stock in the corporation known as Cobb Lime Co.’s Portland Cement to the amount of $200,000.
Ordered, That the committee on business of
the House be requested on Tuesday next and
each alternate day afterwards, to prepare anil
have printed a calendar, which shall give a
statement of all matters before the House aud
the status of each question.
Ordered, That the Clerk of the House cause
to be printed for the use of the House, 1500
copies of the valuation commissioners jjof 1880.
Ordered, That the Senate ooncurring, the
several committees be required to report finally on or before Saturday, the 2Gth inst.
Ought to pass was reported on bill an
act to amend chap. 61o of ptivate and special
laws of the year 1852. Read twice and assigned.
Ought to pass was reported on bill an act to
amend an act to establish a Municipal [Court
in tne city ot umuelora.
Read twice and as__

A bill was presented aud referred to incorporate Camp of Patriotic Order Sous of America of Bar Harbor.
Bill an act to incorporate the Skowhegau &
Athens Railroad Co. was reported in a new
draft and ordered printed.
A resolve was reported in aid of the construction of a road between the town of Brownville aud the Katahdin Iron Works.
Appropriates $1000 under certain conditions.
A bill was repor.ed authorizing Levi W.
Weston et ais. to erect and maintain a boom in
the Kennebec river at Skowhegau.
A bill was reported to amend the charter of
tlie Lake Megantic Railroad Co., which was
read once and recommitted, on the motion of
Mr Hatch of Bangor, to the railroad commitA bill was reported to incorporate Pleasant
Cove Ice aud Water Co.
Read twice aud as-

signed.

The Swan investigating committee reported
the charges against Swan lully substantiated
and recommended his expulsion. Mr. Keegan
concurred in the findings but was not prepared
to recommend expulsion until personal notice
had been given tiie member.
Bill an act in relat.ou to the times of holding
sessions of the county commissioners of the
county of Washington was amended by striking ont in the title the last five words, “of the
county of Washington,” aud then given a passage.
on or-

der relating to charging building, and support
of bridgei within the several counties to said
counties.
Bill regulating the mackerel fishery on the
coast of Maine, (majority report) was assigned
lor

Thursday.

Bill relating to clerks of judicial courts was
taken from the table aud given a passage.
Minority report from the committee on
claims, reporting a resolve appropriating $810.
70. for payment of A. J. Cameron’s claim for
binding and stitching abstracts of agricultural
report in 1878, was taken from the table, ordered printed, with statement of facts, aud assigned for Friday next.
Mr. Eaton ot Camden, offered tile following,
which was passed:
Ordered, That the steward and treasurer of
tli
Maine Insane Hospital furnish to this
House a list of all medicines purchased fur the
use of said hospital for the year 1880, together
with the price of each medicine.
PASSED

TO

BE ENGROSSED.

An act to amend Sec. 1. Chap. 128, of the
Revised Statutes relating to unwholesome provisions and drink; an act to incorporate the
Booth bay Telegraph Company.

Wednesday's ProceedingsAugusta, Feb. 23d.
House order relating to the investigation oftlie Military Homo at Batli which came from
the Senate indefinitely postponed was tabitd
pending a motion to recede and concur.
Petitioners for an appropriation in favor of
the widow and children of the late Asa Perkins were given leave to withdraw. Pending
concurrence

recommitted.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

DISASTER.

Family of Eight Persons Burned

put trade in active operation is the removal of
obstructions to transportation which have been the
great drawback for several weeks pa-t. Stocks are
greatly reduced in all the leading di tributing centres, and with flue weather and clear roads we
shall witness a revivtl that will tax the
capacity of
our producing agencies to their utmost limits. There
has been

an enormous

consumption of goods in all
sections, and with the general prosperity which prevails, it is not unreasonable to expect that the legitimate demand for new supplies will be far ahead of
previous years. Stocks are light in Pork and Lard
and quotations show an advance
Eggs are still on
the decline. Lemons have advanced 50c.
Sugars
are steady and unchanged. Potatoes continue s e:i
y
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Death.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 23.—Intelligence is

re-

terrible conflagration at East
Liverpool, Ohio, this morning, at 1.30 o’clock,
by which a family of sight persons named
Sloan was burned to deatli*
About the time
stated, flames were seen issuing from the four
frame
story
building occupied as a drug store,
feed store, grocery and dwelling.
The proprietor of the drug store, William Sloan, with his
family, living in the upper portion. As soon
as the
flames were discovered by Sloan, he,
telling them to follow, picked up a three-year
old daughter and started for the stairs. The
flames had cut off this letieat by this time,
however, and turning to the window, Sloan
leaped out, at the same time telling his wife
to do likewise.
It is supposed that before they
had time to follow his example they were
overcome by the stifling fumes from the drug
store, as no others escaped.
The building burned like tinder, and having
numerous elevators to the upper floors, which
opened a pathway for the flames, it was soon
in ruins. Search for the bodies began early
this morning.
All were recovered, charred
beyond recognition, and only by the sizo of
the remains were grown persons distinguished
from children. The scene about the burned
building to-dav is sorrowful in the extreme,
and all that is left of the family of ten are the
father and one daughter whom he carried with
him, when he made the leap. Wilbur Skeels,
a brother-in-law
of Mrs. Sloan, was among
those burned. The Are is thought to be incen.
a

diary.
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Knight is being loaded by J. I. Libby lor Philadelphia, and will lake about 6000 bush, mostly Early
unsettled. There is an advance in
There arc slight
Morphine and Canaiy Seed.
changes in Turpentine, Ligouia and Lard Oils.
Grain

Rose.

following quotations of American stocks have
been received from London
to-day by cable:
Erie Railway. fiOSA
Erie

THE APPORTIONMENT BILL.

2ds.

103%
Reading
35%
Pennsylvania Central. e>7%
Illinois Central.133
....

ttsceipiH at Humi- Outrui.
For Portlanu. 26 cars
for connecting roads.

ehandise

Pout land, Feb. 21.
miscellaneous merchandis84 cars miscellaneous
.er

Daily Domestic Ken ipn.
Bvwater conveyance—1000 bush C irnu-eal
W. True & Co.

o

Below 319.

Washington,

Feb. 23. A caucus of Republican members was held in the hall of the
House of Represeutatives this afternoon. Mr.
Frye, of Maine, presided. The discussion was
opened by Mr. Lapnan of New York, who
made a stalwart speech, and counseled opposition to any apportionment bill which Would
disturb the relative strength of the two parties,
particularly any basis of apportionment by
which the Republican States of the North
would be affected disadvantageous^.
He
urged resistance to auy proposition which
would fix the number of Representatives at
any figure below 319. He was followed by Mr.
Briggs of New Hampshire, and Mr. Butterworth of Ohio, both iu favor of the proposition.
Mr. Haskell of Kansas, advocated 322 as the
most satisfactory number
to the Western
Slates,, but was willing to compromise upon

Railroad Collision.
Oil City, Pa., Feb. 23.—A despatch
says a
special train with a funeral party on board col-

lided with a passenger train at President on
the Buffalo & Western Railroad. The following were injured:—Mrs. Charles Babcock,
badly scalddti and will probably die; John
Hunter, scaled; Wm. MmKim, mail agent, of
Oil City, left hand crushed and
amputated;
W. S. Vavanery, two ribs broken and other injuries. A wrecking train and surgeons were
sent.

Unsuccessful Revolt in Samoa.
San Francisco, Feb. 23.—Advices from
Samoa state that a party opposed to
King Malictoa made a descent on the town of Lona on
the island of Sarnaii and killed six
persons.
They were pursued by the king’s troops and
many rebels killed.
Others are surrounded
and dying of starvation.
Fatal Ferry Boat Collision.
Jersey City, N. J., Feb. 23.—The Pennsylvania ferry boat Hudsou
City, which left Jersey City at 7.45 p. in., when near the New
York shore was run into by the steamboat
City
'-'“V

paaocujjers

.—Wheat—,
Mar.
Apr.

'lime.
9.30..

42

98%
983/s
98%

333,4
33%
33%

41%
41%
41%

33%
97%
37% 41%
33%
Call. 97V4
98%
February w 1,sat—10.15 a m at 97%. 10.32 a m at
12.3°
m
97%,
97%. 102 at 07%, call 97%;
P
May Wheat 98%.
attack market.
following quotations of stocks were received
yesterday by vVoodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and ExThe

change

streets:

Opening. Closing.
11 Vs
10%

Boston Land.
Water Power.

12%
Aspinwall Land.
8
Flint &Pere Marquette common.. 33%
C. S. & 1 lev. 7s.105
Hartford & Erie 7s. 58%

12%
8

32%
105
57%
135
148 Vi

A.T.&S. F....13d
Boston & Maine.148%
C. S .Si Clev. 22
Eastern. 38 V,
rimi a rare larquette preferred. 92%
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 63%

63%
33
2%

32%
2%
Summit Branch. 31%
Copper Falls.. 14

Catalpa.
Denver & Rio

31
14

Grande.105%

105%
Northern Pacific preferred. 75
74%
Common. 46%
45%
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R. R.112
Blue Hill Company.
47/8
Franklin Mining Company.. 15%

Bell Telephone Company. 95
Laconia Manufacturing Co.540
Hill Manufacturing
Co.107%
Franklin Company, Lewiston...110
Portland City 6s, 1882, ML.103
Rockland. Me., City (5s, 1902, R. L. 92%
Eastern Railroad 4%8. 105%
Bangor City 8. 1894,.113 %
Deer Isle Mining Company
b 60_1 00

Market.

(By Telegraph.)

York. Feb. 23—Evening.

NRW

Money

market
ami call loans were made between
6 per annum and % per diem in addition to
legal
iuterest, and closed at 6 per ann m and % per
diem; prime mercantile paper at 4@5. sterling Exchange weak and noininlly % lower; with actual
business at 4.82 for long and 4.84% fo» short
Governments weak and % " % lower. State bords
dull and nominal. Railroad bonds are
irregular. The
“tock market closed irregular and lower.
l‘l»e transactions at ttie Stock ExcUauge
aggregat6
**
*
ed 481,826 shares
more

stringent,

xtie .Oilowing are to-day’*
■
•vermuent securities

closing quotation* of

United States 6’s. 1881, reg...
United States 6*s, 1881. eou?.».
United States new 5*s, reg..
United States new 5’s. i«»uj..

101%
nn%
11*0%
K'0%

United States new 4%’g, reg....
.Ill
United States new 4%’b, coup..
..112
United States new 4’s,re2....113%
Un'ted States new 4’s, coup.113%
Pacific 6’s of 95
...125
The
stocks:

following

were

the

closing quotations of

Rock Island.134

Central..130

0. B. & Quincy.170

Chicago
Chicago

&

a

Alton...138

Alton

preferred
140
Central. 145%

New York

Lake Shore.126%
'Michigan Central...114%
Krie. 48%
Erie preferred
87%
Northwestern.... 126%
Norrhwestern preferred
.140%
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
110%

St. Paul preferred.122%
Union Pacific..
119%
New .Jersey Central.106
Wppiprn nninn Tel. Co
.115%
American Union Telegraph. 78%
Del. & Hudson Canal Co.108
Hartford & Erie 7s. 57
Adams Ex. Co.132

Wells. Fargo &Co.118
American Ex. Co.
69
U. S. Ex. Co. 57
fits. <s tort

Pacific

wayne.13*
Mail St. Co. 55

Ohio & Mississippi. 42s/s
Del. & Lackawanna.122%
Atlantic & Pacific Tel. 4B

Canada Southern. 8234
Land

Grants.114%

Sinking Funds.
124%
Morris* Essex.121

Union Pacific 6s. 114%
Boston Land. 10%
Boston Air Line.. 55
Bur. * Cedar Kapids. 70
I. Mountain. 60%
Boston Water Power. 12%

Panama.220
Harlem.200

California mining Ntocki.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Feb. 23 —The following are the
••losing uuotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta.
2% Noonday
2%
Alpha. 2% Hale* Norcroes.. 3%
1
Belcher.
Grand Prize
1%
Best A Belcher. 7% Mexican. 5%
Bullion. 1
Northern Belle.12%
California. 1
Ophir.. 4%
('hoPar. 1% Overman.
9-16
Eureka Con. 22
Union Con. 8
1
Irown Point. 1 % Sierra Nevada. 6%
Exchequer. 1% Yellow Jacket. 2%
Gould A Curry. 3
Bodie
6%
..

Earthquake in the Azores.
London, Feb. 23.—A despatch from Lisbon
reports thirty-six successive shocks of earthquake had occurred at St. Michael in the
Azores. One churcli and 200 houses had fallen in and several persous were killed.
The Sprague Divorce Suit.
Providence, Feb. 23:—In the divorce case
of Katherine Chase
William
Sprague vs.
Sprague respondent to-day tiled an answer tieall
the
nying
petitioner’s allegations.

...

•savage.

2

Bulwer. 2

Poto-i
Con. Virginia.

2
1%

Domestic .Harken.
iBv Telegraph.!
Yorr. Feb 23—Evening—Flour—Receipts
37,193 bbls; exports 24,052 bbls: without decided
change and more doing for export, niainlv for low
Niff

EUROPE.
Proceedings in Parliament.
Feb. 23.—In tiie Commons tiie consideration of tiie protection bill proceeded in a
dilatory manner. During tbe debate T. P O’Connor was encored and Heuly silenced
by tbe
Speaker for irrelevancy and repetitions.

London,

SOUTH AMERICA.
Further

Particulars of the Fighting
About |Lima.
Panama, Feb. 15.—The Chilians {cannot
hud any one to sigu a peace with as
Pierola

had refused to come to Lima. Tiie
buruing of
Chorillos was provoked by tiie stubborn resistance of those who were
driven into the town
and who tired on tiie enemy from the
streets
roofs and baleouies. In the battle of the
lStl’i
the Chilians suffered most as
they had one
killed to everyltive wounded. It is
estimated
fliat the Chilian loss at both battles
may have
reached from 8000 to 10,000, and that of
the
Peruvians about the same. In the battle of
the
lhih tilts explosion of mines and
automatic
shell caused terrible havoc in the
Chilian
ranks. Two great tires occurred in Lima
oue
in the market
and the other at the stores of
some wealthy Chinese merchants.
Callao was
not burned, and only tiie Peruvian
fleet in tiie
harbor wasdestroyed. The bay lias been
on
tirely cleared of torpedoes. Tiie plans of their
distribution was delivered by a French
engi
neer
to tiie minister, who in turn
banded
them over to the Chilian authorities that
they
J
might clear away the obstruction.
Latest dales from Lima (zUlh) say that from
G.UUU to 8,000 Chilian troops had re-emharked
for Arequipa.
Tiie fugit'ves from the Peruvian army were
fleeing in great numbers aver
the track of the Oroya
railway to the interior.
Liyht hundred Chilians were sent after them
and disarmed 4,000, but would not take
them
prisoners because they did not wish to feed so
many. The fugitives were iu a deplorable
condition, through waut of food and clothes.
artial law has been proclaimed over
tiie territory occupied by the Chilians.
Two thousllulldrud prisoners were taken bv
u
or
tiie Chilians and carried to San
Lorenzo.
Chorillos was burned to the
The
ground.
streets and beach, up to the
were
22d,
strewn

in

New York. Feb.
uplands 11 9-lOc.
New

Orleans,|Feb. 23.—Cotton easier; Middling

uplands 1 l%c

Savannah, Feb. 23.—Cotton nominal; Middling
11

uplanns

%c.

Mobile,Feb.23.—Cotton steady;Middling uplands

grades; jobbing trade light, mainly for immediate
wants; sales 15,600;!Vo ■> at 3 00 it3 60: Superfine
Western and State at 360@4 00; extra Western
and State at 4 30a4 70; good to choice Western
and State at 4 75a6 75; White Wheal Western
extra at 5 (Kim; (10; fancy do at 6 1-®7 00; earn Ohio at 4 40@6 75: extra St. Louis at 4 40®
R 75: patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 46
@7 00; choice to double extra at 7 10 a 8 25, inoluding 1300 bbls City Mills extra at 5 50®6 60;
1200 bbls No 2 at 3 00®3 liO; 900 bbls Superfine at
3 60 a 4 00; fancy 4 IO; 2800 bbls low extra at 4 30
@450; 36(’0 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 440®
8 00:4900 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 305 8 25;
Southern Hour dull; extra at 4 7o®5 20; choice at
5 20@6 75.
Rye Flout -snout steady at o 25®
5 60 for Superfine. Cor- <l<al dull.
\Vlient~
receipts 94,696 bush;exp
65,852 bush; shade
stronger with very modera
export and fair speculative business; sales 1.88,00O bush, including 294
000 bush on spot; .Vo 3 Snr ng at 1 08; No 2 Mil
waukee nominal at 1 17; ungraded Red at 1 08®
1 18; No 3 do at 1 16% 1 16% : No 2 Red 1 17 Vs
ojI l8'/a: No l Red 1 24: Mixed Winter at 1 16®
1 16% ungraded White at 1 I0@1 13% No :- do
1 14; No 1 White, 76,000 hush f 16% a l 16; No 2
Red for February, l«,0ii() bush at 1 17% a 1 17S/Slo March, 392.0m busli at 1 IRo l 18 5-16; do for
April, 304,000 bush 1 19%@1 19%: do May, 144,110 bush at i 1H%@1 18%.
Rye is steady 1 03.
Corn shade stronger and quiet; receipts t85,142
bush, exports 32,654 bush: sales 205,000 bush in-

fiuding 77,000

on

thesmt: ungraded 66®57%c;

So 3 at 66c; steamer at 65%®66%c, latter exrerae; No 2 at 67®57%c; steamer Yellow at 56c;
New York do at 57c. Southern do ;>7@57%; White
southern at 6O0; No 2 White choice at 68c, an extreme; No 2 for February ut 57n 57Vsc; March at
55% ab5%c: April at 55%o: May at 64%c. On IN
jpoued dull aud closed shade better; receipts 85,598 bush; Bales 136/100 bush;No 3 at 43% a.43%;
io White at 43%@43%e; No 2 at 43% d44c; do
!Vhiie 45% d4nc; No l at 44c; do Whit© at 47%@
17%c: Mixed Wes e n 43«4tV20; White Western
to at 44a47%c White State at 4l!@49c,
including
15,000 bush No 2 for February at 43%c;lo,000 do
VIarch 43%@43% e; 30,00( do April at 43%
14c 20 null do May 43«.43%0. *u«»i quiet; lair
,0 good refining ai 7% a7%; prune at 7%c. refined
fairly active; crushed 9%i-. granulated 9%. »Iolimaes unchanged. Felrolruui is firm. Tallow
Ready: 17.>,000 lbs at6%@i;%. Fork is held
iigher but quiet; 4m mess on spot at 15 25; old at
16 12%; new for April quoted at 16 00 asked;May
it 16 25 asked. Beef steady. !,0»•!( is about 7 Vz
iigher and fairly active; 84(1 Western steam on spot
it 10 52%@lo 55®10 6**, lat;er choice; lnOOfor
February at 10 47%®10 5/%; 4600 for March at
10 42% 1/10 50; 8760 for April 10 47 Vz a 10 65;
7500 for May at 10E2Va@lo60; 200 1 for dun©
it 10 37% alO 112%; refined for continent 10 75.
(fuller unchanged. I bet--,- unsettled and ©as er;
State at 9%@13%c; Western Hat at 10@12%c;

bthers unchanged.

Freights

to

Liverpool per

steam

5%.

BROS.

TO-DAY

YOS. COLORED SILKS
3,000
E3xtra
Quality,

21 Inches

Wide, NEW SPRING ORESS GOODS
in

29 DIFFERENT

SHADES,

iin

are

SPRING

Including nil f lie DeauMfiil f ight Shades
for Evening Dresses, at

called

la

tha

to

Goods

in which

Department,

opening all the

NOVELTIES.

Particular attention given to

Dress and Cloak Trimmings.

$1.00 per Yard. |

The finest line of

Passementeries,
Ornaments,
Fringes, Buttons,

:

Former Price $1.50.
No such opportunity has ever
been offered the ladies of Portland
t > obtain an Elegant 8ilk Dress at
so little cost.

Girdles, Cords,

displayed

ever

at lie.

Eur«ip«

Special attention

great variety.

Fancy

23.—Cotton quiet; Middling

&e.

in this market.

viarueiH.

By Telegraph.)

Ls»Nr>“N,Feb. 23.—Consols at 99 6-10 lot money

and account.

London. fFeb. 23-4.30 P. M.—American -securities—United States bonds, new 4s, at 116%; 4%s,
116%; 6s at 103%.
Liverpool. Feb. 23—1.30 P. M.—Flour 8s fid7®
11s; Winter Wheat 8s lOdgfe 5d; Spring Wheat at
8s 3d a9s 3d; California average at 8s 8d'<£9s
6d;
Club do at 9s 3da.9s 9d; Corn 6s 4d ar>s 6d; Peas
at 6b 9d. Provisions, Ac., -Pork 68s; Beef 76s; Bacon at 41s@42s 6d; Lard 62s 9d; Cheese 68s Tallow
at 368 3d. at London 38s 9d.
^Liverpool,Feb. 23—12.30 P.M.—Cotton maiket
tending down; Middling uplands 63/sd;Orleans 6%;
saleh 8.O0O bales: speculation and exts*rt 1000; receipts 2200; American 2200; futures quiet.
Paris,Feb. 23.—Rentes 84 francs 16 centimes.

It has always
been
made
pure and
and is to-day without a rival.
Cgg^Slade’s English Mustard and Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.

healthy,

TLVKKIA6KM.
In Rockland, Feb. 7, 1. D. Willis and Miss. L. EAcborn.
In South Thomaston. Feb. 9. Waldo Harrington
of South Thomaston and Mrs. Adella Blake of Rockland.
In Sullivan. Feb. 5, Edward C. Fenton of Sullivan
and Miss Lillie Hooper of Franklin.

DEATHS
In this city, Feb. 23, Rev. William Hosmer Shailer,
D.D., aged 73 years.
[Funeral service at the First Baptist Church, Friday afternoon, at 2 30 o’clock.
In this city, Feb. 23, Dorcas A., wife of Woodbury D. Hatch.
[Service on Saturday afternoon at 2% o’clock, at
No. 32 H ampshire street.
In Deering, Feb. 19, Mary J., only daughter of
S. J. and P. H. Tracy, aged 20 years.
In Kittrell, N.C., Feb. 21, Georgiana Deering,
wife of Edward E. Uphani, of Portland, and daughter of N. Deering, of Deering.
In Kennebunkport, Feb. 21, Mary Ann, daughter
of widow Henrietta and the late Nathaniel Leach,
aged 46 years.

21%

a8Ai
92

O.&L.C.

'OFFER

Milwaukee,Feb. 23.—Wheat quiet;No 2 at99%
90% c for Maich; 97%c for

—oats-,
Feb.
May.

41%
98%

97%l
97%
97Va

11.35.
12.30..
1.02..

-Corn-,
Feb.
May.

TURNER

for cash and February;
April; No 3 at 87%c.

sold.

were in me

cabin at the time. Capt. T. B. Kissam, ticket
agent of the Pennsylvania railroad, had his
right hand crushed und it is feared received
fatal internal injuries.

May.

157 Commercial street :

Illinois

A resolution was finally adopted that the
Republicans refuse to vote for auy apportionment bill which fixes the number of
Representatives at less than 319.

~

NOTICE.—For the past thirty three years
“CONGRESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively

Portland, Feb. 23.
The following quotation of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. .Jordan,
Chicago

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TURNER

BROS.,

Kimball Block.,

& 490

488

Congress

_

—UAKJJ—

»

MINI A

UU K ALMANAC.

FEBRUARY 24.

..

Sunrise*.
.6.45 I High
Sun sets.6.42 Moon

|

marine
—

water, (am).. 7.36
rises. 3.67

news.

D. W.

pected.
Good $1.25 Black Silks, for only

ity

Good $1.87 Black Silks, for

ent Jfc Co.
Sch Telumah, Bennett, New York—AI P Emery.
Sch Cinderella, Webber, Round Pond—N Blake.
FROM

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

WISCASSET, Feb 16—Sid,

Boston.

sch

Boxer, Lewis, for

Feb IB—Sid, sch A W Smith. Berry, Norfolk.
Feb 18—Ar. sebs Douglas Haynes. Hodgdon, from
Boothbay; sabella, Foster, Plymouth.
Feb 22—Ar, scb Ada A Kennedy, (new) Kennedy,
Bath, to load for Galveston.
PORT CLYDE. Feb 21—Ar, sch J Baker, Chase,
Machias for Portland.
MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.
Ar at Boston 23d, brig Ada L White, White, Buenos Ayres (Dec 23);
sen Clara Leavitt, Lombord,
Havana.
Ar at Cienfuegos 9th, barque Ella, Barbadoes;

trimmings

brig Alary Bartlett, New York; 16th, Eugene

MEMO It AIM l>A.

Brig

H H

Wright, Meyer,

from New York for

Buenos Ayres, went ashore 21st, oft Sandy Hook,
and remained. A tug lastened to her, but failed to
pull her oft’. She was expected to come oft’ at high
water.

Sch Harry P Percy, Hincklev, from Portland for
York, struck on the beach south of Fox Hill,
18th, in a thick fog. b t came off wi bout damage
after discharging deckload. She reloaded 19th and
proceeded.
Sch Charlotte Buck, from Philadelphia for Norfolk. before reported ashore on Reedy Island, was
floated 19th and towed back to Philadelphia for
repairs.
New

DOMEMTIC fl'OltTM.
GALVESTON—Ar 18th, sch Nellie Star, Colby,
Nuevitas.
GALVESTON—Cld 10th, schs Hattie E King,
Crowley, Pensacola; James Young, Young, Apalachicola.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 17th, sch Lizzie Moses. Cox,
Queenstown.
PENSACOLA-Cld 19th, brig Henry B Cleaves,
Blake, atanzas.
JACKSON VILLE-Cld 16tb, sch Florida, Gilmore, New York.

DARIEN—Ar 13th, barque H A Burnham, York,

Savannah.

BRUNSWICK-Cld 14th, sch Lizzie Wvman,
Gaul, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, sch Clytie, Laughton,
New York.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 18th, brig Winnie Lawry, Hat- b, New York.
Old 19th. brig Edith. Pettigrew, Newburyport.
RICHMOND—Ar 21st, sch E Arcularius, Mont-

gomery, New York.

NORFOLK—Cld 10th, sch Ftta A Stimpson, Martin. (from Pensacola) for Providence.
Ar 19th, sch Parker M Hooper, Lane. Wiscasset.
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th, sch Jas Boyce, Man on,
Boston.
Cld 21st. schs G W Knowles, Bentley, Port Spain;
Emerson Pokes. Marstou, Cardenas; Ella Pressey,
Averill, Wilmington.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, brig Tally Ho, Cries,

Cienfucgos.
Cld

21st, brig L M Merritt. Barrett, Charleston.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 20th, brig L M Merritt; sell Hattie Tor* er.
At Delaware Breakwater 20th. brig Jennie IIulbert, from Cuba, (ordered to Philadelphia).
NEW YORK-Ar 21st. schs Bertha J
Fellows,
Clark, Red Beach; Harry P Percy, Hinckley, Portland; S E Nightingale. Nillvard, Eastport; Swallow, Brewster, do; Merrill C Hart, Watts, Portland;
R M Brookings. Dunton. do; S C
Smith, Wooster,
Boston; Paragon, sbute, Providence.
Ar 22d, ship El Capitan,
Lincoln,
Manila; barque
John Runyan. Butman,
Leghorn; sebs Isaac Keen,
Campbell. Cape Gracios; Etta M Barter, Wiley, Fernamlina; Win Flint, Howland. Brunswick; Mary
Stewart, Coombs, Charleston; Geo B Ferguson. Fcr
guson. Belfast; C A Ropes, Whalen, Campobel.o:
dobn Wentworth, Clay, Fall River ; N J Miller,
Lewis, New Bedford; Fleetwing. Maddox, Providence; Brave, Beunett, and Yaudalia, Alley, New

liondon.

Cid 21st, ship Galatea, Pillsbury, ltio Janeiro;
schs Fred A Carle, Condon, Galveston: Wm Todd,

Wood, Boston.
Sid 21st, brig Edw

H Williams, for Portland.
Passed the Gate 21st, sch May Fernald, from New
York for Portland.
MYSTIC—Ar 16th, sch John N Colby, Wilcox,
Cedar Keys, Fla.
STONINGTON—Sid 21st, sch Pierce, Lord, for
New York.

ex-

99

$1.62 Black Silks, for only
$1.25.
only
$1.50.
And all Belter Grades equally

and

reduced.

Our $1.50, $1.37 and $1.25 Colored Silks will all be closed out ut
Good Colors, Large
only 97 cts.
FINANCIAL.
Stock, and more to arrive this
week.
This will be Hie best time to buy
a Silk Dress ever known In Port|
land.
The following New Goods are to
Stocli.
be sold this week at retail:
Broltor,
lOOO yds. Turkey lied Table
50 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.
Damask, warranted Fast Cblors,
Orders for Stocks and Bonds executed I 44 cts.
in Portland, Boston, New York and othHalf Wool Dress
2,500 yds.
er markets.
goods, equal to any 25cf. goods
to wear, only 13 cts.
Maine Mining Stocks a Specialty.
| 500 yds. All Wool 75 ct. Pant
ll^”W ANTED.—Twin Lead, Youug Cloth, at only 50 cts.
Heela, Douglass, Favorite, Deer Isle,
llemnants Summer Silks, to be
Edgemoggin, Gouldsboro, t'herryfleld closed Friday, Feb. 24th. at 25 cts.
and other stocks.
llemnants Hulf
Wool
Dress
Also European and North American
Goods, to be sold Feb. 25th, ut 5
R. R. Stock and Bonds.
cts. per yard.
Ilemnunts All Wool $1.00 and
Portland, Me., Jan. 24,1881.
jan25eodtf
$1.25 Dress Goods, at only 38 cts.
feb24sn3t*

B. BARNES, JR.,

SAMUEL HANSON,
RINES BROS.
Banker & Broker,
241 & 243 Middle Street.
194 Middle Street.
feb‘22

Government Bonds, First Class
Bank
Stock,
&c.,
sold.
Orders at New
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.
oc23

rianos now manufactured
by
instruments that really stand without
result of totally novel improvement, invented by the firm, whereby all the
finest points of the celebrated Grand l’ianos re reproduced. The worst enemy of the piano is dampness
Numerous devices have beeu employed to
counteract Its baneful effects, with but little success.
It has been the good fortune of this
firm, after
long experiment, to solve ibis enigma bv substituting metal for wood in all parts of the action conj-urinew

this firm
rival.

Woodbury&Monlton,
Exchange Sts.,

taining

Buy

and sell first-class State, city,
town and Railroad Bonds.
Investments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited.
Orders iu Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

They are the

E. B.

the

»

i-o-niot

ROBINSON,

Exchange St., Portland

Bonds, |

■TOREROS
Anti-Aervons Cigars.

CITY AND TOWN RONDS,
BANK STOCK, &C.

PORTLAND,

of

AND

DEALERS IN

*n28

onr

BAILEY & NOYES,

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

Exchange

Thi* i*

GENERAL AGENTS,

eodtf

No. 32

centres

improreuirnfi in pinnoM miMie in ihia ccntury. The new patent Upright Action of the
1 hickering piano* i* the only piaoo action
nmde iu the world that i» in*eu»iblc to at*
uao*pheric change. Fr< m its convenient shape
and the beautv and permanence of Its
tone, this
piano will undoubtedly soon become the most popular instrument iu the United States.

Exchanges.

Government

upnguc

are

a

Jy27

dtf

UPRIGHT PIAXO.

eodtf

Cor. Middle &

sn

CHICKERINC

Securities,
bought and

ale,

Chase. Liverpool.
Sid 18th, barque Lorena, Caibarien and North of
Hatteras; sch Belle » ooper. New York.
Sid fm Liverpool 20th lust, Bombay, Peterson,
New Orleans; Oracle, Morrison, Philadelpeia.
Sid fm Cardiff 21st inst, ship Astoria, Anderson
Hong Kong.
Sid fm Cette prev to 21st, brig Myronus, Jarvis
United States.

ever

Good

EROM

Lord, Arroyo: sch Waldemar, Boston; 16th, barque
Sarah A Staples, Bartlett, Barbadoes.
Sid 10th, sch Kate Wentworth, Cox, for Boston;
12th, brig Sullivan, Perry, do; sch Norman, Smith,
16th, Jas Slater, New York.
Ar at Sagua 17th, barque Boylston, Small, from
New York.
Sid 16th, brig Alaria W Norwood, Boston; 16tb,
Tarifa, Brown, for New York; 17th, Joseph Clark,
Whitney. Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 14th, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, from
St John, NB.
81d 12th, brig Onalaska, for New York; 14th. sch
Edw Waite, for North of Hatteras; 16tb, barque
Minnie Hunter, do; 17th, Bch Mary E Long, for
New York.
Ar at Matanzas 15th, barque Hancock. Portland:
unestma k earn an. jngw urieans; dosie Mildred, fm
Havana; R A Allen, do; sch i.aura, Havana; 17th,
brigs Fannie B Tucker, and Laura, Portland; sell
Louisa A Orr, do.
Sid 15th, barque Miranda, Corbett, North of Hatteras; brig Cascatelle, New York; 17th, Mattie B
Russell, North of Hatteras; sch Ariadne, do; 18th,
brig Lahaina. for Baltimore.
Ar at Havana 14tb, schs Kate M Hilton, Adams,
Portland; 15th, sch J D Robinson, Glover, Pensacola; Earl H Potter. —; 16th, barque Norena,

was

:

TUESDAY. Feb 22.

Cleared.
Scb E G Knigt, Pratt. Philadelphia—J I Libby.
Sch H T Townsend, Smith, New York—E Clem-

of

call.

Arrived.

to Maine Cent RR.
Scb Grace Cushing, Alosher, New York—coal to
Maine Cent RR.
Sch Rachel Jane, Caslin an, Boston.
Scb Jobn Bird. Smith, Boston, to load for Cuba.
Scb Brunette, Babbidge, Boston—molasses to W H
Robinson fir.
Sch Kate McClintock, Jewett, Cape Nigger, NS—
67,000 lbs ti-li.
sch Richard W Denham, Hinckley, Bath, to load
for New York.

Prices lower Ilian

workmanship.
As Mr. Starratt gives the Cutting his personal
tnis
will
be his only visit to Portland this
attention,
season, and his friends will oblige him by an early

PORTLAND.

Steamer City of Portland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Lewis R French. Newman, North Boothbay.
Scb Alary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
WEDNESDAY, Feb. 23.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia, Mangum, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Ship Dacotab. (new) Norton, Bath, in tow of tug
Knickerbocker for New York.
Seb Hattie N Gove, Turner, Fernandina, Fla, with
hard pine lember.
Scb Henry E Willard, Willard, Philadelphia—coal

dtf

sn

STARRATT, formerly of the firm of ButStarratt, No. 11 Hamilton Place, Boston,
will
be at the Falmouth Hotel, Suite 6, from
Mass.,
FRIDAY, Feb. 25tb, to 28th inclusive, with au elegant line of line WOOLENS, from the best foreign
manufacturers, also sample garments to show qual&

man

_

PORT OF

Street.

NEW SILKS.

■

Grain market.

New York Mtock nncIMonev

Republicans Decide to Oppose Any Bill
Fixing the Number of Representatives

ter Wheat 6 00@G 00; Spring double extras at 4 50
a.5 25: extrans 4 **0®4 r»»*. Wheat is fairly active
and shade higher;Nj 2 Te 1 Winter 96 Va « 9’ «. So 2
Chicago ^pring9 %c «a<h 97% a 9 % March;
98%c for April; 1 01% May. No 3 do 85u89c; r»
jected 1 a7«5c. Corn fairly active and shade higher, regular at 37%c; fresh 87%c for cash; 37 %c
for March; 41
@41%c for May;rejeete l 30. < hits
are steady; regular 29%c; fresh 31c cash; 29%c
for March; 29%c for April; 33%c for .May. Kye is
firmer 89%@90.
Barley sternly and unchanged at
1 02. Pork strong and highe: at 14 87%@15 00
for cash; 14 92 V2 March; 15 05 for
April. * ard is
active and firm at 10 12%@10 15 cash and March;
lo 22%@10 25 April. BulklMeats
firmer; shoulders at 4 9i»: short rib 7 85; short .dear 8 10.
■Receipts—71.000 bbls hoar 30,000 bash when
1* 6,001*1 bush corr, 169,* 0 >|Kush oats/JGOO'usb,
rye 37,000 Push hari«v
ch pmenir-47 000 bbls ho ir. 21 000 bush wueat.
199 0**0 bush corn, lc> 9,000 buBh oats, 7,500 bush
**ve, 29.<*0O hush barley.
At the Afternoon ('all of the Board, No 2 Chicago
Spring Wheat closed at 97%c for March. 98%c for
April; 1 01% for May. Corn at 37%@37%c for
March: 37%c bid, 37%c asked for April; 41% for
May. Oats 33% c for May. Rye 90c April. Pork
at 14 87V2 for March; 14 97% April; 15 17% for
May. Lard at 10 07%@10 10 for March; 10 17% a
10 20 for April; 10 26@10 27 V3 May.
St. Lours, Feb. 23.—Flour steady and unchanged.
Wheat quiet; No 2 Red Fall 1 00%@1 01 for cash
and February; 1 01%@l 01 Va for March; 1 03%@
1 03% April; 1 04% for May; No 3 Red Fall 98c;
No 4 at 92c. Corn higher at
38%@38%c for cash:
38%c for February, 38%@39%c March; 40%c
for May. Oats higher 33%@33%c for cash; 33Vs
for March; 34%c for May. Rye firm at 89c bid.
Barley dull and unchanged. Pork higher 15 25 for
cash; 15 10 bid April. Lard dull and nominal.
Receipts 800" obis dour, 13,OOU bush wheat,
•04‘Mx. bosh corn. 18,0*8* bush oats, 0,000 bnsh
r e 5**0** push barley.
Shipments—20.00** bbls dour,11,000 bush wheat,
45,000 bnsb corn, 8,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush
barley. 0,0* H) bush rye
Toledo,Feb. 23.—Wheat dull: 1 05% for March;
1 07% askedfor April; 1 09% asked and 1 09 bid
for
Corn is dull; High Mixed at 42 %c; 44%c
asked for June. Oats dull. No 2 at 34c bid cash.

is

The

10.03..
to

itlnrliri.

ed to

10.32..

A

W liutouL

FOB THE WEEK ENDING EEb. 23.
There is very little eli mge to report in tho general merchandise market.
Business is good and
prices are well sustained, and all that is now need-

9.49..

tee.

reported

voting with the Republicans.
Thomas Smith was held for ti ial in Brooklyn yesterday for forcing his 15 year old hoy to
walk in a 24 hour walking match.
The rumor that Ayoob Khan lias declared
war against
tlm Ameer of Afghanistan is a
canard. Ay oob was at Herat on the 1st inst.
Ex-Senator Fenton of New York w ent to
Mentor yesterday.

|9.40... 97%

SAD

signed.

was

Democrats

Ur i*c" oi lii«-

Chicago, Feb. 23.—Flour quiet ami steady; Whi-

!

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Egret cotton mill at Ashton-under-Tyne,
was damaged by lire £12,000
yesterday.
Orient Hotel, near Amherst, Mass., was
burned yesterday.
Forty-six eases of small pox were reported in
Brooklyn yesterday.
Patrick Keenan was yesterday elected President of the New York Board of Aldermen, 8

■

PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.

Legislation inexpedient

with dead bodi-s, supposed to exceed 6,000 in
number. The t hiliau loss in the battle of the
1 th was ovrr
7is)
The battle lasted ten
hours

nnniuwl

Resolves making appropriations for the Female Orphan Asylum of Portland, the St.
Elizabeth Orphan Asylum of Portland and
the Bangor Children’s Home, were passed to
he engrossed, after a debate iu which Messrs.
Vtrrill and Strout spoke in favor.
The following were joined by the Speaker to
the joint committee on State valuation oil the
part of the House: Messrs. Hatch of Bangor,
Verrill of Portland, Twitchell of Bethel, Parker of Lewiston, Means of Machias, Staples of
Parsoustield and Talbot of East Machias.
A bill providing for training schools for
teachers in Madawaska territory in Aroostook,
was passed to be engrossed.

ceived here of

Wednesday’s Proceedings.

whether

Bill for the speedy ih tectiou aud punishof .crime was tablet pending a motion to
indefinitely postpone it in concurrence with
tb* House.
The House insisted ou its vote passing the
majority resolutions of sympathy with Ireland.
Bill to ameud the charier of the Lake Megantic road was passed to be engrossed
The Military committee were instructed to
inquire into the title of the land occupied by
the Bath Military Asylum alleged to belong to
the estate of the late Dr. D. Crooker deceased.
The Committee on Education was instructed
to inquire into the expediency of forbidding
any teacher of a Free High School being a
Supervisor of Schools.
Adverse reports were made on order relating
to repeal of chap. 70 R. S., concerning assignment for benefit of creditors; equalizing salaries of county attorneys; bill to revive the
charter of the Brownsville & Sebec Railroad;
relating to the jurisdiction of Justices of the
meat

Street

.HA INK.
eodtf

.MANUFACTURED FROM
NEW HAVEN—Ar
Portland.

20th,

sell

Odell, Winslow,

HAVANA TOBACCO.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, Bch Etta A Stlmpson,
Martin, Pensacola via Norfolk.
Sid 20th, schs Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, and
Annie F Collins, Cou-ing, New York; Agnes,
Young;
Luey Ames, Bishop, and Lizzie I,ee Peterson, do.
FALL RIVER—Sid 21st, sell Louisa Smith, Web-

The merit ', and quality of thesa Cigars are fully
sustained by numerous and reliable testimonials
and affidavits of Physicians who have tested them.
“KM**, jr., Patentee, 32 Centrai
Wharf, Boston, Mass.

ber,

New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 18th, schs Nettie Walker, mgalls. Newcastle, Del, for New Bedford; Merrill 0 nart. Watts, Portland for NYork.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th, schs Bedabedec
Ginn, Elizabethport for Boston; 11 S Brooks, Wiley,
Harmon’s Harbor for NYork; S E
Nightingale Hilliard, Eastport for New York; Bertha J Fellows
Clark, Calais for do; t.eo B Ferguson. Ferg .son
Bluehill for New York; Ada S Allen, Dndley, Red
Beach for Baltimore: Albert W Smith, Berry, Wiscasset for Norfolk.
railed, G B Ferguson, B J Fellows, S E Nightingale, Bedabedec, ada S Allen, Albert W Smith, H S
Brooks, and others.
Ar 20th, brig Shasta, Nichols, Darien for Portland; schs Ci.arlie Buck!, French, frn Savannah for
Kaf.li'

Carria S

Cotiiio

-FOR SAX.E BY-

FRED T. MEAHER & CO.,
PORTLAND,

or’s
pressmen
equal
to custom work, nt

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE

KM Glove, cleansed every day, price 10 ct
Pair.
j*”7
eodsntf

per

PORTS.
Ar at Hiogo pr* v to 15th inst, barque Furness
Abbey, Guest, New York.
Sid fm Padang 20th inst, barque Itonus, BuckFOREIGN

Waterhouse, disg.

Passed Anjier Dec 27, ship Susan Gillmore, Carver, from Iloilo for New York.
Ar at Palmas 1st inst, barque Belle,
Wooster, Higgins. New York.
Sid fm Aden —. barque Sicilian, Sears, Boston.
Sid fm Vasse Wa, Dec 2, sch A L Palmer, Atkinson, Port Augusta.
Ar at Arroyo, PK, 2d iust, sch Helen J
Holway
Holmes, New York 7 davs.
Ar at Trinidad 12th,
Rocky Glen, Higgins
Pcrto Cabelio.
At Baracoa 10th inst, sch Mary
Bradford, Oliver,
for New York 4 days.
Sid fm Bermuda 8th inst. sch W H
Sargent. Low,
from New York) for Triuidad. having repaired.
In port IGth inst, barque Florence Peters, .Mountfort, Pensacola for Boston, disg; brig Sarah Gillmore, Clifford, Cadiz for Boston, repg.
Cld at Halifax 10th, sch Amnio G Qiner,Campbell,
Porto Rico.
Ar at St Andrews, NB, 18tli, schs Clara Jane, Aleu, Eastport; Agues Bell, Fernald, Gloucester.

brig

[Latest by European steamers.l
Ar at Liverpool 5th inst,
in II Conn1 r, Pendleton, San Francisco; Samaria, Patten, do; Lydia
Skolfield, Miller, New Orleans; Jib, Frank Pendleton, Nichols, San Francisco.
Sid 0th, Eureka, Woodworth. New York.
Ar at Holyhead 9tn inst, Richard HI, Wood, from

Liverpool.

Gorleston. Feb 7—Put back, ship Harry Morse,

account of weather.
Ar at Ascension prev to 2d inst, Vesuvius, Call,
Singapore tor Loudon,
Ar at Gibraltar 4th inst, Myronus, Jarvis, NYork,
and cld oih for Cette.)
Ar at Messina 1st inst, John C Smith, Jones, from
lenoa.
Sid fm Bombay Jan 18, Geo Skoliield, Forsaith,
>n

Calcutta.
Ar at

Mauimain Jan

Mauritius.
Passed St Helena Juu
Bangkok tor Falmouth.

llta, Wetterborn, Skulling,
23d,

Levi C

Wade, Bagley,

CAUCUSES.
CAPE Elil/ABETH.
I

The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth, are
requested
to meet at the Town House, on
THURSDAY, Feb.
24th, at 3 o'clock P. M.,to nominate condidates for
the several town offices for the
ensuing year
Per Order TOWN COMMITTEE.
Feb. 17, 1881.
Cape

Elizabeth,

IVINDHtA.

<

The Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at the Town House, eu THURSDAY, March
3rd, at 2 o'clock P. M., to nominate candidates for
the several town offices for the ensuing year.
Per Order TOWN COMMITTEE
Windham, Feb. 21. 1881.

FtLBOETH.
The Republicans of Falmouth are
requested to
meet at the Town House on
WEDNESDAY, March
2ud, at four o’clock P. M., to nominate town officers
and choose a town committee.

’iom New York for Pensacola.
Feb 20, lat 35 05, lou 74 20, ship
ngton, from Bremen lor New York.

Corsica,

Pur-

PER 0RDER'

Falmouth, Feb 22d. 1881.

Cure Your

Corns!

BY USING

SOHLOTTERBECK’S

Dora, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entire!* Harmless; in not a caustic,
it removes Corns.
Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush lor applying in each bottle.

Callous

rum: is guaranteed. ^
For »alr by all Druggints.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testily to its value.
A*It lor Mrlilottt’rbrck’* Corn and Marl
Ur/*

Price ’<£.* rents.

Solvent
uov23

it ml

ink**

l

'T

any

caso

dolphia, Pa.
i»

nu

other.

nndl(
■

SPOKEN.
»lan 9, lat 25 25 S, lou 88 24 W, ship J Bryce,
Murphy, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
Jan 4, lat 2 S. Ion 31 W. barque \V» althy Peulleton, I lanchard, from Boston tor .Melbourne.
Feb 17, lat 32, lou 73, sch Annie P Chase, Poole,

HOUSE,

13 PBEBLE ST., opposite Treble lloane.
V.ncen cleansed in a superior manner.

Portland.

11, ship Henrietta, Blanchard,
London, repg; barque Escort,

dim

Coats, Pants,

do;
Leavitt, Lorabord, Havana for Boston.
HYANNIS—Ar 19th, sch Clio Chillcott, Fullerton
Newcastle. Del.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, schs Alice, Ford, and Henry*
Friend. Tibbett*, Eastport.
Ar 23d, barque Evauell, Colcord, Sagua; brig Ada
L White, Whit**, Buenos Ayres; scbs Clara Leavitt,
Lombord, Havana; Viola May, Fisher, Weeliawken; Rival, Fletcher, Ne*.v York.
Cld 23d, barque Loriuda Borstel. Bored, Savannah ; sch Se* Queen, Gordon, Bath.
SALEM-In port 21st, scb Brunette. Babbidge,
Boston for Portland; E A Elliott,-.
GLOUCESTER—Cld 23d, barque Bonny Doou

man, New York.
At Singapore Jan
from Foo-chow for

sn

Vests and Ladies’ Sacques, Capes
Ulsters, Dolmans Ac. demised
or dyed, and pressed
by tail-

i>

Clara

Cole,

MAINE.

feb!7

of

--

■"

■■-%

Blind, Herding. Itching, Ulcerated

Aci/tc jjsnuins without his sianatura.
sn

TThJtsr.ia

W

THE

THE OGDSNSBURG ROAD.

PRESS.

The Portland and Vermont

THURSDAY MORNING, FEB. 24.

Auburn,

Willard Small & Co.

Dainarihcotta,

more

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

N V. Life Ins. Co.—W. H. Audeison.
Probate Notices.
Western Bonds—Geo. A. Sanders.
Agents Wan ted—Roberts Bros.
Red llot—Buxton's.
To the Trade—Chenery &* Co.
Wanted Immediately-L. C. Young.
Opened To-dav—Bos worth & Morse.
Wanted—John F. Rand.

Dines Bbos. offer today colored dress silki
lor ‘.*7 cents which they always sold at $1.21
and SI 37.
Let Not the Failure of all other reme
dies for coughs and colds deter the sufferers
from seeking sure relief from Hale’s Hones
OK IIoRKHOUND AND Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
febl8-d6t
The old established medicine, known ai
Du. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY, under the name of "NE “HRETIOUM,” has
proved itself a preparation of great efficacy in
curing Dropsy, Gravel,
Diabetes, and all
All who use it most
Urinary difficulties.
fobl9S&W
readily recommend it.
“You may break, you may shatter the vase
if you will.
But the scent of the roses will cling ronud it

still,”
written in a spirit prophetic of J.
Atkinson's Extract of White Roses.
feb24W&S.

&

was

E,

years’ experience

of an Old
Nurse.
MRS.
WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
nurses

sieiiv.ib aim

lino

thai

Point.

Maine Wesleyan Seminary.

iiiuib

through

as a

Johnsbury & Lake Champlain, which poolei
their issues to obtain control of the property
and thus secure a line from the Lakes to tidi
water.
In order to make it complete a tracl
must be laid from Swanton J unction to Rouse1!

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

m

me

united

States, and has been used for forty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea,
griping in the
lx>wels, and wind-colic. By giving health to

the child it rests the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
uov27S.M VV&w(imo

In this connection it may bo stated that Hon
Bradley Barlow has sold his dock property ai
Maquam with the steamboat now in construe
tion, to the Fairbanks Brothers, which is the
same as to the St. Johnsbury &
Lake Cham
plain. The price paid was t lie cost of the
property with interest to the date of purchase
The new owners will finish the boat and im
prove the dock.
MUSIC AND

THE

DRAMA

HUMPTY DCMPTY.

Nick Roberts’ Hurapty Dumpty and European Specialty troupe will appear at New
Portland Theatre next Monday evening. The
Boston Journal says the parts iu the prologue
are admirably taken by Misses Gertie
Leonard,
Sadie Monroe, Emily Lulu, W. Actou and
Fred Warucr, Grimaldi, Dromio and Peter introduce the trick elephant Bolivar. They are
followed by the Miramichi family in their acrobatic peasant dances, and the Ashton Brothers
in acrobatic exorcists.
El Nino Eddie, the
champion tight rope artist of the world; Miss
Mabel Pearl, in serio-comic selections, and
Frank Bush, the mimic.
Tiie Stirk troupe of
male and female bicycle equestrians, consisting of Melora, Zella, Lillian, Florie, D. M.
Zalto and T. Stirk, canuot be surpassed. Little
Florie, a mere child, drew the attention of the
nuuso
uy ner graceiui ruling,
rue
Ouofri Brothers, in tlieir musical specialties
upon instruments constructed of wood, straw,
conch shells are immonse. Miss Ella Wesuer,
in her “Sweet Caporal,” is as usual the recipient of much applause.
WEBER CONCERT.

A large audience was drawn to Chestnut St.
Church by the Weber Club concert last evening. Back of space compels us to be brief in
notice.
The club appeared to excellent
advantage and their numbers were sung effecour

Superior Court.
BOKSEY.

BEFORE JUDGE

^

Tuesday.- George F. Martin, assignee of Patrick
Mart in, vs. Alvin Deering.
Assumpsit upon au account annexed containing
the two following items, viz.: To building a road
160 feet long by twenty feet wide and four feet
deep from Salem street to house of Alvin Deering,
444 cubic yards at fifty cents per cubic yard $222.
To shipping 300 feet of turf and
laying it $16.
There are also two items of interest amounting to
$102.25, making the whole cla;m $330.27.
Defense—that Patrick Martin sought for permission to remove this earth, as he had a good chance
to

dispose

of it at

Merrill’s wharf for twenty-tive
cents a cubic yard; that defendant did not care to
have the excavation made, but did give him permission if he would do it satisfactory to def«
ndant; that
there

was no

contract

or

understanding that defend

to pay anything.
the item for turf.

am was

due

on

Defendant admits $12.60

morning.

D. A. Mealier for plff.
S. C. Strout with A. B. Holden for deft.
Wednesday.—In the case of Martin vs. Deering,
the j ary rendered a verdict tor the plaintiff for
$ 181.M3.
Mary E. Dow vs. Maurice M. Moulton. Replevin
of a loi of household goods, bed, bedding, etc., of
the alleged value of $45. The defendant took the
goods, claiming them under a mortgage from the
plaintiff to him.
The plaiutiff replies that these particular goods
were some that she has purchased since the mortgage was given aud therefore was not covered by
thn mortgage.
Evidence and arguments closed.
J. J. Perry for plff.
P. J. Larr ibee for deft.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Wednesday.—.John Murrav, John R. Kirby.
Charles Williams and Albert Haley.
Intoxication.
Pined $5 and costs.
Ellen J. Bennett.
Intoxication.
Fined $3 and
costs.

John

O’XeiL

Shooting

costs.

in streets.

Fined $5 and

Patrick Hanraham. Breaking and entering. Bound
to Superior Court, May term, in sum of $5u0.

over

Brief Jottings.
auu

aiij

ivxer-

puuwj .yusioLUiij.

cury 30° at sunrise, 41° at noon, 34° at sunset;
wind south-west.
The Katie McClintock returned from a fish-

ing excursion yesterday with 75,000 pounds of
fish, mostly cod.
The Mutual Benefit, N. J., yesterday paid
£5,000 life insurance to Mrs. J. G. Tolford.
I. D. Merrill had a heavy anvil fall on his
foot the other day, and crush two of his toes.
Patrick Harrahan was arrested
Tuesday
night for breaking into S. H. & A. R. Doten’s
mill. He stole nothing as far as can be ascer.
tained.
There was a good crowd in attendance at
the roller rink Tuesday.
A rocket came through the skylight of the
Kilborn Block on Free street Tuesday
night
and exploded there but luckily inflicted

only

slight damage.

Twenty-three cases before
Court Tuesday morning.

the

Municipal

Four very handsome horses were taken to
the Reform School Tuesday.
They were red,

perfectly matched, aud weighed 1,500 pounds
each.
The drill of
the Temperance Cadets at
Kavanagh Hall Tuesday night was very good.
About midnight Tuesday a slim shaft of crirnson light shot towards the
zenith,from the horizon abou' .10 to 45 degrees. Underneath was a
cloud illuminated by ttie shaft. As the shaft
increased in brightness it
sparks from the top.

seemed to shower

Washington’s Birthday passed oif pleasantly.
Congress and Portland streets were alive with
sleighs aud pedestriaus.
A man named Chas. 31. Wilson stole a §20
overcoat from Mrs. Mayo’s
eating house.
Deputy Crowell recovered the coat at
Coolidge’s shop
a

dollar.
There

where it had been pawned for

less

blowing of horns than usual
by Young America Tuesday, hut the display
of burning
tar-buckets was as brilliant
as ever.
The public buildings
displayed their
flags
There will be a meeting this alternoon at 3
ftVlfY’k

was

At.

til A

PriAMtiu

mooli,...

street, for prayer aud Bible
Tited.

study.

C\

All

are

I.

iu-

Cole, Mr. C. L. Tewksbury aud Mr. J. L.
Shaw.
It is George Nelson Baals who will decorate
the hall for the Inauguration Ball.
A man named Quiuby was arrested
yesterday for heating his wife.
It cleared off cold after sunset last
night.

Reply

Major Shorey,

to

Judge Goddard.

in answer to

Judge Goddard’s
exhibit of State prison statistics,
sayssif it was
intended to show that the effect of
prohibition

increase rather than diminish crime, it
was hardly fair to S3leet the
years 1851 (before
the war) aud 1880 (when
prohibition was practically a dead letter) for the comparison. The
years when we have had enforced prohibition
should he selected aud
compared with the
years when wTe have had prohibition only in
name.
From 1807 to 1878 he
instanced, aud
showed that in these years of enforced
prohibition the record of committals to State
prison
and jail was as follows:
In lstiti (with indifferent enforcement.IDS
In 18(57-.>•». an average each year of.1
147
In 1870 to 1878, an average of.
1U8
In 1880,(with indifferent luforcemeut)...
.Vaii7
was

to

..

..

A Petty Swindler.
A man calling himself L. W.
Finney oi
Portland has been swindling Rockland people,
lie is 45 years old and of genteel appearance.
He boat the Thorndike House, Mr. Reuben
Sheror, aud Mr. Or.-in Ulmer, the Stackpole

yP
ir

House and Rowell’s boarding house for hoard,
O. G. Andrews for magazines, and others for
trirtiag su us. He said he was goiug to buy a
farm, renewed the chemistry class in the
High Schojl, and said he was inventor of a
process for burning lime.
When ho return*
to

Itocklaud,

warm

if he ever does,

reception.

NOTES.

Good seats are still left for Robson & Crane.
Mary Anderson is delighting the Bostonians.
Balls.
To-night the Cailot ball will be given at City
Hall, and the occasou will prove of marked
interest for many reasons. Gov. Plaistod had
expected to be present, but, owing to his pres-

beiug required

at Augusta to-day, ho canSeveral members of his staff will
take part as well as several of Gen. Chamberlain’s. Col. White and several of the officers
not come.

of the Second Regiment have accepted an invitation, and so have Col. Brown and officers
of the First. A delegation of the Salem Cadets
and Manchester Cadets are expected. The
Brown Artillery will make their debut, the
drill of the Cadets will delight everybody, and,
as all the girls are
going, the dancing, with
Chandler’s orchestra to play for it, will he
“just too awfully nice.” The hall will be finely decorated and the field piece of the Brown
Artillery will occupy a prominent position on
the stage.

Monday evening next the Union Rowing Association will give their last grand ball for the
season at City Hail.
These dances are among
the most popular of the winter season. The
seven crack members of Chandler’s Band will
furnish their latest and best music, and reliinnli nw>r> In
-—

rile

11
..

tv.—

1

~.

Inauguration

■

vw

ball is

Is

w

uuuvpviuu

uaii.

already

a

1.

marked

topic of conversation in fashionable cirles. Aire >dy ladies are driving milliners to death devising costumes that shall prove, as the last
fashion paper has it, symphonies of color. The
superb decorations of City Hall will draw very
large numbers who admire the spectacular.
The splendid music, prepared expressly by
Ciiaudler, will interest many others, and the
presence of so large a number of distinguished
people from all over the State will make the
ball an important event.
The masquerade ball given by tho Light Infantry Tuesday night evidently proved tiuan
daily successful, although there was not a
large party of maskers. The galleries were filled
w.th spectators, whose admissions must have
made a good round sum. There were about
fifty couples on the floor, and they enjoyed

he

will

get

a

incipient paralysis, his right am
being chiefly affected and his general healtl
impaired. Rallying from this, however, In
seemed to be regaining his usual health unti
few weeks ago, when he caught a severe col<
which threatened pneumonia. Severe pain:
in the head succeeded at intervals, followed In
a

general prostration.

On

Wednesday

week

of las

flouring
education,
academy at Wilbrabam, Mass.,

tered the

am

completed his preparatory

course in Hamilton
N. Y. Entering Madison
University in 183<
he was graduated in the class of 1835. A
part of this time was spent in tho
Theologica
department of this University. lie entered tht

Newton Institution this same year, hut wat
called t
take charge of the Connecticut Litrar. Instil n
at Suffield, Conn.
Here he re■

-d two .years, daring which time lie was
ordained in Deep River, Conn., to the Christian ministry. While living hero lie was maric.ii

ried, his wife being the daughter of Prof,
llascall, of Hamilton, N. Y., the founder and
long a profeasor of Madison University. In
1837 Dr. Shailer accepted a call to the Baptist
church in Brookline, Mass., of which church
he remained the pastor for more than sixteen
years. While here lie performed much work
in connection with denominational societies.
Ho was for ten years Secretary of the Massachusetts Baptist Convention; for thirteen years
iie was Recording Secretary of the American
member of the executive board of that society, sharing largely in the preparatory labors
which have since borne such large results. Iu
1842 he declined a call to the First Baptist
church of this city, but accepted a call to this
church when renewed twelve years later. Ho
became pastor in this city Marcli 19, 1854. and
ivm.viucu

church
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until he resigned, August, 1877, a
of nearly twenty-four years.
His

period

united pastorate of the two churches covered a
period of forty years, during which time he
administered the ordinance
of baptism to
nearly 400 persons.
Dr. Shailer’s pastorate was tho longest of
any minister of his denomination in tho State,
and his influence among tho churches was
wide and salutary. In the years 1867-8 he was
President of the Baptist State Convention, and

duiiug
one

his entiro residence in the State was
of its most active and judicious officers.

He was deeply interested in the work of education, giving practical aid and sympathy to
many youth of botli sexes in obtaining a liberal education.

He

was

a

trustee of Newton

Theological Institution for many years; also of
Colby University from 1855 to the present time,
of which college he was also treasurer at his
death. He received the degree of A. M. from
Trinity College in 1836, and from his Alma
Mater in 1846, which also conferred upon him
tho degree of D. D. in 1853.
Dr. Shailer has been connected with the

superintendence of the city schools from 1856
until the present time, with the exception of
the years 1874-5 when on account of a defect
in the law the election was declared void.
Much of this time he has been the efficient
chairman of
has had

so

the board. No man in the city
much to do with the success of our

uuu
iiia
training ox our youtn, more
thau twenty classes having been graduated from
our High School since his first election.
His
oeuuuiB

loss will be

greatly
departments.

felt

in the

various school

In
and

1858 Dr. Shailor became the publisher
editor
of
Zion’s
Advocate
in
this city which relation lie sustained until

1878,

position, however, which he did not
allow to interfere with his pastoral labors.
Apart from Dr. Shailjr’s excellence as a
minister of the gospel he was one of our most
a

esteemed citizens.
Well versed in business
affairs, he was a wise and judicious counsellor,
upright :n his dealings and true to his word,
which

always as good

his bond. His
genial and kindly ways drew to him multitudes of friends. As a preacher he was logical,
simple aud clear. The warm glow of his love
was

as

Joint’ Morris. N. Y., and an adopted daughter, wife of Rev. E. S. Small of Livermore
Falls,
__

Plvica

W

Ti’

T>
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c«_:__

for refusing to unite with the Fusionists, and declaring that the only true policy for
Greenbackers is to refuse all alliances with
either of the old parties.
A short time since an article headed “After

Forty Years” appeared in the Sunday Times,
which in some points was not accurate.
The
facts are these:
Mr. John E. Fowler, sailmaker on Commercial wharf, had an uncle
Moses Fowler, who about 35 years
ago took
passage in a vessel for Buenos Ayres.
After a
correspondence of

ten

years nothing further
was hoard from him
until last summer.
Mr.
Moses Fowler was born in Portland and alat
the
advanced
though
ago of 82, is yet hale
and hearty.
Fire on Waterville Street.
At 2.10 a.m. yesterday fire burst
through
the roof of the two and one-half
story wooden
dwelling on Waterville street, owned by Geo.
II. Barr and occupied by him on the first
story and by John Cummings on tho second.
The roof was burned oft and the furniture
damaged by water. Mr. Barr was insured for
$1500 on the house and $300 on his furniture
at the agency of Dow, Collin &
Libby, in the
Commerce of Albany. Mr. Cummings was in.
s ired $1000 on the furniture at the
agency oi
Palmer, Dow & Anderson, in the Fairfield,
and had it reinsured in the Niagara.

Delegates

Fusion Caucuses.
the coven lion to bo held in tiie
of Ward 3, were held in
only three
to

Ward room
wards Tuesday night.
In Ward two H. W.
Healey, John Keardou and W. H. Sargent
were chosen
aud wore instructed to
support
W. Melaugli for Aiderman, D. M.
Mannix
Robert Gould aud Gao. H. Barr for Councilmen, and C. Kimball for school committee, in
Ward three Goo. W. Parker aud J. C.
ton were

chosen

Leigh-

delegates. In Ward live Elliot
King, George Humphrey and Nathaniel
Walker were chosen.
Thoy were not instructed.

protect two other buildings close by, belonging
to the company, by piling fresh snow on thorn,
and to do the same with the Dana saw mill on
the other side of the river, all three of which
were saved.
So rapid was the spread of the
flames, that in half an hour the great building
was in ashes.
The mill destroyed was 100 feet long, 44

wide, and

high, with basement.
In the basoment was located tho machinery
for grinding the wood paper pulp, and here the
grinding process went on. The first story was
the finishing room, and tho second story contained the tanks for the paper pulp.
For two
years the superintendent, Mr. Chase, had been
perfecting his process for making pails and
wash-tubs from the pulp, and had just accomplished his object. Messrs. E. B. Dennison,
and C. A. Brown, of this city, of the Androscoggin Company, had only a few weeks ago

purchasdH

two

stories

two-fifths interest in the stock of
the company, Messrs. S. 0. Andrews and A.
F. Moulton with the other stockholders of the
Presumpscot Pulp Ware Company retaining
the remainder.
The company had perfected
their machinery, and were prepared to n: ake
forty dozen pails a day, and yesterday intenda

fcu oouu uu.

There

was

moll
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$6,000 insurance

*,WU
on

DallS.

the

building,

of which John Lindsay .'was the owner; $2,000
with Sparrow’s agency, 1,000 each in the United Firemen of Philadelphia, and the Trade of

Camden; Rollins & Adams, and Prentiss Loring bad $2,000 in the Metropole, and $2,000 in
the Phoenix of New York.
On the machinery, owned by the Presumpscoc Pulp Ware Company, there was $2,000 in
the Royal, $2,000 in the Loudon and Lancaster, and $2,000 in the Commercial Union, with
Rollins & Adams, and $2,000 in the Spring-

field, $2,000 in

the London, and $2,000 in the
Hanover, with Prentiss Loring.
The stock on hand was uninsured. The
company was thinking of adding $6,000 more

insurance

to that on the machinery just before
the fire. They had also just begun the erection of another building.
Close by where the

fire is supposed to have taken was a drier.
There was an iron pipe connecting with a tank
of water in the attic, that stood close
by the
drier, and also a reel of ho e, but the watch
man, in vain, tried to uso it.
Mr. Dennison considers the loss only half
covered by the iusurauce.
Art.
To-day, Messrs. Bosworth & Morse display
their new wall decoratious at their ftore in
Congress Square. The designs are lovely, and
placed at prices that make them the serious
rivals of the fresco-artist’s work.
There is an

Egyptian ceiling

and frieze, in design and colors for $30, such as would cost in
frescoing,
fully ten times that sum; a dining room, with
a frieze,
representing fruits, that would have
delighted Hall; a Grecian frieze, worthy of
the antique; and nursery paper, representing

all the old nursery ballads, that no well regulated household should bo without. It will
thus be seen the walls and ceilings have been
to di-play the most beautiful productions of the best manufacturers and artists.
The portieres and the lambrequins are very
elegant, some of the former of rich raw silk,
and one of tiie latter conslstim? of a beautiful

employed

plush scarf, with heavy fringes, to lay
the mantel, while the front of the
shelf
is draped with satiny, in old gold, also adorned
with fringes to matcli those of the scarf. Then
maroon

over

there are lovely Turkish and Persian rugs, and
lots of other beautiful things that go to delight
the cultivated taste.
The arraugement of the
store is especially well adapted to show off all
these elegant goods to great advantage.
At Davis'.,, next door, can he seen a

superb

photograph of the celebrated Mosque
Sophia, which formed the subject of Dr.

of St.
Ham-

lin’s lecture

some

time ago.

Benj. F. Andrews Nominated for Mayor.

candidate for mayor.
Elliot King
called the meeting to order, Dr. F. Webster
was chosen chairman aud A. H. Waite secretary. P. Maloney of ward 2, presented the
name of of Benjamin F.
Andrews as a candidate for mayor. This called an answer from
a

Mr. Johnson of ward 4 who believed in naming a straight Greeubacker and lie proposed
the name of A. H. Waite, already a candidate
for alderman from ward 1.
The question as
to whether Andrews was a Greenbrcker or
a Democrat was discussed by Messrs.
Johnson,

Todd, Humphreys, Fogg and Walker, and a
ballot was taken with the following result:
Whole number
16
y
Necessary for a choice,
B. F. Andrews had
11
A. H. Waite had
5
Mr. Andrews was declared the choice of the
convention aud on motion of Mr. Waite, his
opponent, the nomination

was

made

unani-

mous.

On motion of Mr. Todd the convention voted
to adopt the Chicago platform aud the meet-

ing adjourned.
FINLAND.
Selma Borg’o Last Lecture.

Reception Hall was filled last evening with
representative audience to hear Selina Borg's
lecture on Finland, illustrated by Black of
Boston, with his steroopticon. It was a lecture
that only continued tho charm with which

a

this

delightful Finnish woman has surrounded
herself and her doings since site has been in
Portland.
She is so simple and unaffected in
thoroughly honest,

so infused with
earnest in what she says, that
she magnetizes her audience and puts them eti
rapport with herself at once. Commencing
with a map of Fiuland, so that her hearers

manner,

so

patriotism,

so

might gather an understanding idea of the
country through which they wero about to
travel, she then treated them in rapid succession to views of tile old capital Abo, the
new,
Helsingfore, the university, cathedral, opera
house, the suburbs, tbe falls of Imatra
Weiborg. representations of peasant life and
manners injecting the quaintest
stories, told in
the most delightful manner, while her description of shooting the rapids was as dramatic
and thrilling as anything we have heard on
the lecture stage.
We can only regret the
brief space at our command this morning and
hops that Miss Borg will return to us in the
spring and repeat these remarkable lectures.
Lectures.
Rev. D. W. LeLacheur will lecture in tbe

Congress street course
lite Dishonesty.”

next

Monday

on

begiuuing

Monday evening, and illustrated by the stereopticon. The title of tbe first lecture will be
“Scenes of early English higiory.”
Patriotic Order Soria of America.
Portland Camp. P O. S. of A., and Martha

birthday
There

*v.,s a

speeches

celebrated Washington’s
atertaiumeut a’ their hall.
,dress oy W. V. P., McDonald,

Cud

with
a

by Messrs.

A. J. Adams, G. A. HamD. II. Bean and J. B. Fille-

ilton, Googins,
brown, and singing.

ending

December 31,1880:

of tobacco made into cigars.. ..104,808 lbs
of cigars made.4,498,343
of cigars sold
4,551,775
of revenue paid to
United

cigars sold.
§27,310.65
than one half of the revenue from
cigars manufactured in the State was collected
in the First Congressional district,
comprising
York and Cumberland counties, viz:
Number of cigais made.2,366,108
on

More

At five cents apiece the cigars would bring

$124,345.
Ladles’ Land League.
The Ladies’ Land League of this city will
hold their regular monthly meeting at I. A.
R. A. hall this evening. W. H. Looney will
deliver an address on Ireland and the land
question. The membership of the League is
constantly increasing. The League is making
every exertion for the success of the promenade
concert next

Tuesday evening.

Miss Townsend’s Greek Drama.
Mu. Editob:—Permit me to call attention
through your columns to the 1 ecture on the
Greek Drama, to be given by Miss Townsend,
State street chapel this evening, at 8 o’clock.
The lecture is one of a series which Miss
Townsend has delivered to classes in Boston
at

and New York. Several of these lectures, including the one to be given this week, were
read last winter, through the courtesy of Miss
Townsend, to the Ladies’ History Club of this
city, and were regarded by them as so admirable and of sucli great interest, that they are
desirous that ail persons interested in the
wonderful literature of the Greeks should
avail

U1DIU3D11CO Ul
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There is nothing dry about the lecture.
Miss Townseud is a charming speaker, and a
most picturesque writer; aud the lecture is a
vivid, realistic presentation of tile drama as it
She takes you
existed in the days of Pericles.
with her into the theater;explains t> you t arrangement and methods; gives you a glimpse
of the wonderful scenery with which you are
surrounded; shows you that great and mighty
audience, perfect in physical grace and beautiful in dress and coloring, sitting so patiently
from early morn till evening; points out to you
the celebrities present, aud as you get yourselves mentally adjusted to the scene, the

play begins.

The Agamemnon, first of the famous trilogy
of ./E.icbylus, is the play which we are to see
acted before us. We see and hear the actors,
aud tlie chorus; tlie finest passages of the play
we are carried along with
aro read to us, aud
intense interest, feeling that a great aud unusual privilege has been accorded us.
All who are hoping to go to Cambridge in
May, to see the presentation of a Greek play,
which is to be given there, as much after the
Greek mauuer as possiblo, should avail themselvt s of this uuusual opportunity.
Tickets
can be purchased at the door.
Prices, one for
50 cents, two for 75 cents, or throe for $1,
B.
Ward Six.
Mr. Editor:—I learn they are starting a
in
Ward ti: Albion Little, aiderstrong ticket
man; Sylvester Marr, Geo. S. Hunt, aud Rufus Hiukley, eouucilmen.
Ward Six.

STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY.

Messre. Israel Washburn, Jr., aud Sullivan
C. Andrews, in behalf of the holders of the
bonds aud interest coupons of the Portland Si
Oxford Central Railroad, have filed a bill in
equity, in the office of tlie Clerk of Courts for
Androscoggin County, praying that a trustee
for tlie railroad be appointed’, at the next April
term, in place of Allen Haines, deceased.
Mrs. S. S. Randall of Litchfield, was thrown
from a sleigh in Auburu Tuosday afternoon,
and her collar-bone broken.

“Po-

Dr. Belles’ lectures are now so well known
hero that a word is sufficient to call attention
to the admirable course on London to be delivered in Plymouth church,
next

Washington

the twelve months

Number of cigars sold
_—... ,2,48G,900
Amount of revenue paid to United
States on cigars sold.§14,921.40

THE FUSIONISTS.

her loss.
Rev. Clias. Packard, formerly of Maine, died
at Windham, N. H., a few
days ago at the age
of 62. He was tho only brother of E F. Packard, Esq., of Auburn.
Snlnn

the same time, tho neighbors were aroused
and ran to tho mill.
As there was no engine
in the Tillage, nothing could be done but to

Amouut
Number
Number
Amouut
States

mourn

and J. F. Turner, tlie straight Greenback committee, have issued an address, giving their

the finishing room
on going into
encountered a sheet of tlame, that compelled
his rapid retreat.
IIo blow Jtlie whistle, and,

comforting words titan lie. He was
‘‘a good minister of Jesus Christ.”
Dr.
Shatter leaves besides his wife, a sou, Barnas
S., and two daughters, ilrs. J. B. Mathews of
this city and Mrs. Rev. S. D. Moxley of

ting

Deering, Esq., and grand daughter of the late
James Deering, died in North Carolina on
Mrs. Upham leaves a family
Tuesday last.
and large circle of relatives and friends to

after their mills at Great Falls, Windham,—or
North Gorham, as it is generallycalled,—smelt

Maine Cigars.
The records ai the office of Franklin J. Rollins, of this city, Collector of Internal Revenue
for the District of Maine, show as follows for

ald, Soule and Hudson.

Personal.
Miss L. Gilkey of Portland, Missses Wells
and Sewall of Maine were
registered in Paris
last week
Mrs. E. E. Upham, daughter of Nathaniel

Last Tuesday evening, between ten and
eleven o’clock, the watchman, employed by
tho Presumpscot Pulp Ware Company, to look

his sermons and
for tile truth transfused
kindled a responsive feeling in the hearts of
his hearers.
Ha wits a wise and faithful
pastor. Iu the sick room aud at the funerals
of his Hock none knew how to speak tenderer
or more

Encampment at Rockland—Re

Their Recommendations to

ports and Election of Officers.

__NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

the Legisla

THIRTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT

ture.

-OF THE-

Loss $30,000; Insurance, $18,000

Baptist Missionary Union, and for eight years
a

VALUATION COMMISSION.

AT NORTH GORHAM.

at

his behalf.
His mind re
rnaiued unclouded until Sunday, wliori oc
casional delirium ensued. This was folio wo <
by the closing hours of quiet rest, when, sur
rounded by his family, he
peacefully expired
Dr. Shailer was bom iu
Haddam, Conn.
Nov. 20, 1807, whore he resided until 18
year
of ago, when,
an
he eu

Annual

PULP WARE COMPANY'S MILL

employed

A'conveution of Greenback delegates chosen
by the various wards was held at No. 8 Ward
room last evening for the purpose of nomina-

Mrs. Woolson in Boston.
C. C. Hazwell, in the Saturday’s Review of
the week in the Boston Traveller,
pays
this compliment to Mrs. Abba Gooid
Woolson;
“Mrs. Woolson is the best Historical Lecturer in the field.
There is not a masculine
lecturer in her department who can be called
her equal in ability.
She is not ouly in the
very first line,but she is at.tlie line’s head,—or,
we should say, she is a line
Go
by herself.
and hear her, for you can do" so with profit
and trust,
She ought to write history, and
publish the work for the benefit of the many.
The most popular of lecturers can have but a
limited audieuce.
Why do not more women
become public lecturers?"

DESTRUCTION OF THE PRESUMPSCOT

smoke, and

in

G. A. R.

A LARGE BLAZE.

it was evident that ho was siukinj ;
under his disease though
everything tha ;
the best medical skill could devise wa

sixteen dances to the music of Chandler’s
Band. Lieut. H. A. McDonald acted as floor
director, assisted by Lieut. Norton, Sergts.
Holmes and Norton, privates Adams, McDon-

reasons

There will he a concert this
evening at the
hall ol the Young .Men’s Christian Association
uuder the direction of Mr. A. E.
Penueil, assisted by Miss Ada Kenuard, Mrs. Warren

A

tively and with precision, and showed a marked smoothness in the rendering. Their “Hark
the Merry Drum” was encored. Mr.
Donnelly
made his debut as a solo singer.
He lias a
sweet, powerful bass, ana as an encore sang
“The Warrior Bold.”
Miss Bartlett and Mrs.
Goudy both appeared to especial advantage, as
did Mr. J. B. Coyle, and all were encored.
Mrs. Gosse accompanied with her usual good
taste.

ence

Plaintiff says that Deering told him to go ahead
and buill the road and he would pay him what was
right. Plaintiff says that very little of the earth
was *old, for ii was not salable except,
perhaps, for
ballast, for which there was then little call. Testimony closed and case argued. Judge Bouney will
charge the jury at the coming in of Court this

seemed to be

step in making the road

factor

lias been done iu the interest of the Port
land & Ogdensburg supported by the St

Rises Bros—1.

Forty

a

ing

TO-DAY.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Announcement Extraordinar—Turner Bros.
Card—D. W. Starratt.

NEW

be

2U on February 5th, and worked
up to :;21 ii
two weeks.
This sudden appreciation is no
warranted by the business of the road wliicl
has been falling off rather than increasing
To account for this
seemingly inconsistent risi
iu the value of the stock it is said that the buy

E. W. Dunbar

CITY AND VICTNIT Y.
W

to

important

it has been for.tho past five years. That some
thing is in prospect is shown by the rise in tin
valuelof the common stock, which stood a

Ftixport, w. A Mitchell.
Frveburg, R. c. Harmon.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.

have to announce tho sad intelli
To-day
genco of his decease which took place at (>.3i I
o’clock p. m., yesterday.
In the autumn he was attacked with wha
we

The St. Albans (Vt.) Messenger says tiia t
speculation is rife concerning the Ogdensbur ;
and Lake Champlain road.
Within a shot t
time its management has changed, and this i

promised

Augusta, F. Pierce.
Baugor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Barb, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
•*
Jellorson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Quint*, rland Mills, F. A. V'errill.

Companie

Seeking Control of the Lake Division.

;

THE PRESS
'1 •> be oblaiued at the Periodical
Depots of N. C *
•e
iden, Mar juis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Arn
r
.4, Cox. tVem worth, Hodsdon, Hayden, W. I '.
Mm is, corner Exchange and Fore st.; welande:
Bi» mt & M.»iue Depot, and Chisholm
Bros., on a J
irains that run out of the city.

William Hosmer Shailer, D. D,
Our citizens were pained to learn on Satur
day last of the serious illness of Dr. Shailet

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Puriugtou Si Norton of Waterville will do
immense business in brick burning this
coming season. Tney have taken the contract
to supply bricks for the cotton factory in Waterville, at the rate of 350,000 a week after the
first of July. This new factory will require
4,000,000 bricks. This contract ,is in addition
to other business done by the firm.
They will
burn 2,000,00(1 more bricks to till their other
will
steam
and
brick-moulding maput
orders,
chines in their yards.
an

SAGADAHOC COUNTY

of tlie oldest resDeacon Levi Whitney,
idents of Richmond, died at his home there
Sunday evening, at the age of bl years. He
moved to Richmond soon alter it was incorporated, and has lived there ever since. He has
always taken an active interest in town affairs
and iias hold the office of selectman, coroner
and constable in the town.
one

The annual encampment of the Maine post!
of the Gram]
Army of the Republic was held
in Rockland,
Tuesday. The encampmet met it
l' arwell hall at 11 o’clock and was called tc

order by Department Commander I. S.
Bang!
of Wateryille. One hundred and

thirty-three

delegates representing 28 out of the 37 Maine
posts were reported present.
Reports were
made by Assistant Adjutant General A. M.
Sawyer, Assistant Quartermaster Genera]
George H. Aobott, Inspector W. G. Haskell
Judge Advocate Benjamin Williams, Chiel

Mustering Officer G.
tor

F. Foster, Medical DirecAtwood Crosbv and Chaplain R. L. How-

ard.
From the report of Assistant Adjutant Gen-

eral Sawyer it appears that there were at the
end of the fourth quarter for 1879 borne on the
rolls of the Department as in good standing 21
posts with a

membership

of 1,634. During 1S8C
mustered in making the whole
number 32.
Since Decomber 31 three new
posts have been mustered in and two reorganized, making the total number Feb. 21, 1881,
37. The present number of comrades is 1,934,
a gain of 300 since the last
report. Sixteen ol
the old posts have gaiued in
membership and
eight have lost. The largest gain was made
b.V B. H Beale Post of Bangor—34; the largest
loss by Wilson Post of North Turner—14. Ol
the eight posts
organized during the year,
Dontv Post No. 23 of Dover has the largest
63.
membership,
The new pasts are Mountfort, No. 22, BrunsDouty 23 of Dover; Erskine 24 of North
Whitefield; J, F. Appleton 23 of Farmington;
Thomas F. Rideout 26 of Bowdoinham; A.
Biucoln 29 of Wells; F McGilvery 30 of Searsport; J. S. Sampson 31 of Milo; George Goodwin 32 of St. Albans: Farragut 27 of
Bridgtou;
Joel A. Haycock 34 of Calais;-33 of
North Vassalboro.
The total amount expended for charity during the year was §2,308 84. Of this Bosworth
Post, No. 2 of this city spent $1,924.63.
.mere are rour laaies renet corps in the
state,
Bosworth Relief Corps,No. 1, Portland; Heath
Relief Corps. No. 2, Gardiner; Sedgewiek Re
lief Corps No. 3, Bath; B. H. Beale Relief
Corps No. 4, Bangor.
Resolutions of thanks were adopted to ColJohn Marshall Brown aud the First Regiment
M. V. M., and the Portland Cadets for escort
furnished at the semi-annual encampment in
Portland.
The tax was raised from 8 to 10 cents on each
member per quarter.
The following officers were elected:
Department Commander—W. G. Haskell of
Lewiston.
Senior Vice Commander—John H. Raymond
of Bath.
Junior Vice Commander—A. B. Adams of
Wilton.
Medical Director—Benjamin Williams, 2d,
of Rockland.
Chaplain—Rev. R. .L Howard of Bangor.
Council of Administration—C. 0. Wadsworth, Bangor; R. K Gatley, Portland; Levi
C. Flint, Monson; J. L. Pierce, Machias: W.
Z. Clayton, Bangor.
Delegate at largo to the National Encampment—C. A. Boutelle, Bangor.
Alternate—A. D. Stetson, Bath.
Delegates to the National Encampment-S.W.
Lane, Augusta; George F. Jenkins, Togus.
Alternates—Frank Adams, Brunswick; W.
K. Ripley, Kenduskeag.
The officers were installed by Chief Mustering Officer John F. Foster of Bangor.
Department Commander Haskell made the

eight posts

were

following appointments:
Inspector—S. O. Rogers, Bath.
Judge Advocate—H. F. Blanchard, Augusta.

Acting Assistant Quartermaster General—
H. Abbott, Portland.

George

An invitation was received from Gen. W. S.
Tilton to hold the next annual encampment at
Togus, aud it was accepted, the date to be
fixed hereafter.
Louis Wagner, ’Commander-in-chief of the
National Department, arrived on the 11 o’clock
train aud was received by tbe staff of the
Commander of the Maine Department. With
Chaplain-in-chief J. F. Lovering he attended
the encampment in the afternoon.
In the evening a grand camp fire was held
in Farwell Hall, which had been
splendidly
decorated for the occasion by the comrades of
Edwin Libby Post. A substantial supper was
served, after which toasts were responded to
by Rev. R. L. Howard of Bangor, JR. K. Gatley of Portland, Commander-in-chief Wagner,
Rev. J. F. Lovering, Commander I. S. Bangs
of Waterville, W. G. Haskell of Lewiston, W.
O. Fuller of the Rockland Courier, and Major
Myrick of Augusta. Excellent music was furnished by the Orpheus Club. One of the most
auracuve ieaiures or tne
evening was the
waiters’ drill by a company of young ladies.
A Bummers’ Convention, presided over
by
Comrade it. ft. Galley, followed the camp fire.
The Insane Hospital Investigation.
Dr. Harlow, superintendent of the Insane

Hospital,

was the first witness examined
by
the committee Tuesday. He testified that he
made the rounds of the wards every
morning
between 5.30 and! 7.30 o'clock, and inspected
the physical, condition of every patient.
Dr.

Sanborn also went through the hospital ev ery
morning. There are now in the institution
440 patients, about half of them females, and

forty attendants, two-thirds of the latter having had previous experience either at this or
other hospitals. Dr. Harlow was not favorable to the employment of a female physician.
It had been tried once and failed.
He said
Dr. Neal was a skillful physician and kind to
the patients, but was not loyal to the institution and was trying to supplant him (Dr. Har-

low).

Mrs. G. W. Quinby made a short statement,
in which she gave her views relative to the
She thought
management of the institution.
the hospital was not in the front rank of institutions of its class in some respects, but did
not believe abuses would be sanctioned by the
officers if they were aware of them.
She recommended the employment of a larger nuns,
ber of attendants; the employment of two
head nurses, one on the male and one on the
female side of the hospital; the appointment
of a board of seven visiting physicians; better
discipline among the
attendants; employment of a female physician; that some
plan be devised by which violent patients may
be kept covered and not thrnst into the lodge
in a nude state; more individual treatment of
As a general rule sbe believed the atcases.
tendants were humano.
She thought some
slight preparations had been made at times
when she visited the hospital. She knew that
tbe temperature had not been allowed to fall
below 02 in any part of the building during
the coldest weather.
Dr. Neal said he did not think the Maine
hospital was up to the times. It was not a progressive institution. He thought that if a
man of larger abilities than Dr. Harlow had
beei: in charge of the hospital the discipline
would have been better. The chief idea at the
institution seemed to be to lay up money. Curing patients was a secondary matter. He
thought every insane asylum should have a
female physician. He said he employed counsel because he thought the trustees were disposed to make a scapegoat of him, and he intended to defend himself.
»»
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testified that a man
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the hospital,
son, the eugiueer,
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named Sampaccustomed to abuse
named
Peter
shamefully
patieut
Haynes
who was employed in wheeling coal.
Geo. W. Craig, employed at the hospital as a
paiuter and glazier, had seen a patieut thrown
down and “churned,” and Joseph 0. Millet),
also employed at the hospital, had seen two
cases of abuse of patients.
The prosecution here closed their case. Dr.
Butler made a statement to the effect that, as
a matter of form, he did not wish to appear as
a voluntary witness.
The committee voted to
summon him.
Dr. Butler testified.—I took a
member of my family to the hospital in 1876;
she was put iu the private wards; I did not
see her for a month; then I visited her often
and became enamored of the hospital; I wrote
an article
to the Bangor Whig commending
the institution; I believed what I then wrote;
subsequently 1 changed my mind and became
convinced that things were not all right; I
nave talked with all the officers of the institution about the management, and have often
said there ought to be a change; I soon found
that the lady patieut to whom I refer was
marked upon the limbs and body, the marks
apparently having been indicted by some person other thau hersolf; I have
gone to the hos
pital and found the lady without an attendant,
and iu a nude condition in her room and suffering from cold; she used to complain about
the sheet being thrown over her head; when
the term “churning” was used here by witnesses I remembered that
the lady
patient had described
same
the
foruf of
punishment to me; since 1876 have visited
the hospital very often until this winter;
1 kuow that the attendants were very neglectful; tho lady was very sick atone time; Dr.
Harlow thought she could not be helped, and
honestly thought so; she was subsequently removed to another part of tho hospital; she
was still
very weak, and ono day I was sitting
trying to calm her into sleep; I succeeded iu
doing so, when outside in the hall some of tne
attendants began laughing loudly, and she
woke up; this occurred twice before I remousstrated with them; I removed to Vassal boro,
and one time I came down to see her; asked
Dr. Sanborn how she was, and he said, “Oh,
same as usual, she got into a difficulty with
another patient and she struck her.” I went
up to see her; when I entered the hall two
women came towards me, and one of them I
distinguished by her dress to be the person I
had .known for more than thirty years; her
face wa3 so disfigured that 1 could not distinguish her; hor eyes were blackened dreadfully; I asked how the matter occurred, and
subsequently learned that the patient went into the room of another patieut who was very
violent and was attacked by her, resulting as
described; the attendants were away at the
time, leaving tho patients alone; 3ince this occurred tho lady patieut to whom I refer has
been better taken caro of than formerly; I
have been prompted in this investigation to so
act as will best promote the interests of the
institution; in regard to my finding the
patient with marks upon her body I will state
that her wrists appeared to have been wrung,
and I learned that her hands were jammed into the bath tubs, and soap put into her mouth
by the attendants; the matter was investigated
and the attendant was discharged, but I was
surprised to learn by this incident that an outsider could come in and find out a case of
abuse without the officers knowing about it.
a

The following report was sent to the Legis
lature by the valuation commission on Tues

NEW-YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.

day:
To the President of the Senate and Speak er q
the House of Representatives :
In accordance with the requirements of ai
order passed by the Legislature January ‘AI
1881, and transmitted to the valuation com
mission, requiring recommendations and sue
gestions in relation to the future|valuation o
the state, the commission respectfully submit
for the consideration of the Legislature tin

following recommendations,
substantially its views:

embodyint

as

The commission found great difficulty it
fixing the valuation; it is therefore recom
mended that the Legislature provide, hi
positive enactment, for;a uniform valuation o"
taxable property in all cities, towns and plan
tations, at the full, fair cost value of eacl
item, separately specified and valued: that t
board of equalization bo established, consist in;
of-members, to be appointed by the Jus
tices of the Supreme Judicial Court and com
missioned by the Governor, to hold their office:
for and during the term of three years, 01
longer, whoso duty it shall be to mako a valua
tion of all taxable property in the state, to b<
the basis of state and county taxation, saiii
board not to change the valuation of any city
town or plantation, or wild Iand3, as fixed
by
the valuation commission in 1881, so far the
same is adopted by the Legislature, except tc
make changes in the amount by reason ol
property removed, destroyed or added hereafter, in order to equalize the valuation; that
the valuation so fixed by said board of equal
ization be the valuation upon which the state
and county taxes shall be assessed, oxcept sc
far as the same shall be changed by the Legis
lature; said board to make and transmit to the
Legislature, in the year 1885, during the first
week of its session, and every fourth year
thereafter in the same manner, a full and
complete inventory of the polls and estates
liable to taxation; said
board to affix the
valuation upon all property and rights liable
to taxation (not otherwise provided for
by
law} aud to prescribe the form and furnish
mo

mo

and plantations, and to all corporations liable
to be assessed, all necessary blanks for valuations
and
returns; that the assessors ol
the several
cities,
towns
and
plantations, and clerk or other proper officei
of every
corporation liable to be assessed
shall be required to transmit to said Board in
the month of August, annually, or before, a
summary statement, under oath, of each and
every kind of property liable to be taxed,
clearly described, with the full, fair cash value
of the same, except iu the year 1881, and every
fourth year thereafter, when they shall transmit the original inventory, or an exact and
full copy of the same, with a summary stating
eac 1 kind of property and its value;
that said
Board have the power to send for porsons and
papers, and to compel the attendance of and
to examine on oath or otherwise,
persons, iu
order to ascertain any facts necessary to fix an
equitable valuation; that all returns required
to be made to said Board be upon oath, with
suitable penalties to be enforced for non-compliance; that parties aggrieved at the determination of said Board have the right to appeal in such manner and under such regulations as the legislature may deem proper; that
said Board hold its first meeting on the
day of-1881, to organize and transact
any business that may come before it, and that
it have full power to make such personal inspection as may be necessary and proper in the
prosecution of its duties, and to hold a session
annually so long as may be necessary to prepare, revise and complete its valuation; and
that every valuation fixed by the assessors of
any city, town or plantation shall be signed
by the Board or a majority of them, to whic h
shall be affixed a certificate under oath that
the same, in their judgement, is a full enumeration of all the property liable to be taxed,
with the full, fair cash value of the same.
By order of the Committee,
8. T. Hinks, Chairman.
The Bridgton Railroad.
A committee appointed January first to investigate the different routes proposed for a
railroad from Bridgton to Portland, reported
to

a

meeling

mass

holden at

JANUARY^ 1881.
Amount of Net Cash Assets, January 1,1880,

!

REVENUE

Bridgton Town
majority re-

The

auvocaung me expeuiency oi Duuuing a
gauge road to connect with the P. &
0. road at Hiram, was presented by Dr. J. Hpun

narrow

Kimball, after which the minority report in
favor of the so-called Bradstreet route or
straight to Portland line, was ably presented
by Geo. S. Farnsworth, Esq.
After a varied

and animated discussion a resolution was carried advising the town to loan the sum of $40,000 in aid of Sir. Bradstreet’s proposition, giving him ninety days to raise the necessary
funds and make satisfactory arrangements for
completing the road.
Providing Mr. Bradstreet failed in the prosecution of his
plan, the
like amount of aid should be extended to aid
in establishing the Hiram route.
A committee was selected to put the resolution in
proper
shape to be acted upon at a legal town meetto
be
holden
Feb.
ing
Monday,
28th, in the
afternoon.
Business Troubles.
The liabilities of Leighton & Sloore, provision dealers, Portland, are about 520,000, a
large portion of the indebtedness being in the
shape of indorsements. The above liabilities
include those of Smith & Leighton, the two
firms being intimately connected.
The assets
are nominally some $4,000, being considered
worth about $4,000.
The assets of Smith &
Leighton are about $3,000 nominally, aud are
considered worth $1,500 or $2,000.

$7,014,819.59
367,980.02—$6,046,830,57

Less deferred premiums .Fan. 1, 1880.
Interest and rents, (including realized gains on real estate sold).
Less iuterest accrued Jan. 1, 1880..

An Enviable Record.
annual report of the New
York Life Insurance Company, recently issued,
exhibits the confidence bestowed on it by the
public, together with the fact that it is managed in the best possible method known to the
science of insurance. Thirty-six years ago the

thirty-sixth

company

began business,

aud

management has continued

with

careful

grow in power
aud usefulness until it has reached a point
where, if it were to go out of existence, the
void would be one that could hardly be filled.
The assets of the company are enormous, be"
ing $43,183,935 at the end of the year 1880, an
increase over the year 1879 of $4,180,982. The
to

amount of new insurance issued in

1880

was

an increase over 1879 of $5,131,The income of the company in 1880 w.as
$8,964,720, an increase over 1879 of $928,034.
According to the present outlook the increase
during the present year will be even greater
than that of 1880,if such a thing is possible, and
almost anything in the line of success seems

522,229.979,

806.

possible to the New York Life Insurance Company after the decidedly enviable prosperity it
has already earned. The company has always
employed none but the best men, has been exceedingly careful in taking its risks aud placiug its funds, and has invariably paid its losses
promptly and in a cheerful spirit. Mr. W. H.
Anderson, manager for Maine, 29 Exchange
street, Portland, will be pleased to furnish
farther particulars to parties contemplating
insurance.

was

Mr. W. F. Nichols, of the house of W. F.
Nichols & Co., Boston, will be at the Falmouth
from Feb. 25th to 28th. He will be pleased to
show novelties in men’s furnishings, and will
also take custom orders for the celebrated

Regent shirt, to be selected from the largest
and most complete line of fancy shirtings ever
shown in this city.
Five

hundred dollars reward for

better remedy
thrott, whooping cough. consumption, broiu
is, etc., than Dr.
Graves* Balsam of Wild Cnerry uud Tar.
It gPes
immediate relief, is pleasant to t ke, and occasions
no unpleasant nauseating feelings. Sample bottles
only 10 cents; larg-i bottles, 50 cents.
I>r. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates all impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, reuovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid and
inert, by its use become unusually stimulated, and,
in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire system.
for the relief of coughs,

colds,

a

se e

Price, §1.

Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best pill
giveu a patient by a physician, and they are
frequently perscribed by them
They give prompt

ever

action to the

bowels, con*ain no mercury, and are
When you desire a prompt
entirely vegetable.
movement of the bowels, give the Improved Family
Cathartic Pills a trial.
Price 25 cents per box.
Dr. Graves* remedies are for sale by Druggists.

2,635,877.95
817,989.11- 2,317,888.84-$8,964,719.41
Sir,130,131.00

ACCOUNT.

DISBURSEMENT
Losses by death, including
Endowments matured aud

Reversionary additions to same. $1,731,721.37
discounted, including Reversionary additions to
same..
504,073.85
Annuities, dividends, aud returned premiums on cancelled policies. 2,203.690.02
Faxes and re-insurances.
212 424.00
Commissions, brokerages, agency expenses and physicians’ fees.
770*804.30
Office and law expenses, salaries, advertising, printing, &c
322,910.64—$5,800,030.24

*41,344,1*0.33

ASSETS.
Cash iu bank, on hand, aud in transit (since received).
Invested in United States, New York City, au<i other stocks, (market value

$10,764,938.05).

....

$852,028.10
14,925,174.09

Real Estate. 6,029,324 69
Bonds and moatgages, first lien on real estate, (buildings thereon insured
for $15,36o,000.00 and the policies
l to the Company as
additional collateral security).
..16,464,922.23

assigue

loans, (secured by stocks, market value, $3,184 840.00)
Temporary
2.491.000.00
*
Loans on existing policies, (the reserve held by the Company on these
policies amounts to $2,975,000).
597,451.12
♦Quarterly and semi-annual premiums on existing policies, due subseJan. 1.1881..
existing policies in course of transmission .rnd collection
(estimated reserve on these policies $440,500, included in liabilities)
Agents’ balances..
A crued interest on investments. Jan. 1, 1881.
quent to

187

979 11

•premiums on

Excess of market value of securities over cost
*
A detailed schedule of these items will
accompany the
report filed with the Insurance Department of the State
...

204,852.90

34,228.23

357,167.37—$41

Appropriated

a*

344 120.85

$1 '839I813/J6

..

usual annual
of New York.

$43,18§!93A81

CASH ASSETS, Jan. 1, 1881,
follow*:

Adjusted losses, due subsequent to Jan. 1, 1831 ... $335,195.40
Reported losses, awaiting proof, &c.•
198,761.98
Matured endowments; due ami unpaid, (claims not presented).
109,043.96
Annuities, due and unpaid.
6.294.25
Reserved for re-insurance on existing policies; participating insurance at
4 per o< nt Carlisle net premium; non-participating at 5 per ceat
Carlisle net premium
.36,473,691.79
Reserved for ontingcmt liabilities to Tontine Dividend Fund, over and
above a 4 per cent, reserve on existing policies of that class. 1,752,165.82
Reserve for premiums paid in advance.
14,084.62

$38.888,837.§2
$4,295.096.»»

Divisible Surplus at 4 per cent.
Estimated Surplus by the New York State Standard at 4 1-2

§9,000,000.00.

cent.,

per
v

over

From the undivided surplus of $4,295,096 the Board of Trustees has declared a
Reversionary
dend to participating policies in proportion to their contribution to surplus, available on settlement
next anuual premium.

div!;

During the year 0,946 poll 'os have been issued,
f Jan. 1,1877, 45,421.
I Jan. 1, 1878.45,605.
f Jau. 1,1879, 45,005.

Number of

Policies in force.

Amuuul

ol

insuring §22,229,979.
(Jan. 1, 1877, $127,748,478.
I Jan. 1,1878, 127,901,887.
Jan. 1, 1879, 125,232,144.
I Jan. 1, 1880, 127.417,703.
(Jan. 1,1881, 135,728,910.

(

I Jan. 1,1880, 45,705.
at risk.
(Jan. 1, 1881, 48,548.
Death I 1876, $r,547,048.
Income
Divisible
I Jan. i, 1877, $2,620,816
| 1870, $1,90(5,950
Jan. l| 1878, 2 6641144
1877, 1,638.178
1877, 1,867,457.
Claims (1878, 1,087,070.
from
(1878. 1,948,005.
Surplus at (Jan. 1, 1879, 2 811430
|1879, 1.509,854.
[1879, 2,033,650.
| Jan. 1,1880, 3,120,371
Pnid. J 1880, 1,731,721.
Interest. J I860, 2,317,889.
4 per cent, j Jan. 1,1881, 4,295,096
TRUSTEES,
MORRIS FRANKLIN,
DAVID DOWS,
CHARLES WRIOHT. M. D
WM. II. APPLETON,
OK’ >RGE A. OSGOOD,
EDWARD MARTIN,
WILLIAM BARTON.
HENRY BOWERS,
JOHN MAfKS,
A’XLLIAM A. BOOTH,
LOOMIS L. W 1ITK,
E >W. A. WH1TTEMORE
H. B. OLAFLIN,
ROBERT B. COLLINS,
HENRY TUCK, M. D.,
S. S. FISHER,
JOHN M. FURMAN,
ALEXANDER STUD WELL.
WILLIAM H. BEERS,
THEODORE M. B ANTA, Cashier.
D. O’DELL, Superintendent of Agencies.
Co\s. Witionr, M. D., I
Hf.nky Tuck, M. R, ( Medical Examiners.

W.

U.

SUYDA

R

n GRANT.
Till It Kl* FR ANK

I.IN,

President.
tVI I.FIAII H. BEAUS,
Vice President and Actuary.
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OPENED TO-DAY,
THURSDAY, Feb. 24.
THE FINEST COLLECTION
-OF-

PAPER
ever

HANGINGS

shown in Portland.

We intend giving our specUl attention to decorawith Wall Papers, and have made the most careful aud liberal selections possible in all grades from
the cheapest to the best.
Our new store is
adapted to the w-ints
invite the public to
of the trade, and we
an inspection of both store and stock,

Unlaundried Shirts.

ting

For

short time we shall offer our
well-known and popular

a

admirably
cordially

Boswortli &
591
febJ4

Morse,

Petersburg Shirts at

75 cts.

There is no better OIOS DOLLAR Shirt
in existence. We have all the numbers
and shall expect a rapid sale of them.

Street.dtf
Congress
°

Gents’ Underwear.

REDHOT.
If you want

a

steaming: Hot Loaf
—

The

39,185,431.U8.

ACCOUNT.

Premiums

1/11U3B, lUffUE

navuiiti

Hall, Saturday afternoon.

OFFICE, Nos. 846 ami 348 BROADWAY.

OF

—

BROWN BREAD
any Saturday Evening for Snpper, call at

Buxton’s,

We have a very large stock In Scarlet,
Fine Scotch Wool, Blue Mixed Bonanza,
Fine Plain Cotton and Wool, All Wool
G'ontoocook and Plain White,—Elegnnt
Woods.
£®=The above will be offered for a
time at less than Wholesale Prices.

COR. CHESTNUT & OXFORD STS,

where yon will also And a stock
of as choice Croceries at as low
prices as at any other store in
Portland.
<13t

feb24
_

A. B. BUTLER
347 middle Street.

febl5

TO THE TRADE.

eodtf

Portland, Me., Feb. 21st, 1881.
We have taken the spacious chambers 257 Middle .street, head of Cross, (lately occupied by Sweetser & Merrills,) and will open about March 3d, with
au entire new line of

LACES, EMBROIDERIES,

TRIMMINGS Ac.

We shall have all the Novelties in
licit a share of your patronage.

WILLIS M. CHEXEKY,
tRKDEKICT. FOSTER.
WILLIAM G.

)
[
WASHBURN.)

BUTTONS,

our

line aud

FormelU
rormeriy

so-

„,.h
wld

**•

CHENERY &

CO.

BLACK SILKS.

dlw

feb24

Western Bonds J
Illinois

other

and

Municipal,
Town and County Bonds, and Claims litigated,
DEFAULTED
solicited and
settled and
adjusted.

Correspondence

SPECIAL CARD.
It is

a

well-known fact that of late

years Black Silks have not been the
durable fabric they used lo he.
The new feature of wearing shiny, or
greasy, has appeared, owing mostly to
the ••finish,” or lnstre, which Is now con-

sidered an indispensable feature of a
good silk.
This finish is obtained by the application of various “dressings,” after the
welt conics from the lo mi, and lu many
AGENTS
cases undoubtedly reduces the wearing
TO SELL TILE
qualities of Ihe silk.
It will sonicilines happen that a piece
illustrated Little Women.
of silk from the best manufacturers will
One of the most popular books ever put on the mark•
wear greasy or shiny, and more rarely
A hand o ue protit o every copy sold. Special
et.
induce ents to Ladies. Semi at once for circulars | still, a
piece will crack in wearing, and
and terms. Sold only by snbscrip i*n.
no “warrant” or gii.irautee will prevent
KHKERlNKROrHERN,
this
from
occurring once in a while.
-499 Waxhiiijeiou Street, Bo* toil, ’Ll n an.
w4w8
It is oiircustom lo give positive assurance to all who purchase silks of us,
th it in case any dress silk shows either
of the above mentioned defects, or is oiiino.l FEU %LE COLI.Er.F.
erwise unsatisfactory in wear, we will
II. »*.TrtBNEY D. D. LL. D.. President.
make Ihe purchase satisfactory to the
The Spring Terra of this institution will commence
buyer.
on Monday, March
14th., and continue thirtecu
We would not presume to say that evweeks. Send for catalogue
F. A. ROBINSON,
it. W. SOI LK.
ery silk sold by u> will not crack or wear
Steward.
Secretary.
shiny; but do say, that if a silk does
wSw8
Kents Hill, Feb. I7tb, 1881.
prove defective, the buyer may have reWanted Imiucilhilcly.
dress from us.
We do this without confining the buywork at
^IX Custom Coat Makers, to commence
once.
L. *
YOUNG,
er to one make of silks, but give the
Woodford’s Corner, Me.
feb24dl\v*
same assurnn c
on all the
different
makes we sell.
W anted.
In addition to our line of Black Silks,
mil REE first-class Salesmen to travel. Only those
A having had experience in the Fancy Goods we shall offer for a short time ONLY, a
tiade need apply.
JOHN F. RANI), 90 Cross St.
a full line of American Colored Dress
dtf
feb24
j Silks at $1.10 per yard—usually sold at

Pulaski Co., and
fullest informal ion furnished.
Mound City, Illinois, Bonds wanted
GEO. A. SANDERS, Counsellor at Law,
wflm8
Springfield, Illinois.

WASTED"

<

mm weslkyin mmm

$1.25.

Miss S. A. Flood.
will

Ke-open her

Store on February
her Entire Stock of

FINE

23d,

and

offers

GOODS,

-AT THE

Lowest
The

Prices.

Stock consisting of

Millinery,
and all

STCY
feb22

GOODS,

Must be Sold by the First of April.

dlw

Roller

Skating Rink.

WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY.
IIIISS LILLIE GEEKTIft,

The Phenomenal Juvenile Skater, .from Worcester, will give an Exhibition of Fancy Holler Skating
at the Kink, on Tuesday afternoon and
evening,
Feb. 22d, and Wednesday and Thursday Evenings,
Feb. 23d and 24tli. 1 liis Little Skater won
great
favor for her Skating in Worcester,
Providence,
Springfield, Lowell and other cities, and makes her
first appearance in this city on the above dates.
There will be .Juvenile Assembles every day during vacation excepting Friday.
1'hiuiiltcr’n Knud will be ill attendance Tues-

day afternoon.
Prices

Children;
fobl'J

usual.
10 cents.

as

Afternoon—Adults;
Evening 25 cents.

15 cents.

dtf

Odds and Ends

Examination solicited.
~

OFT

That must be closed out.
Ladies’ Pebble Goat Bui ton Boots,
“
Kid Button Boots,
“
French Straight Goat “
“
Button Newport*, Extra,

$2.00

2.00
3.00
1.25
“
1.00
Ties,
Newport
“
1.25
Faney
Slippers,
“
Warm Slippers,
50c to 1.25
Misses’ School Button Boots,
1.15
“
French Kid Dancing Boots, 2.50
“
1.25
Newport*, hand made,
.50
Child’s Kid Boots, bl’k & colored,
“
1.00
Grain Bals,
3.50
Men’s English Grain Bals,
“
“
“
3.50
Congress,
“
5.00
Bu.
Hoots
Sewed
Newark Hand
“
3.75
Weseott Calf Button Boots,
“
2.50
Rubber Boots,
“
3.00
Pure Gum Boots,
.35
Ladies’ Rubbers, first quality,
2.50
Imported ('auadiau Overshoes,

M.C.

Congress St.

tstf

Portland and O^dciisburg Hailroad Coinpauy.
SPECIAL MEETING.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Stockholder* of the
J:\- Portland A Ugdensburg Railroad Company
will be held at the Company’s Office, No. 39 Exchange street, Portland, Me., on MONDAY, the
seventh day of March, proximo
at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, to see if they will reduce the capital
Stock of the Company, and, if so, to what amount.
By order of the Directors.
CHARLES II. FOYE, Clerk.
Po: Hand, February 19, 1881.
febttldtri

Rare

Business

Opportunity.

PALMER! STOCK

feba_

dtf

Beautiful Fancy Cards.
and exquisite designs, selected ft>r int* in
sic merit; ri-h colors on tint and gold ground;
every card a gem of art, tit for the linest collection.
Every mail brings letter* of praise from those who
Send 25 cents for sample
hare tried our Cards.
collection by mail. E. VICKERS, 002NorthFortyfohl7eodlm
fourth reet, Philadelphia, Pa.

RARE

492 and 494
feb‘21

OF ABOUT FiVK THOUSAND DOLLARS IN DRY GOODS, SMALL WARES, AND
LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S BOOTS AN1) SHOES,
located in oue of the smartest mai ufacturius towns
Stovkc-ean and close bought.
iu Ne .v England,
Sold only on account of change iu business, and must
bo sold at once. Store can be leased if desired. Address Lock Box 1, No. Attleboro, Maks. feblUdSt

FRESH MINCE MEAT
I'Ll ICELY prepared for
i.1 quautities to suit, at
fcbl5

dtf

Pies

can

COBB’*

be

bought

BAKER!

in

TTTTC

A druggist says that ho has heard the ven
highest praise given to Dr. Bull’s Cough 8y

PI?L]SS.

rnp in very many inst tnoes—some
Price 28 cents.

Price* Current.

Perils nd Wholesale

Corrected for tbe Press to Feb. 24, 1881.

Leh.gh.C6o@7uO|«ig
Coffee.
p*ib- 23a27

45

Heavy

a

Heading.
Spruce

23 a
&6in_
23a
Pine
Hard Pine.
24ft
26,spruce.14
Hoops. 14ft 20 OU@26 00, Hemlock... 10
Short do 8ftl0 00 a 12 00 Clapboards,
7ft K 00 a
Spruce, ex.28
do No. 1.12
Pop’rStaveslG 00&17 00
Clear.. .24
Sprmoe r’gh
@14 00
2d Clear 23
hL O. Hbd.
I
Maves —26 00>@28 00
Pine.26

Capper.

Bolts...
Y. Sheath-

Cop.
*u

Shingles,

@28

Cedar

00@

3

ex..

@18

Cop

@32

a

><>@50

t

00
00
00
00
00

18

Pine.

2 60

Russia.12%®13%
@16

molaw.es.
Porto KJco..
36®

53

Rope

15%@17% (NewOrleans
new crop..
11@12

.....

Slaal.
Brae* a ad

Dye*.

tart.

56
25

®

...

34®

40

48@

60

40@

Barbadoee..

12® 15 Sagua.

aeid Oxalic...
4

I Muscovado.

Promotes

Naval Slo

Ammonia.
oarb.

25 Tar,

23®

32®

Beeswax.

@
66®

Cream Tartar
Ex. lx>gw<x>d
Guin Arabic
Aloes cape...

35@
12®

Camphor.

@

20®

..

16®

46@

Myrrh.

a7

Opium.

Shellac.

Indigo.1

50®
10 @

65
11

[Shore.

Peppt. 3 25*3 76;Pure Dry do..

@3 60|Am.

W intergreen.
Potass
Dromide.

Zino

Rochelle

Chlorate.
Iodide.2
Quicksilver
Quinine.3
Bt. Rhubarb

40.Eng.Ven.Ked

®

20®

40*2
*

..

Red Lead.
8®10
Rice.
50;Rice, ® ft.... 6y«@ 8
20
Haleratas.
60 8aleratus, D tb«
i® 7
26
60

|

Vanilla,

No.

to

errapin,

universally rich, perfectly seasoned,

are

FRESH

cts.

J. W.

to

H. D. HADLOCK,
Counsellor at
Law,
No.

Boom

93

1,

Centennial

35

OKRA,

Can.

cts.

Reai lence at

Falmouth Hotel.

CHARLES

GRIMMER,

SOMETHIKTO
Put up in quart

cans

CLAM

nicely

KTEW.

NO.

thoroughly cooked, 25

seasoned and

CHOWDER,

cts.

FRESCO

Can

a

1^ Mai

25 CTS. A CAW.

Price

MACCAROWI
La Favorita

AWD

Maccaronl, small...20c ib
medium.20c

CHEESE.

Lagana and Pojero Maccarom, large.2»»c
La
Sage
.....18c
English Dairy Cheese, very choice.25c

Cream Cheese.25c each.
Neufchatel.
10 cts. each, 3 for 26c.
| Parmassan Grated.60c bottl e

MAPLE

....
.....

|#5

...

lb

Blackberries.15C
Alden Evaporated Apple.15c

KNOX SPRING

“

008.
10 ox.
Fish.

*19

@22

Cod, per qtl.,
L'ge Shore ...4 76@6 00

currants, Delusa, London Layer, Muscatel, Va-

School Boots

DISCOVERY

Honing,
i>

of the

distinguished inventor,

Prof. THOMAS A.

15®17

xur

Varnish.
Damar.1 76® 2 60
Coach. 2 26® 6 00
Furniture
1 60® 2 60

Back or
Ache, NerHead Ache, Gout
and all Nervous Pains.

...

61

48l/s

—

23 00

Prof. Edison authorizes the publication of the

@14,0

following certificate.

65
61

MENLO PARK, N. J.
I CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
KNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS
MADE ACCORDING TO FORMULA DEVISED AND USED BY MYSELF.
THOMAS A. EDISON.

60

..

24
26 00
; 20

..

Winter best...6 76@7 00|

Provisions.
Prsdsie.
Mess Beef.. 9 60@l.i0
TurKevt.
16® 17
Ex Mess. .In 76*11 po
Ohicsens. 13*15
Plate.1200*12 50
Fo»'..
Ex Plate..13 00*,3 50
10*12
Ducks..
—14
Fresh Beef,
Eggs. 21 u 22
HlndQu
7®10Vic
11 ® 12 Vy
Geese,
ForeQu.6®«Vic
* ^
Sweet’• JersevS 76*4(8. PorkNorfolk 2 76@3 00
Back!.. ..21 60®21 76
Onions, p bbi.4 50 c6 00
Clear.20 60*20 76
crate
Mess.18 6-,aJS75
@160
Cmberries, Tp bbl
.Hams.
11
@13

Sold

Creamery.
um

Patera, oe

4
4

Nut*.
Peanuts-

Wilmington.]
Virginia-1

Tennessee.. .1
tb.

Castana,
Walnuts.
P lbets.

••

ituge Vermont

Skim

@39
32

medium..

Cambric.
Ginghams, good.

g

Pink and

DY, of Roadout, N. Y., who was consulted, held a
different opinion and amputated the limb.
The
Doctor then administered freely his
great BloodSpecific FAVORITE RE \1EDY to afford tone and
strength to the system prevent the return of the disease, and Mr. Elsworth remains to this day in the
bloom of health. The gentleman's disease was the
rtf spring of foul blood, and
Kennedy’s FAVORITE
REMEDY purified the blood and restored to him
the power once more to enjoy his life. Are
you sufrering from any disease traceable to the same cause?
Fry Favorite Remedy. Your druggists has it. ONE
DOLLAR a Bottle.
Bear in mind the proprietor’s
name and address:
Dr. David KENNEDY, RondNew
York.
ftb8 luTh&S&wlm
>ut,

K.ttS!'8

Clilcag',Aj}|I‘’,OTOK>

persons

without k

nukkino

ihem liable to pat

special

tax

v"-fl.

CAA

V

(

LAWRENCE A MARTIN
'

Proprietors, Chicago, Ill’s.
.' BRANCH, NO. 6 BARCLAY ST.,
Druggi.t*.

New

®

®

13
19

OSIAH WEBB i

CEi;

.-• :t*...

60

it,,.

nov2eodftweowly

eod&w3m

CHEAPEST
MEAT-FLAVOURING

and boon Jor which Nations should feel
See Medical Press, Lauctt, lint. ^[cd.Juut.,&c,
grateful.
iMtJtng fllOUCC 9 0 AIIOCO
Consumption in England increased tenfold in ter* years.” IflAUt Ulufltu OC uAUUtu.
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers and Ch?mists.
CAUTION. —Genuine ONLY with
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only), fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s
SignaCi aJ«±au A Co.. 41.
T.otv’ou.
Sure in Bine Tnk across Label,_

8

Wei Be

Meyer’s

@ 9

Portland Daily Preaa St lock I,im.

STOCK

a success

FOR

Corrected

Dy Wi onut'RV A Moultoh, Investment
Bankers, Oor. Middle and Exchange Streets.

Descriptions.
Value Offered.
Government H'a, 1881.1 )\s/.
Par

Asked
101.14

.113%..113%

Gold 4%, 1891. .112s/s .112¥e
State of Maine Bonds—
..116
..117
Portland City Bonds, Municipal..100
.120
Portland City Bonds, aid K. K.110
11s

Bath City Bonds.100
Baugnr City Bonds, 20 years.107
Calais City Bonds.105

Cumberland National Bank.. 40_ 66
Canal National Bank.100_168
First National Bank .100_162
Casco National Bank.100_163
Merchant's National Bank... 75_110

National Trailers’Bank.100_150

Portland Company.
Portland Gas Company
60_ 72
Ocean Insurance Company ...100_106
A. A K. K. K. Bends. 108
Maine Central It. K. Bouds 7’s.114
Leeds A Farmington li.lt.h’ds 100.... 107
Potland A Ken.lt. K. Bonds,100.108
Romford Falls ABB. K. Receiver
1st is...
106
Rirtland A ,’gdensburgR. K.
1st, 6» 104

Portland Water Co., 1*.108

(
r

sal cure of Catarrh for
octl2

One

package

la

BOSTOS LEAD IHAAliF’G CO.

generally sufficient. A
Six packages $5.
TuTh&Sdly

$1.00.

Samoel Little, Pres.
Wm. J. Beide, Treai.
Office, 94 A 96 Olirer St,. Banian. Hnnn.

AT AUCTION.

..106
109
.107

MANCFACTUBERS OF

..

..67

'!l60
..154
.155
.112
..152
60
.76
..109
..110
..116
..109

..110
..108
"108

108

2l.107 ..109
3t.106 ..108

S0UP8,

dlawTh58t

■'i
^IIBE.

Health is Wealth
Dr. E. C. sVest’s Nerve and Brain Treat
„ ext; a specific for
Dizziness, Con vul
8 ons, Nervous Headache, Mental
Depression, Ix>»e
o f Memory, Spermatorrooea,
Impotency, Involunt iry Emissions, Premature Old Age, caused by

Hysteria,

exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which
miser>, decay ami death. One box will

o ver
li iada to
c are recent cases.

Each box contains one month’s
t eatmeni.
One dollar a box, or six boxes for five
d jllars; sent by mail prepaid on
receipt of price.
\ >'e guarantee six boxes to cure a
With
iy case.
e ioh order received
by us for fix boxes, aocompanl k1 with live dollars, we will send the
purchaser our
1 rritten guarantee to return the
money if the treatment does not effeot a cure.
Guarantees issued by
a 11 druggists in Portland and
everywhere.

JOHN W PEKK1NS St CO., General Agents,
sepbdeow&weowly
ortland.

WOONSOCKET PATRIOT, a Daily and
Weekly paper published at Woonsocket,
Rhode Island, wiih its equipment of machinery,
type,
subscription list and good will, together
with the job business connected therewith, will
t>e sold at Public Auction, on WEDNESDAY, the
2d day of March next, at 12 o’clock M.t on the
premises.
Further information and terms made known or
ipplication to he undersigned.
This pr perty is to be sold for the
purpose of
settling the estate of the late owner, S. S. FOSS,

THE

Jeceasod.

Woonsocket,

1>. D. FARNUM, Administrator.
R. I., Feb. 12, 1881.
feblO d2w

Bicycl School*
r\PEN every day and evening. 135 Middle St.,
over

Woodman. True

&

Co.'s.

RKOS., Agents for all the best Bicycles.
Jan22

LAMSON
dtf

pure.

IP An PIPE
ul"nu 1 ■’ fc,

SHEET1 LEAD

u 11
an-1

any width up to 8

LITHARGE,
or on

1 w<*uld also call special attention to
my Solar
Enlargements on Albumen Paper, which I make
rom Life, for the small sum of $10.00 each
Unike the Putty effects above referred
to, these Pho,os are perfect likenesses, rich in
detail, and are

Pipe, but

Tl N

Kespectlullv,

8«P*

CONANT.
febl9dtf

in strips from y2 iBch
to 24 inches wide, on reels
feet in rolls.

a

Pipe.

PIPE, made from Pure Bloc It Tin.
HOLDER, Ac.

sfftTh&w6mS7

| )ak

Piles, Ship Timber

DRV MIME,

&

J

oci

a

Mprciulty.

la

to.

Book aud

Pamphlet Printing;.

vl°_TuTbStf

SCOTT,

All kinds of sheet iron and tin work made
to
rder.
Persons troubled with ice and snow
on
gathering
< le eaves of buildings can have them lined
up water
t igut at short notice and at reasonable
prices byJ
s pplying to me.
Tin roofing a
si^cialty. Agent for Austin’s Pat€ nt Expanding Water
Conductors. A full assortlent constantly on hand.

<os.

29, 31 and

33 Union

.PORTLAND,

DECK PE4IMK,

Alfred,

n

promptly attended

JJulK_1

I

Street,

ME.

eod3m*

febl7

dlw

WANTS.

PARTNER WANTED
With $6,000 to

A small, convenient rent.
Address FAMILY,
Press Office.
febl7 dtf

Wanted.
HOUSEKEEPER,
A
family. Address
febl7 dlw-

ITds is to give notice that a petition has been
preented to the court this Ninth
day of Februkrv,
>y Charles S. Jordan, of Cape Elizabeth, a
Bankrupt
tha*
he may be decreed to have a full dis>ray mg
harge from all his debts, provable under the Bankupt act, and upon reatling said Petition,
It hs ordered by the Court that a
hearing be had
ipon the same, on the Fourth day of
April, A.
before the Court in Portland, in said Disi’
°
A* M.. and that notice thereof be
“Pt* ^
l<^oci
tublisbed in the Portland Advertiser and the Portand Press, newspapers
printed iu said District,
< nee a week for
three successive weeks, and ouce iu
he weekly Advertiser and Press, the lasc
publlca-

j
i

J ion to be thirty days at least before the day of hear-

qe, and that all creditors who have prove* 1 their
eots, and other persons In interest, may appear at
aid time and place, and show cause i?
any they
ave, why the prayer of said Petition should not be
ranted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court for said District.

feblO, 17&24&wltG

member of

undersigned,
rHE
rill, Prince & Co., may be
of their
LE &
in

the late firm of Merfound with A. L1T-

charge

Fnncy Good* and Ninull Ware Department,
hich they have recently added to their extensiv
:ock of Dry Goods, and i cordially invito my
*ien«is, and former customers of our late firm, to
« Ive me a call.
feblGdtf
WIUJAJI IV. I’KJ.XC’K.

Blacksmith .shop For Sale.

GOOD stock and tools, and

Shops

one

of

the

best

for
on the
Horse-Shoeing buscarrying
Portland.
For sale cheap.
Inquire of
J OHN E. DONNELL, Adin’r. jf Estate of C. B.
f ettenglll.
feblDdlw*
iess

in

in

a

small

s., Press Offloe.

Blue Hill Bay.
10000 shares Blue Hill Bay Mining
A. STROUT, Broker, 03 Ex-

change Street,

leb21dlw*

_TO

LET.

To

Let.

pleasant room* suitable for ladies
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PK< ISPEOT ST.

ONE

or

two

“yi»

or

dtf
TO LET.

tenements on High St.
r|1WO
Sebago water
A
Gas, i urnacc* in cellar. Stable
ment.

mcrcial

Apply

to W.

St,_

H.

and

Tor one teneSIMONTON, 304 C«.moct27dtf

To Lei.

A a9°D

rent

containing

six

rooms, in centre of
MU-

To Let.

TO

be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the Boarding house corner Fore an d India streets. This

is one of the best locations in the
city for a lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 yeat*>.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS.
M
oc21 dtf «
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

^

^

To be Let.
On anti after Oct. 1,
1880, the
promise* now occupied by F O
Bailey A Co., Wo.’s 35 A 37 E|.
liliuiiRc St.
Apply to
IIEWKY DEEKIWO,
Wo. 37 Exchange St.
dtf

State of .Tfaluo.
MBEBLAXD, 8S.
February 17lb, A. D. 1881.
I1H1S is

to give notice that on th». Fifteenth
day
of February, A. I). 1881, a Warrant in
lnBoi'ency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for
aid County of Cumberland
against the estate of said
JOHNPIEKCE, of Bridgton,
n said
County of Cumberland, adjudged to be an
“Solvent Debtor, on petition of saif debtor, which
lelition was tiled on the Fifteenth
day of February
’• 1**1. to wliich last named
date, interest ou
hums is to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtr. and the transfer and
delivery of any propertv bv
1 dm are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said
debtor, to
I •rove their debts and choose one or more assignees
< f
his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolveucy
t o
be
holdeu at the Probate Court room in
ortland, ou MONDAY, the Seventh day of March
i. D. 1881 at ten o’clock in the forenoun.
Given under my hand the date first above written
GEO. W. NEWCOMB
of the Court of Insol>epaty Sheriff, as
vency for said County or Cumberland.

A

CARD TO THE TRADE.

li

immediately,

WANTED,
Stock, by J.

Court of the
B^KHIJPTCY.-Dtetrict
L United
District of Maine. In the matter
>f Charles S.States^
Jordan. Bankrupt.

4
■m.

Press Office.

RENT WANTED.

KMvenc^Mfor

CO.,

OPPORTUNITY,

WE

meeting

f

$10,000 Capital.

A CQUAINTED with Maine trade, as a traveling
XV. representative in a thoroughly established
manufacturing and jobbing house, with fine trade,
rapidly increasing in specialties. Or to a yonng
man without business
experience or acquaintance,
possessing requisite qualifications an equi'able interest would De given.
None need apply unable to
furnish first class references as to habits, ability and
character. No business with brokers. Address

Wanted.

A. D. 1881, a warrant in Inissued ont of the Court of Insolvency
of
County Cumberland, against the estate of

lliat a
of the creditors of said
debtors, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of their estate, will bs held at a Court of
Lnolvency to beholden at Probate Court room, in
said Portland, on MONDAY, the seventh
day of
March, A. D. 1881, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written
GEORGE W. NE VV C<IMB,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insaid County of Cumberland.

i

eod2m

___

DOUGLASS,

]

<

want Immediately Six
young Lady Copyists,
who write a plain, rapid hand.
Hours
from 7 A. M., to IS P. M.
Address in own handwriting, BOX 1203, Portland, Maine. febl9d3f

was

---—---

Lost.
4 CAULKER'S floating stage, between Saturday
'm. and Monday nights, the 12th and 14th Inst.
nyone giving iutormation to the undersigned will
e suitably rewarded.
A. K. P. LEIGHTON.

febl

feblOdtf

and as co-partners under the firm
name of O. A. Trurabali Si Co both of
Bridgtou in
the said county of Cumberland,
adjudged to be
in* 1 vent debtors, on
petition of said debtors,
which petition was filed on ih« fourteenth
day of I
February. A. D. 1881, to which last named date I
interest on claims if* to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said
debtors, and the transfer and delivery of any prop- i

c

Plank,

Maine.

in person

Me.

ialvanlzed Iron Gutter & Cornice Manuf’r.

Flaw Kenm», Treenails,
Wedge* noil FlnnKing i% edge*.
^r2^lia^
Pine and Hemlock Hnilding Ijiauiber, Box Board*, Nhiugle* Ac.

C. JORDAN,

or

W. H.

« Jar Timber and

I 1.

Job Printing;

Particular attention paid

reels.

PIPE,
uctual Tin Pipe inside Lead

PI JIPH,

Fine

ine illustration of Art as found in
Photography,
ind in their production I challenge any attempt at

iompetition.
Remember that for grown people cloudy and even
tormy weather is equally favorable and in many
awes preferable to sunshine.
Small children
hould be brought in early on bright sunny
days.
Appointments may be made by Mail or Telephone.

Exchange,

W-JORDAN,

w
sr,
No.
139 Commercial Ml., Portland, Me.

PKOBATe!

individually

MARKS,

Exchange St., Portland,

Jrders by mail

igure.

1

PATENT TIN LINED
an

1*1

A RARtiAIN.

ton, 13V2 miles
Portland 3Vi miles from depot at Soutn Windham, consisting oi a onod 2U.
Btor/ oouse, ell and woodshed, carriage house, stable 38x45. dapboarded and
painted—all in good repair. Also about 15 acres of excellent tillage land.
Good orchard; excellent
neighborhood,
church,
schoolhouse and grocery store near
by. A very
pleasant home for a small amount of money.
For further information address

ss.

STATE OF MAINE.
n
Ctmberland ss.
February 17th, A. D. 1881.
to give notice that on the fourteenth
is
rjlHIS
day
JL
of February, A. D. 1881, a warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of insolveLcy tor
said county of Cumberland, against the estate of
ORRENA. THUMB ALL And THOMAS J

T,Th&S

l-* •inters’

cars.

at WINDHAM
HILL, ME.,
the old Btage road from Portland to
SITUATED
Brldgfrom

was

febl6&23

OLIVER DITSOX & I'O., Boston.

Book, Card, aid Job Printer,

horse

The Residence of the late
Jason Webb.

welling in

and the traueferand delivery of any property bv him
are forbidden by ltwj
That a meeting of the creditors of said
debtor, to
prove their debts and chot-se one or more assignees
of bis estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at the Probate Court Room in said
Portland, on MONDAY, the seventh day of
March, A. D. 1881. at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
0E0- W- PARKER,
tv
Deputy Sheriflf. as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for < u
Jounty of Cumberland.

tie Kittens, (50 cts.) Quarrel among Flowers, (35
cts.) Spring Holiday, (GO cts.) aud Cinderella, (50
cts.) are all lively and pretty Cantatas.

WM. M.

best street* at

near

to

SALiTaT

FOR

LEVI F. HOYT, of Portland,
county of Cumberland, adjudged to be an
insolvent debtor on petition of said debtor, which
petition was filed on the fifteenth dav of February, A. D. 1881, to which last named date interest
on claims is to be computed:
That the payment of any debts to or
by said debtor,

hibitions.
Culprit Fay, (SI.) Fairy Brutal,

»*>22

the

CHARLES RICH,
jM?i Exchange Street^

In said

cts.) Flower Queen, (new. 75 cts.) Guardian Anffel* (oo cts.) Hour in Fairy land, (CO cts ) Miracle
of Hosts, (>;o cts.) Little Bo Peep, wo cts.) Maud Ir-

All enlargements made by the
Platinotype proand warranted absolutely permanent.
The
will be done b» one of Boston’s celebrated
artists, who hag devoted a lifetime to his chosen
profession and allows no work to leave his studio
which is not perfect.
These prices are but little nore than half what 1
have been charging for the .me, but I have
perfected arrangements whereby I can do the work at
above rates tor a few weeks, and I have resolved to
give my patrons the benefit, and at the same time
introduce a series of Crayons of a high order. The
tendency of many of our citizens to waste their
funds lor Worthless Mechanical Productions
by
Amateurs, specimens of which may be seen on
ivery hand, is the principal incentive which in
luces me to place Legitimate Work at so low’ a

s'ses and weights per foot
in coils

cts.

uO

8

THIS
day of February,

for said
said

Common Schools. By
variety of cheerful,
the girls and bovs

Size, $2o.00.

Boston Stab Brand.
WHITE
FAD Warranted
VvnilC ILCNII,
strictly pur®
ami unsurpassed by any in the market.

RED LEAD &

Coronation, (CO

finishing

FINEST AND

•:aam <es

SLKCiAL

a

solvency

Operettas and Cantatas fur School Ex—For a sli >rt time only, I have
^
decided to offer an entire ne* Code of Prices for all
sizes of Photographic work.
Cards, per doz. $3.00
Regular Cabinets per doz., $ft.00. Larger Sizes
correspondingly low. H»xl2 ink Photos., $<1.00 to
$8.00-former prices $8.00 to $10.00. This stvl*
ot work is adapted more
especially to the enlargement of old pictures, in which ii is
only necessary
that the original be a good likeness In < rder to insure a first-class result, with
drapery,
arrangement
of hair, &c.f modernized to suit the taste.
Crayon Portraits, V2 Life Size, $15.00: Life

Appy

’80.

Feb. 16th, A.D. 1881.
In case of LEVI F. HOYT.
is to give notice that on the fifteenth

Colleges.

cess

OF MEAT

MILTON, MASS.
“Is

16

4S

EXTRACT

@ 66

12%®

York.

PANTS

Cocoa and Broma.

00
76
BOO

ESTABLISHED 1843.

Drill*.
Broan, heavy 30.

dfalfiuT

the only MED CA TEL 'reparation, the GEN DINE has tbe name of
LAWRENCE & MAR IN on
the Government Revenue Stan, on ea, b bottle. Put
up lu yuan size Bottles tor General and Fa" ilv use
Sold by Druggists, Grocers and sueral Dealers
everywnere. If not foil d at y.ur Druggist’s or Grocer’s
we wo send a botile prepaid to tae nearest
express office to you. Price $1.00 or six bottles for $5 00

our* is

Crash.

}J®*«T.

b

«REKN R. RAU.M. Commissioner.
1 BE ,(Syfc!,-.„
LCi;11 Li) bv unprincipled dealers who try to palm off upon
you common Rook and Rye in place of our TO l.l7 ROCK and RYE
a,

_

ProckingM.
-7-8.

asliqu

TTrix°r/v<\^,tfU,!l'
TT T1 I i V 'mm^ 'N

wi>h

COUKTOF

Welcome Cliorus. (*x$^

St«t^ff fdTr

Hi
45

Days

latest book for High Schools, Academies and Seminaries. By W. S. Tildes’. Is of ihe best
character,
and well fitted to follow those most successful books
the High school
Choir, (81.) and the Hour of
8iugiu«e, (1.) both by Emerson and Tildkn; and
>he laurel Wreath, (81.) by W O. I ekkins. We
also mention Emc!i*»on’n QuitrtetM and C'horu»e* for Ylnl** Voic««.
(GO cts) just out, as a good
Gook for practice iu High School*, Academies and

LAWRENCE & MARTIN, 111 Madison St.,
Gcnl/raw,,; Ttiis comixiujiii in the opinion of Ibis office, would have a sufficient
quantity of the
BALSAM of IOLP to give it all the advantages ascribvd to this a'tide in
pectoral complaints, w'hile the
wlbky and the syrup constitute an emulsion rendering it an agreeable remedy to the
patient. Compound*’ *'
,e,f0?".U
ma,5' ProPMrl-v be classed as a medicinal preparation under Urn provismns of U.gy.t°o
8. Revised
Mutates, and when so stamjied. may be sold by Druggists. Apothecaries and other

Webb's

1
2

AIL PREMIUMS AWARDED TO

of

A

was

_

Emerson. Has a great
genial, musical songs, such as
must like, and also a good
Elementary Course.
Among our older and standard School Sony Books,
that are still favorites, and in constant
demand, we
(50 cts.) Mucking
m«^u>/iWhip-p«or.wUl,
°oX,lcu K“binct8 ) a“

1880 NAME S TATE FUR 1880

oue

FIRST CLASS 2Vg stery house, with stable
25x25 feet, henery, etc. All
nearly new and
In perfect order lot 100x160
feet, nicely fenced,
large number of trees and t-hrubs, house Is heated
by furnace, up-stai s and down, excellent well of
water, and large cistern. One of the finest residences
n
Peering. Cost about $<>.000 two years ago when
all material was cheap. Will be sold at a
bargain

Ritlla

STATE OF MAINE.
In Insolvency.
Cumberland

(50 cts.) The latest book
lor

ou

Woodford’s Corner,

now

EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Knapp St., Boston, Mass.
W. F. PhillipnA Co., Wholesale Agent*.
*P5
dly

feb9dlmteodllm&w6wG

L. O.

c-> January 26, 1880./

D*

Located

Madam—Having

Chapman, Secretary.

$4)112? Itollci

SALE!

FOR

Boston, Jan. 26, 1880.
Mrs. Myers: Dear
been afflicted
for several years with piles, and
having tried numer;
ous remedies without avail, I was
persuaded to try
drawing and healing saive.and am happy to say
your
has met with complete success.

SCHOOLS!

For COUGHS, COLON, IIRONCHITIN, A'THKI,
CONSUMPTION, and all Hi.
ras.s nf lhe TIIKOAT AND LUN«N.
toga trier by msriLLATiox (which cannot be effectually done
...th8vnew 00m,b.i“at'°I; we baT,e Wended
B'*ck bandy, pare Old Rye
Whiskey, and a valuable toxic, which
nrMun»!»1?n1
virtues
ingredients, yielding valuible expectorant qualities aud giving the article
ofJh®taste.
?
thae an
a“d
Balsam Tolu lias long been used
agreeable
by the inedioal proflssien for its
Im® £
snd nourishing properties In allaying any irritation of the
throat, chest and lungs. Tolu
Rock and Kye is a diffusive stimulant,creating a healthy
appetite and toning up the system generally. The
eminent chemist Prof. G. A. Muriner of Chicago has analyzed and
recommends Its use. The pucheerfully
rity of the ingredients used makes it a pleas nt. healthful tonic and appetizing beverage for all.
Extract from Report of tbr Comuiiimiaiirr of Internal Revenue:
Tkeasuby Department, Ofeicb oe Intkunai.
Revenue, 1

__

8
18

Year,

Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1880

SURE CURE

EmIaiki

Boston, Dec. 13,

Julye Myers,

Gangrene. I

MUSIC BOOKS
APPETIZER and

febO_

takmy foot which settled into dry
told that I had not 24 hours to live.
My wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from
spreading any further andsaved my life. I am 78 years of
age. and I owe
the few remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.
en

$12,608,356.71

Feb. 9,1881.

nmoles

Madam.—About the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1

J. J>. .JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.

Messrs.

Batting.

60tb bales, lib rolls.

Dec. 31, 18S0:

40 PER CEJUfT.

Great

ABOUT

Ulcer*, Abscesses, Sores of longstanding. Erysipelas
Piles, Salt Kbeum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Ohil
blains, Inflamed Joints, Frost Hites, etc. Mrs
Julye Myer’s Drawing & Healing Salve fails to cure

Six Per Cent Interest on Oatstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.

J. H.

172 Middle Street.

Lund For Sale.
17,000 feet of land on Cumberland

on

$1000 REWARD!

ONLY.

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Ex-

on

Middle St.

on

near Smith street well located and
very desirable for house lots. Will be sold low and oii easy
terms. Apply to JOSEPH HOBSON, Saco, Me.
dim
;

discard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Battery thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent
by mail everywhere on
Sold by all Druggists. Men
receipt of price. 50c.
and Women Agents wanted in every city and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery C0..15 Pemberton
Square, Room 10. Boston, Mass.
declO d&wly

ASSETS.

Losses

To Let.
Exchange St., chambers

J. D. & F. FESSENDEN,

its action upon the
mother
and
child will be found very

Company
on

Ending

offered.

now

nov29d6m

Battery;

quieting. Mothers

opportunity ia

Store No. 61
St. and

Kidney Diseases. Nursing Mothers and Children wear the
Boston

$5,728,622.27.

SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.
febl9
eodtf

The

a rare

change

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia,Fever and Ague.
Heart, Liver, Lung and

MARINE

Total Amount of Premiums for the

The Hatter, 237 middle St.,

Blanket*.

Cotton

Dogskin Street Gloves.
Dogskin Driving Gloves.
Fine
Imported Gents’ Kid Gloves and

Sts.,

tate,

eryone subject to kheum a t i 8 m
Neuralgia,
Nervous Diseases*

will take risks at their office, New
York,
Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

MERRY,

rLby nil

60

This

Castor Gloves.

wr.B
s
l»old in Portland

P P*lr. 2 00

AGAINST
RISKS

Grocers,

& 235 Middle

Al»o, building lots on Munloy Hill. Congress,
Peering, High, State, Mellen, Sherman, tiraut
Portland, Wesi and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to in,eat in real es-

twenty years guarantees
honorable dealing.

Mrs.

bulT.

10-4.1

INSURE

Tear

Congress

!

over

dealer

Ulutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK.

A few of our new
Spring Styles
on (land.
New Styles received daily.
now

involved the whole
suffering man looked fornot
without apparent reason, to death as his
ward,
only deliverer. His family physician refused to amputate the limb—asserting that the operation would
kill the patient on the
Dr. David KENNEspot.

«
1«
$
5

Camp, 7tz.

fine soft hats.

realized this truth,
flis disease
of his thigh-bone, and the

Medium.

Light
Bags, good.
Print**, best..
Medium.

Retail

WE

It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
should be worn by ev-

iirpiffli
ATLANTIC

universal

@ 9%i
g6
gi2V,

8
6
10

Feet, at

Gold Boot.

shoe

XPE

NEW HAT.

...One
Baldwin Tomato Catsup, very choice, 20 & 30c bot.
India Currie Powder.30c bottle.
French Capers.
35 aud 45c

CO,

nj
13

g

Lowest.

offer for sale in large or small lots, all our
property in Peering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late Jam*
Peering.
This is the most valuable suburban
property in the
Vicinity of Portland, and urilt be sold very low.
1‘laus and deacrlption of the premises can be seen
at our office.

TRY THK BOSTON BATTERY.

Chutney

SALE.

REAL ESTATE NOTICE.

Broadway, cor. 24th st.,

nov30

Yarmouth Bloaters.
50c
Smoked Dried Beef.25c lb
Imported German Sausage..
French Peas.26c can.
Mushrooms.
40c *•
Stuffed Olives.76c bottle.
Tobasco Sauce.60c

Wholesale and
585 & 587

"FOB

teb!9_dim*

|

New York City invites attention to his superb assortment
of goods for gentlemen’s -v .ar
selected abroad specially for
first-class trade, and unequalled for richness,style or beauty
Dress Shirts are Mr. Budd’s
specialty. Customers pronounce them the best made.
Special orders for goods
made here or in Europe
promptly attended to.
An established reputation of

Anchovy Paste.60c jar.

necessity, and none but a
fool will affect to despise it.
cynic
Mr. Abram
of
Port Ewen, Ulster county, N. Y., had
Elsworth,

~

13
11

Narrow

i

_dTh&M&wlw

i,iOi

Street
Congress
of

or a

Dry Goods Wholesale market.
Corrected weekly by Stoker Bbos. & Co.
Brown Cottons.
Sueetings,
width,
price.
3«
inch.
Standard,
8
7Ve®
36 inch.
Heavy,
7Vi ®
8
Medium, 36 inch.
S
7
8
Fine
36 nch.
CVi®
7%
28 inch.
Shirting
41^ g B%
Bleached Cotton.
36 inch.
Good,
11 ® \2Vo
86 inch..
Medium,
9
® ly
30 inch.
Light,
OVa8
HVi
SL8.
Sheetings,
11
d 14

§

Long, Slim,

Sign

can.

6mSTu*Th

Money is the

BBg,:0

g

the

lilt'

Huu-j

SAM’L BUDD

—

Grand Trunk.
Jacksons
.,.60,®65
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; smal I
lots about 6c higher.

12
30

Albert Biscuit.76c

as

and

25 cents.

noil

London Wafers, assorted flavors.36e
Pates de Foies Gras,.$1.26 and $2.00

The old Family Physician at Fault—Dr.
David Kennedy the Successful Surgeon.

••

,6-4.

421

and

IMPUTATION OF THE LEG.

Cheese....8@10

1 0-4.
miscellaneous.
Denims, good.

Now ready, the Nobbiest Hat
oat
for
Spring,
$3.50
yo ir old silk hat in
ExEntire
New
change.
Stock.
ever

Pretzels.26o lb

as

Low

II Ulll

Sold by allDruggists, 251 per bottle-Sixbottles $5.|
Ecnd to Shannon & Harrlch, Hartford, Ct.. for Circular. |
t-S^T^e Dr. SCOTT'S Liver, Kidney, and Rheu-|
matic PLASTER. Do tin the World. Price

and Troublesome Feet porfectly
Fitted.

For

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.

Druggists.

twM*

14gl6ci
Apples.
128,14c Baldwin,.1 50®1 76
Pecan.
18(igl4e Greenings
150al76
Choice eating apples 2 00
•*■#•••.
Granulated—
g 9V% Dried Western 4Vuto6
KxUs C.
o
do Eastern.. 48 6
8%
Pom iocs.
Early Rose, p bush:-

praii^Fmstera':

All

new York.

00(84 60 Choice
22&26
00g460 Good. 18(g2o
(Store. 17(al8
I
Cheese.
60gl 70! Maine...
13815
5081 62 Vermont.
13816
2(Vni 36| V. V.Factory
13816

lOgllc

by

MENLO PARK M’F’G

60

oox

P

“

'PREPARED BY THE

Maine,
l.are
00@4
CapeGod,760®900Tnb,lb... ll’/sfiHVi
ITleroes, lb ».llV4alls/«
Frai1
Pall. 11% B
@13
Musc’tl Raisins2 15*2 30 Kegs
London Layers’,! 40*2 0 i
Renas
Turkish PTunes.6Vk@7c|Pea.2 10*2 16
Mroapes
iMedium*.2 00a2 10
Palermo* Fbi 2 76*3 60 Yellow Eyes .2 00@2 16
> alenciapoase *6@«6 60
Balter.
Messina.

German

Hiwuiroo,

System, and Restoring Fall Vigor

hood.

,,

Bound nogs....7Vx*8

•’

1.25

Ourstoc kof canned goods comprises a full assortment of
eyerything in the fruit, meat, fish and vegetable lire. We get our goods from the best southern and eastern
packers, and buy only hose brands which
from experience we know to be the best. We make a
of Thurber's Canned GoodB, which are
specially
tiie nnest goods packed.

Price, $1,00 PER BOTTLE.

ESTATE.

“middle Dam”,Gorham, imuiue, is
for sale. Saw, Grist. Stave, Shingle, Pulp and Keg mills; seven
nice Dwellings, Cooper, Blacksmith and other shops, Store, &c.
(Inet| nailed power, pure water,
demand for all the products of
ine min* make tin* the most desirable location in Maine for the
manufacture of Lumber, Paper
! or Pulp, For particulars apply to
Wm. P. Hayden, John D. Anderson, Admrs., No. Gorham, Me.

A Sovereign Cnreinallformsof Nervons
Debility, liroktn Down Constitutions, Vertigo, lleart Affections, Nervons
Dyspepsia, Weaknessof t he Kidneys, Bladder and
Urinary Organs, Impotencv, Barrenness, Female

BOOTS &SHOES

$1.25 box

vous

Suisjrflne..

4

Preserved Turkish Boses.4oc can
Preserved Limes.$1.25 bottle.
Wine Calves’ Feet Jelly.60 and 75c
Brandv Cherries.2fic
Fresh Tamarinds...
_25 and 45c
Guav.Jelly.
15, 25 and 50c bov.
S-siss Honey .35c not Ha.
Canton Dry Ginger.
50C lb
*’
Preserved Ginger.45. 75 and $1.25 jar.
Shaker Apple Sauce.60 and 85e bucket.
dure Fruit Butter.75c pan
Cider Jelly.7,-,e •*
Plum
60 and 75c can.
Spiced Salmon.45 and C5e
Oysie -s.75c bottle.
Burr Artichokes.
75c can

Pudding.30,

RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
Side

....

Ftanr.
hra>u.
4 00u4 60 New H. M. Corn
car lots
ExtraSpring..5 2.r'®5 50
11
6 26*6 60 Oats
£\ spring
Patent
Sacked Bran
spring
Wheats.8 00*8 761
Mids...
Michigan Win
lOorn, bag lots.,
tor best.6 00@6 2 6, Meal,
Low Grade
(Oat*,
"
Michigan.. ..6 25®5 50 Bran,
St. 1 00Is WinMid’ngs, ■’
ter fair
.6 00*6 26 Rye,
Winter good.. 11 25*6 50

EDISON,

uio cure oi

="'

The mill Property ot the Inte arm
of Ooff & Plummer, known a,

YOUR

PRICES.

MISCELLANEOUS LIST.
THE CREAT

passage rates and the fullest infer

■ILL PROPI

Xtwfc XwVcvkvcwx

I

rvrEJUNT’s

HATS.

|

Assorted Fruits, very choice,
Crystallized
“
«
•*
Primes,

Hlarch.
50 Lntutdry
6v2@ 9
25
Hhot.
25 Drop
@8
Haddock.1 76*2 00 Back.
@9
Hake...
100 @1251
Teas.
(Souchong.... 25® 45
enoit,1?bbl..3 00®4 Ot lOolong. 26® 30
Seal
box. 20® 26. do choioe
36a
45
No. 1
16@19l Japan. 30* 65
Mack. el,t>bbj.
do choice.
36* 60
Bay No. 1.
Tin.
Strait
Bay No. 2..
23
@
@24
English .23 @24
LargeS....
®
Shore No.l
00 Char. 1. O.. 7 00@ 750
No. 2. 6 50® 6 60 Char. LX... 9 00® 9 50
No. 3. 4 25*5 00 Terne. .6 75* 8 75
Small. 3 00® 4 00 Coke. 5 76a 6 25
Clam bait...
@
'Antimony...
18* 20
Zinc.8 00® 9 00
lissptwier.
4 O® 4 60
Tobacce.
Blasting
Sporting... 6 26® 7 26 Best brands. 60® 70
I Medium_
Hay.
6(Xa
68
PreeM i^toul, 00*19 00 Common....
35*
45
Loose.16 00*18 OOiHali lb.
@
Straw. 9 00*1200.Nat’lLeaf...
80® 90

or

REAL

CHILDREN'S

WIESBADFJ CRYSTALLIZED FRUITS.

L'ge Bank....400@4
76*3
Pollock.2 25*3

i

l

Difficult

Smar.2

freight

mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. Id. BAKTEGTT A €'©.,
115 Ntatc Street, csr. Broad Ml., BomIou.
or to W. D. LITTLE A CO..
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
je38dtf

___^

Double Sole, Hand Sewed, Morocco Leg,
Calf Boots, only $6.50, all Widths and Sizes.

SILK

Peel.25c
lb
| Orange
*•
Lemon
.25c
I New Turkish Prunes, very choice, 9c lb, Slbs for 2So
New French Prunes.15,
18, 20 and 25c

vosiezzea ana z,ant

LOW

@32

For

Single Sole, Bevel Edge. Congress Boots,
A, B, C and D, Size 6 to 12.

Heeds.

I Cassia, pure .30

S. S. Colon... Feb. 21 | S. S. Acapulco_Feb 28
S. 8. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama
only.9
Mar. 10.

MEN’S

35c
32c bag
$1.35 gaU
1.25 ‘‘
1.25 “

...

Pitted Chert ies,.40c

[Cloves .40 @42
Ginger..10 *12
iMace
100*110
(Nutmegs. 86® 95
Pepper. 20® 22

below.

as

Sizes.

Jersey Congress and Balmorals all Widths
and Sizes, AA, A, B andC.

—

*.

@32
j*23

NEW YORK.

the Low-

I!

....

No. 3.
N* 10.

l.land., New Zealand
aud
AuMiralia.
The new an
splendid steamers sail from Ntw
* ork °8 tho
ICth, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco

est.

Cakes

■

Syrnp

y

as

CALIFORNIA,

rtuadwick

[»1dly

Specialty.

Narrow Stylish Rubbers, as Low

the

JAPAI',> fH*NA,

STREET,

LADIES'

SYRUP.

Fresh Buckwheat in 10 lb. bags,
Becker’s Seif Raising Buckwheat
Pure Maple Syrup

lancto and Sultana Ralaius at

a

FOR
£2

...

^INTD

Choice Golden

Side Laced Boots

by

T. P. JltOOlVA.V, Bookseller,
......
kk«* KTREfit.
dt

„

LADIES’

SEWAKD,

Roquefort Cheese.,60c

Bucbwbeat

Jasper’sFlne Table Syrup
White Drips

F.

TEACHER OF ELOCUTION, *
For terms, Inquire at the rooms of the Y. M. C A
Congress and Elm St., or at the United States Hotei
between 12 and 2.
febl4d2w*

Edam Cheese.$1.10 each.
Pine Apple.
25c lb
Young America Cheese.22c
Swiss Cheese. 40c

Favorita Vermacelli.20c
Alphabet Soup.
20c
Choice Dairy Cheese.16c
'•

WILLIAM

and

Tickets

Inuaun, W hile Muir aud
European Mteuiurm
sailing weekly from Boston aud New York. For
further particulars call ou or address

"*

18 BEAVER

Spring Heel Boots, all Widths

guaranteed.
tlly

Steerage

Auchor Line* of

y. 1'

CHILDREN’S

PAINTERS,

ket Square, Portland.

reasonable and satisfaction

Cabin aud

C'uunrd, Allnu,

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

Goods.

ULI

JOST & MORTON,

DINKTEB.

PASSAGE:

OF

European Ticket Office.

Winter Boots at cost.
Oil and Pebtle Goat, Button, at cost, all Widths and
Sizes, must be sold to make room for Spring

Violin and other Instrument,,,
ISO MIDDLE STREET.

Teacher of

BOILED

LIMES'

dim*

RATES

Cabin.
.$50.00 Gold
Cabin, return,.$90.00 Gold
For passage, «c.. apply to GKO. H. STARR, No.
30 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight < offices,
feb7 d?mo
foot of ludia street.

|

Block,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

their friends.
Dates of sailing from Portland to
Liverpool direct:
Toronto,.11th February
Brooklyn,.
.25th February
..
Ontario,
13th March
From Portland to Glasgow via Halifax:
25th February
Quebec,.

publi'

Winter Boots.

Exclimago Bt.,

feb3

DWARF

dtf

I

As a general beverage and ueeessar;
corrective of water rendered Impure b;
vegetable decomposition or other causes ,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper
Ac, tbi
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to ever;
other alcoholic preparation. A
trial of over 30 years duration in ever;
seetiou of oar country of Udolpho Wolfe’
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement h;
the medical faculty aud a sale unequahu
by any other alcoholic distillation hav
insured for it the reputation of saiubrit
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggist 1
aud t* rovers.

B anrl F.

Fine Oil Goat, Button, French Kid Lappel,
with Low Vamp, Box Toe, Quarter over
Vamp; AA, A, B and C.

14H Pearl Street.

heated

be

M, A,

LADIES’

COLCORD,

Jan24_

wan,

require only

and

belore serving.

Evaporated Peaches, extra choice.40c
40c
Hispberries,

oe®16 00iClover, lb
9
8V4®
[Red Top, bag. 2 87*3 00
Duck.
IH. Grass bn.. 2 87*3 00
@36 i
apices.

neon.12

i

Cloth Top, Button, New Last, with Low
Vamp. Box Toe, Quarter over Vamp, SS. 8.

LINE.

The steamers of this Line will
rr
]*ruu during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
rmtTir'1'TJTir> ^ Idverpool, and once in six weeks
f
to Glasgow. Ihe vessels are Clyde built, full
powered, and h ive superior accommodation for cabin
aud steerage pJiaseugers. Prepaid tickets are issued
at reduced rates to those desirous of bringing out

SCHNAPPS.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

Dried Fruits.

16@3
76®]
Halt.
30* 361
Saltpetre. 10® 10 Turk’s Island,
Senna.
16® 26 *» hlid.(bd.)2 12V2®260
Seed. Canary.. 1 88*2 35; Bonaire. 22 6®2 75
Cardamons ..2 78*3 00,Cadis, du. pd. .2 00*2 25
Soda. bi~carb.. 3Vb@ 7
Cadi*,in b’nd. 1 26®)1 75
Sal .2V»® 8
.Liverpool.
SUpi nr.3Vi® 4Vi I Duty paid 1 76@2 12V4
1 26*1 62
Sugar Lead... 20® 22 In bond
White Wax... 56® 60 Gr’nd Dutter.. 18 V* box
Vitrol, blue... 11® 12 Llv.fluesack. 1 26ftl 76
Ri. Snake.

SOUPS.

DOMINION

Schiedam Aromatic

LADIES'

(gaid ffilinlei,

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

cts. Can.
ana

and

(foi

DtKKT,

No. 37 Plum Street.

Mr.

A Boston man has just been showing all the
sights of that charming city to a New Yorker.
“And now,” says he, “tell me honestly, is not
this city thoroughly unique?” New Yorker:
“Yes, indeed; unus, one, equs, horse.”

@7 60

....6 00*7 00
Yel.. 2V-i@
3
2ys@ 3

urue

OAT„

A Cross Baby.'
Nothing is so conducive to a man’s remaining a bachelor as stopping for one night at the
house of a married friend and being kept
awake for five or six hours by the crying of a
cross baby.
All cross and crying babies need
only Hop Bitters to make them well and smiling. Young man, remember this.—Traveller.

Ipecac.1 36&1 60 Boiled do
Lioonoe, rt.... 15® 20!iArd..
Cal ex. 34® 40 Castor.1
Morphine.
@5 OOi Neatsfoot_
Oil bergamot 3 0O@3 251 Ela*ne.
Cod liver.1 25@1 601
Paints.
Lemon.3 26®
Pure Lead. 7 76@8 00
Olive.1 25,a 1 75 Pnr» HrM Hn 7 7T»«k nn
....

i

Put up in quart cans,

Never address your conversation to a person
engaged in footing up a column of figures.
There’s nothing so deaf as an adder.—Cambridge Tribune.

36@ 40
60® 65
"8@ 60
61 a) 63
88ai 90
10@1 16
86® 1 00
62® 64

IPorgie.
@3 60(Linseed.

Iodine.

10

CELEBRBTED

S3

may I go out

Liebig Co.’s Coca Beef Tonic.
Professor E. M. Hale, M. D., author Materia Med ica of New Remedies, Professor at the
Chicago Medical College, recommends Coca
for hoarseness, weak voice, tickling in the
throat, cough, asthma, palpitation of the heart,
difficult and oppressed breathing, fainting fits
from nervous weakness, debility during convalescence from typhus, hysterical complaints,
nervousness and nightly restlessness of children during dentition.

Oil.
|
70,Kerosene.
@16
31 Port. Ref.P’tr
@11
38 i W a ter White
19
17 Devoe Brill’t..
a"20
50 Pratt’Astral.
@21
25 Ligonia.
21
30 Sperm.1 20@1 26
60 Whale.
66® 70
60 Bank.
40§ 4F»

46® 60
00® 1 26

Mock Turtle,

gle.

3^

1 % fa

...

VermaceUi,

but you may go down to the cellar and
fetch me up a scuttle of coal.”—Brooklyn Ea-

e*.

Turpt*ne,gT

Brimstone...
Cochineal.

3

j$ool-}

Tomato,
Okra or Gumbo,
Ox Tail,
Chicken,
Beef,
Julienne,
Consomme,
Mullagatawney,
Soup and Bouilli,

**ea*
Maccaroni,

sou,

6

ponders.... ^S@ ^5IOakum.
Copperas

Ambitious boy: “Mother,
West and fiffht TruHanuO”

6 60
8 PitchjC.Tar)
@ 4 00
75. Wil. Pitch.. 6 60® 6 60
38 Rosin.
3 50@6 00

Asbee, pot.... 6%@
Bals oopabia.. 7»*@

Bleaching

bbl..

HUCKINS’

BURNETT’S COCOAINE
a
Vigorous aud Healthy Growth of

the Hair. It has been used iu thousands of
where the hair was coming out, and has
never failed to arrest its
decay.
Use Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts—the
best.

42

sicrncn

tiresatisfimtion

man

cases

Boiling.

Nails.
t»gal.2 18®2
6 Cask. 3 00@
Alum.. 3®

Alcohol

who made a
engaged in a battle,

saw a

separate two dogs
as long as his own
dog was having the best of
it.—Detroit Free Press.

matches.
Cardase.
Arner'n 4«tt>.12%@13% Star,$>groes 2 00® 2 10
Manilla.14
Manilla Bolt

yet

ever

move to

3 26

@

|

I

one

_STEAMERS.

WOLFE’S

NEW GOODS!

that portion of the public who buy largely of the delicacies in our
line, we would say. wo are constantly adding t<> our already large assortment of such goods an when any new article of this kind offers
having real merit, our immediate effort is to get it. The same causes which enabled us to undersell in
leading aud staple goods enable us to do so in this department.
We would remind our friends that the
quality of the goods we sell should be taken into consideration when comparing our prices with those of
aim
*tee*> 110 8001^ of inferior quality, and guarantee every article we sell to give en-

viiccm

No

O0@30
00® 16
00®28
00@26

Clear. 2 26®) 2 76
Cedar No. 1 1 75® 2 60
1 Spruce.
125® 160
Laths,
Spruce— 1 50® 1 75

@18

Bronze do...
Y.M. Bolts...
bottoms

Was helped on and off the
ago last October.
bed, and obliged to use a crutch and cane in
walking. It was thought by my family physician I never would recover, but am happy to
say that theoruse of five bottels of your famous
Nerve Food, has completely re
Wyomoke
stored my health and strength.
My family
physiciaD can be referred to, and any body desiring further particulars can obtain the same
by calling on me. I desire to have it known
what a wonderful cure Wyomoke accomMRS. ELLA L. HARVEY
plished.

00@1GU0

MEDICAL.

STYLEST

SPRING

To

00®1 J 00

I

lng.

Hartford, Conn., March 3, 1879.
was paralyzed three
years

My whole left side

@23
@24
@27

.26

MISCELLANEOUS.

Groceries.

Fancy

Wonderful Cure of Paralysis.

A

2 00 Slaughter...33
@30
1 60 Gd.Dam*g’d20
@23
90 Am. e,au—
90@1 JO
Lumber.
8 South. Pine,3o O0@40 00
Clear i‘tue.
Noe. 1 6i 2.60 00@60 00
5 No. a.35 00® 40 00
26 Shippm
.20 UO@26 00

70a

Boxshooks

zen.

Leather.

Light.20
Mid Weight 22

4 ooperuge.

Shooks

Sug Sawed
Fine Sugar

An Indian chief, after the romantic inannei
of his nation, calls his musket “Book-agent,”
because it is an old smooth bore.—Lowell Citi-

New York.

Rio.12%®16%
Mol.City.. 190®
a
Sug. City..

A philosopher is a man who considers al
other folks fools.—Boston Post.

6

..43/i@

...

BUS!NESS CARDS.

croup

W it and Wisdom.

Pilot Sup.7 U0@9 00 Common.2y4@ 2%
do ex 100 #* « UOgtf 00 Kettned.2Va@ 3%
Ship.4 00®6 00 Norway —4ya@ 5%
Crackers lt>
Cast Steel... 14
@16
100. 25® 30 German Steel 8
@10
Candles.
Shoe Steel.. 4
@
Mould 4* lb.
12 @12% Sheet Iron,
Common....6 @ 6y2
Sperm. 25 @30
1 H. C.7 @7%
Coal—i Retail.)
Cumberland
6 60@7 OO!
Russia.... 13% @14
Acadia.60O.a625i Oalv
...9V2@liy2
Cbesinut.6 <>@6 .»0
Lead.
tr iikUn
7 6< *@8 00! Sheet.
@ 7
N* bite Ash_6 6B®7 0
Pipe. 6%@ 7

llhd.

MISCELLANEOUS

Iron.

Bread.

•fava,

of

Messenger

feb!7&24

*

-V
X

